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Abs tract 

This qualitative researdi project uses arts informed life history methodology to 

explore the garden as phenomenon, as method, and as metaphor in the personai 

professional lives of two women; one is myseif. The garden as method explores my 

personal expenence of integrating work with horticulture into my practice as a 

counselling practitioner. It also explores the expenence of Feliaty Lukace, who 

integrated her practice as a horticulturalist with work with people. It explores each of 

our discovery of horticultural therapy as professional practice, and considers how the 

formalization of intuitive and common sense knowledge impads the praditioner and 

her work. 

As metaphor this is a story which speaks of the influence of the garden-f the 

life giving forces of texture and colour-on work with people-for Felicity with the 

elderly for me with youth; within the institutions of our professions-for Felicity as a 

horticulturalist and for me as a therapist; within the institutions of our practice-for 

Feliaty in geriatric care facilities, for me in a community based mental health dinic. 

Considering the garden as phenomenon 1 explore the particular siguficance of the 

people-plant connection, as a fonun and mechanism for experiences of authentiaty 

and connection. 

In my focus on the praditioner over tirne, I investigate how innovative practice 



k uifluenced and develops out of the personai and professional history of each 

individual practitioner. I consider the new practice in the context of personal and 

professional development. Implications in the area of praditioner health and renewal 

are explored. 

The processes, through which 1 came to locate a methodological vantage point, 

that could support, sustain and extend the area of inquiry and my development as a 

ressmher, provide in themse!r=g~ a paralle1 hvestigaeon to the f o d  point of my 

research. My detaiied consideration of methodological issues is guided by the p ~ t i -  

ples of creative, aesthetic and imaginative attention to procesç and relationship 

characteristic of arts infonned research, and as such, offen an alternative approach to 

the treatment of methodological issues within qualitative researdi. 
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The Garden: 

Phenornenon, 
Method 

and 
Metaphor 



1 am always so surprised 
when people ask me if I 
feel exposed when 1 write, 
or çpeak, personally. 
Nervous, sure, about 
whether my points are 
clear and resonant with 
others, but never 
exposeri ... Wrihing is a 
re telling. A shaping of the 
events that one has lived. 
Ln the writing, in my expe- 
rience, a preaous alchemy 
occurs such that the writer 
is no Longer preasely the 
same person she is cvriting 
about. As a tvriter 1 have a 
rela tionship to my seif as 
the subject of my writing ... 1 
[alsol tell myseif, Me needs 
more exposing. If anyone 
has a chance to contribute 
to art exposé, I Say, take it. 
(Weingarten, 1997, p. xü) 



In a brilliant and resonant fundraising shategy, the Weimer's  Society of 

Toronto includes a s m d  packet of forget-me-not seeds with a pledges envelope and 

cover letter h m  their executive director. The letter beginç: "More than one friendshi~ 

has been celebrated by the sharing of flowers. I've endosed these forget-me-not seeds 

in the hope that you will offer your hand in friendship to people with Alzheimer 

Disease in Toronto.. ."(Chang, 3000). -41ong with plankg h t ~ ~ c t i o n s ,  on the seed 

packet itseif is written the message: "Please remember for those who can't.. .These for- 

get-me-not seeds wiU produce masses of lovely Little blue flowen. As they brighten up 

your garden this spring, please remember all those a£fected by Alzheimer Disease. 

Your donation will provide urgently needed seMces for people with Alzheimer 

Disease and their caregivers." 

This fundraising strategy blends the use of garden as phenornenon, as method 

and as metaphor. The seeds are phmornenon: an actud seed packet emerges h m  the 

envelope, when 1 open it up tiny black seeds spiU out into the palm of my hand. 1 am 

Med with a seme of potential: 1 will soak the seeds in water, 1 will plant them in the 

garden. I see the first green shoots sprouting forth; 1 see the fkst tiny blue flowers. 

Finally, I realize that the forget-me-nots are finished for the season. Through the combi- 

nation of these actions, and the awareness or dexivity that accompanies them, the 

garden becomes method. 

The garden is metaphor in the expliat ways suggested by the Alzheimer's society 

in the letter and on the seed packet, and in the implicit ways it operates in the imagina- 

tion of me, the receiver of their message. 1 am rerninded that flowers connote fiend- 

ship and comecüon, when the seeds sprout and the flowers bloom they d serve as a 

symbolic reminder of Alzheimer's disease. 1 w i l l  remember that I have been asked to 

offer the hand of f+iendship by making a monetary donation to the Alzheimer's soue- 

ty. UtiliPng the most commonly understood feature of Alzheimer's disease, memory 

loss, 1 am asked to use the flowers symbolidy and metaphoridiy, to remember for 



those who can't. The choice of flowers, forget-me-nots, &O inhinçidy carries this 

message. Finally forget-menots are perennials: they will return year after yeas, in ever 

greater profusion to remind me again of people with Alzheimer's disease, of the cycle 

of life, of the garden, and my place in it. 

Th& qualitative recemh project uses arts inffomxd 'de historj- methodologir to 

explore the garden as phenornenon, as method, and as metaphor in the personal pro- 

fessional lives of two women; one is myseif. The garden as method explores my per- 

sonal experience of integrating work with horticulture uito my practice as a coun- 

selling practitioner. The garden as method also explores the experience of Feliaty 

Lukace, who, arriving at a similar place from the opposite diredion, integrated her 

practice as a horticulturalist with work with people. It explores each of our discovery 

of horticultural iherapy as professional practice and considers how the formalkation of 

intuitive and common sense knowledge affects us in our work. The garden as method 

looks at the impact of the institutionalization of concepts on the practitioner and her 

practice. 

As metaphor this is a story which speaks of the influence of the garden-of the 

life giving forces of tex- and of colour-on work with people-for FeliQty with the 

elderly, for me with youth; within the institutions of our professions-for Felicity as a 

horticul turaliçt and for me as a therapist; within the institutions of our p r a t i d o r  

Feliaty in geriatric care facilities, for me in a community based mental health clinic. It 

looks at the sense of authority that emerges with the authentic expression of self, that 

is, the tnteness we experience-as human beings engaged in moral activity-when 

what we do is an extension of who we are. 

Considering the garden as phenomenon 1 explore the partidar sigruficance of 

the people-plant connection, as a f o m  and mechanism for experiences of authentiaty 

and connection. In my e-ence, the integration of horticulture with therapy is all 



about process, that is, making beautiful gardens as produd is not what it is about 

Rather it is intentional relational work that involves a literal positioning of humans in 

the natural world. It is useful in its capacity to remind us of our essential comection to 

the elements: to earth, sun, air and water, our most essential human needs. nie corn- 

mon sense wisdom of the garden cuts to the quick of what it means to be human. The 

experience of this connection provides a Literal and metaphoric punding in context 

that assists us to understand o w  hmm necds ir, relation. Intiiiiically mâtive anand 

aesthetic, the garden points to our deepest potential as human beings. Through the 

process of integrating horticulture with therapy, by facilitating and attending to o u  

most essential needs and our deepest potential, a beautiful garden may arise, but it 

will likely have more significance as metaphor than as phenornenon. 

The roots of authentic self-expression and the capacity to recognize it are found 

in the personal professional stories of Felicity's üfe and my life. These are stories p e e  

pled with charactes h m  the past that continue to shape who we are becoming as 

individuals in the present. Looking at these influences in context, family, school and 

the health care system become the societal institutions where authentic self expression 

can flounder or flourish. As individuals constantly in a state of becoming, these stories 

also examine tintes of dijuncture and tension when who we are seems at odds with 

what we are doing. Taken together these stories of experience form a series of narrative 

snapshots that comprise the body of this work 

This forward and badcward movement, characteristic of most identity develop 

ment processes, is also reflected in the research text as my shte of becoming as a 

researcher. ûrigindy 1 seleded life history as the research methodology most congru- 

ent with my epistemology and the area of i n m .  Beghming to be interested in arts 

informed methodologies, 1 had hoped that the final report would indude some repre- 

sentations of the research that were artful. 1 did not imagine that 1 would be engaging 

in an artful research process, or that such processes had anything to do with the area of 

inquiry. What 1 came to discover, and chose to rdect upon and incorporate in the text, 



is that creative and imaginative attention to process and relationçhip is less of a science 

and more of an art. Extending the methodological hamework in my original research 

design past its limits, 1 began to engage kt the research process in non-conventional 

ways-ways that seemed to resonate as b u e  or right. This experience of rnethodologi- 

cal authentidty led me badc to the substantive focus of the research-and the sureness 

that with an arts informed life history framewmk I had found the right ontological, 

epistemological and methodologid fit. 

Explorhg researdi issues £rom an arts informed perspective, therefore, became a 

central part of the research process. Situating myself in this projed in the dual d e s  of 

researcher and researdied involved exploring the processes through which 1 use the 

garden to bring life to my work as method and as metaphor, thereby authenticating 

who 1 am, as a counselling praditioner and as a researcher. The self-reflexive process 

pieces in this work tell this parallel story of my identity development pmcess as a 

researcher. My detailed consideration of methodological issues is congruent with the 

guiding pridples of mative and imaginative attention to process and relationship in 

arts informed research, and as such, offers an alternative approach to the treatment of 

methodologicd issues within qualitative researdi. Contributhg to the body of work 

exploring methodological issues h m  an alternative, arts informed perspective there- 

fore became as meaningful a purpose as the empincal focus of my research. As a result 

representations of FeLiSty and myself appear differently in the work; Felicity is more 

present in the actual garden, while my presence is more apparent in the methodologi- 

cal sections. This difference also reflects the evolution of my relationship to the garda 

as rnethod, that is, the reality that Feliaty is today a practicing horticultural therapist, 

while 1 am currently focusing on research. 

Situating the self in the research text is good postmodem qualitative research 

practice (Hunt, 1992; Kilboum, 1999; Richardson, 1999). There are a variety of ways to 

accomplish this task The author can choose to speak of the self as part of the academic 

text using academic prose, or he or she can h s e  to employ an altemative mode of 



representation such as poetry or journal entries as a vehicle for self introduction 

(Glesne, 1997; Smith, 1999). Either way, the author inserts his or herself into the text, 

thereby üluminating her assumptions, her shortcomings, and her stmgths. 

Consistent with the methodological and epistemological assumptions upon 

which my project is based, 1 locate myself at the beginning and continue to "check-in" 

with you, the reader, as 1 reconsider my assumptions, and experience shifts in orienta- 

tion. I have h5ed to tomnunicate these shifts ir, a vxiety of ways in orde to dloiv the 

signiftcance of  the^ meaning to resonate. %me of the syles that I have employed in 

the service of conveying my researdi process can be considered 6. At other times 1 

have chosen to speak directly to you, my research audience, in a conversational style. 

My voice is casual, informal, we are having tea and catching up; yet, paradoxically, we 

are catchhg up episternologically, rnethodologicdy, and ontologically. The conceptual 

shifts that 1 make during the course of the thesis cari be heard in the changes in the 

tone of my voice throughout. For example, in various instances I found it usefd to 

quote sections of rny research proposal to rnake these changes in tone audible in the 

tex t. 

1 explore my breadth of cadence and tone in the presentational fom of this 

inquj.; that is, 1 attempt to take full advantage of my range. There are aspects of this 

work that are meant to be performed/read aloud. They literdy need my voice to ani- 

mate them. At these moments you will likely join with me in experiencing the Limits of 

text based representational forms. 

Other aspects of the thesis are fine read silently. These are the parts that you are 

more used to finding in a thesis. My voice sounds familiar. 

St iU other aspects of the thesis blend these contrasting tones. This is my process 

voice, and you wiU get used to the sound of it, because you will hear it m a t  often. 

Following Hunt's (1987) recommendation that, as lfesearchers, "we begin with 

ourselves" in the next section 1 introduce the context of the research. 



Cultivating Context 

1 first heard about horticulhual therapy on a snowy 

while 1 was dnving to work listening to the CBC radio program "Morningside". Peter 

Gzowski was interviewing three homcdturd therapists about their practice, and the 

development of horticulture as therapy. 1 sat in my car outside the youth dinic where 1 

work as a counsellor, listening to the end of the program, watching wet snow accumu- 

late on the Bat, treeless JaneIFinch, North York plain-and I felt inspired. 

... where a dirty white plastic bas clings to a chain link fence I see a carefully conshuct - 
ed lutfice c o u d  with morning glorles 

. . . where trmgled yel lm crab gras holds pools of stagnant water I see rnoist expanses of 

p h v i n  kle 

. . .where nbandoned expanses of properiy lie neglecfed, 1 see rich W l e  soil 

. . . where t h e  is spparation, disconnectiun and isohtim, I see people nïltivating corn - 
munity. 

In the foilowing weeks I talked up the idea of horticulture as therapy with my 

coUeagues. After a long, cold, sedentary winter, tapping into our new season energy 

and diannehg it toward a collective projed seemed easy. Since there was no money in 

our budget to begin a new program, we started to look for donations. The tremendous 

response we received from area businesses, communiv residents, volunteers, and 

enviromenta1 organizatiorts willing to donate tirne and materials got the projed off 

the &round. Clients with a diversity of needs began to engage with work in the yard 

around the clinic in a variety of ways: some dug, planted and tended garden plots of 

their own, while others worked to develop beds in common mas. CounseUors worked 

with dients in the garden according to theÛ own experience and inclination, and 

according to the needs of their dients. Our intake worker,, for example, used the gar- 



den as a transitional space, to stroil, or to sit and chat, after fonnally meeting with a 

new client indoors. Other counsellors conducted entire sessions out of doors wMe 

weeding and w a t e ~ g .  

The transformation of the landscape surmunding the dinic-kom a bleak and 

barren trindswept plain, to a cared for, creative senes of gardens-was striking. The 

change in our grounds attracted people to the W C - h m  uiterested comrnunity resi- 

dents, to nurses working at the nearby York Finch hospitd. By nid-seasor. 1996 khe 

psychiatric unit at the hospital decided to formally collaborate with us on the project, 

since nurses had been regularly b ~ g i n g  patients over to the clhic to work in the gar- 

den. By the end of the summer three different articles had appeared in Toronto news- 

papes about the Youth C h i c  garden. 

The garden project was also bansforming to us as a staff. Most meaningful was 

a renewed sense of collective purpose and care-for both o w  work environment and 

for the people in it. Within a small agency, small gestures c m  resonate together to pro- 

duce a striking change in tone. When an ofice door previously kept shut is left ajar, 

when flowen appear on a receptionisfs desk, or when homemade ginger beer is 

brought in to share at a meeting, the overd atmosphere in the workplace improves 

sigmhcantly. Horticulture seemed to be invigorating and therapeutic not only to those 

overtly seeking help, but also to thoçe faalitahg the healing process of another. 

Duruig a time of relentless cutbacks, it was motivating to counterpoint the continual 

cut and slash of budgets and services with the alternative rhythmç of cdtivation and 

care, growth and harvest For me, the garden and the positive ripple effect around it 

proved to be such a deep source of personal and professional inspiration and renewal 

that 1 d e ~ d e d  that it was a phenomenon that deserved further investigation. 

From my first hand experience of integrating horticulture with therapy pracüce 

came my desire to know more about the field of hortidtural therapy and the pradi- 

tionas engaged in this work What is it about the people-plant comection that is so 

deeply alluring? Do other practitioners experience the same deep seme of personal 



authentiaty in their work with people and plants? Do gardens in other contexts func- 

tion as metaphor for the health and well being of the people in that context? How do 

we b ~ g  the garden-the sensuous, textured, fertile garden-to professional practice? 

How do we as individuals imbue the institutions in which we function-in particular 

our health care institution-with the life giving force of the garden? 

Using my experience of integrating horticulture with therapy as a vantage point 

I Segan to consider a broader phenonenon: the processes 'kough whidi we mosi f d y  

express who we are in our work. How do context and discipline provide oppominity 

or comtra.int for that expression? Where does the capaaty for this expression h d  its 

roots? E3eginning to imagine a research project framed around these questions 1 started 

to consider my methodological orientation. 

Concepts of what knowledge is, and how it is generated, have led to the devel- 

opment of düferent research methodologies. A research methodology makes assump 

tions about how knowledge is generated and how it can be accesçed. The researcher's 

choice of methodology, usually based, with new researchers, on theoretical knowledge 

about that methodology, therefore, says a great deal about her epistemological assump 

tions. It is therefore necessary to explore and explain my epistemology, and demon- 

strate the compatibility between it, my methodological orientation and the focus of my 

"quiry. 

In my work as a counsellor, 1 value and believe in the primacy of experience. 

Firsthand, I know about the usefulness of theories that are generated out of practice 

(Hunt. 1987). 1 value the "experienced knowledge" of counselling practitioners, and 

believe that the pursuit of this knowIedge through research is a useful endeavor. Being 

aware of, and making expliat the kind of knowledge 1 value-particularly in terms of 

where it is located, and who holds it-is an important f k t  step in considering rny val- 

ues in terms of accessnig knowledge. Situating myself personally and professionally in 

relation to the area of inquiry (which 1 have begun and continue to do in subsequent 

sections) is an essential process in qualitative researdi. It is this process that led me to 



consider situating thiç research project within a qualitative methodology. 

At the core of qualitative research is the assumption that meaning is generated 

through experiences in the real world. As Eisner desaibes, qualitative research is 

based on "the belief that experience is the bedrodc upon which meaning is constmcted 

and that experience in s i e c a n t  degree depends on our ability to get in touch with 

the qualitative world we inhabit" (Eisner, 1993, p. 5). As a result, in qualitative research 

the people who are "in toudi" wîth particdar "qualitative worlds" are themsehs val- 

ued for their experience. For instance, the experienced counsehg practitioner is val- 

ued for the knowledge that it is assumed that he/ she holds about the qualitative world 

of counselling. Moreover, this knowledge is seen as more trustworthy, especialiy in the 

realm of practice, than knowledge that is produced independently of practice, because 

the "qualitative world is immediate before it is mediateci, presentationd before it is 

representational, sensuous before it is symbolic"(Eisner, 1993, p. 5). Practitioner's 

knowledge is real world experience; it is immediate, presentationd and sensuous. 

Qualitative research methods allow me to access the kind of knowledge I value while 

retaining congruence with my epistemology. My methodological orientation is, there- 

fore, comected to who 1 am both personally and professionally. 

Beginning to formulate a research proposal I selected the methodological hune- 

work-Me history-that seemed to fit with my epistemological assumptions and with 

the area of inquiry. In life history research, knowledge is assumed to be multiperspecti- 

val and dependent on the social conditions of its construction. A form of biographical 

research that builds on the premises underlying life story methodology, life history 

focuses on an individual's experience over a substantial period of thne (Cole, 1991; 

Cole & Knowles, forthcoming, 2000). Like the life story account, life history is a per- 

sonal experience method that values individual story. Life history, however, goes a step 

M e r  than Me story research in its effort to place these stones in context A form of 

paftnership research where a layered understanding of a phenornenon is generated 

through a process of intmubjective meaning rnaking, in life history both "synthesis 



and feedbadc are central to the processfl (Cole, 1991, p.191). 

In ment years, Me history research has been used in the study of teachers' lives 

to better "understand life history influences on professional practice" (Cole, 1994, p.3). 

Because of its attention to detail in the lives of "ordinary people", life history methods 

are effective when gathering information about "practi tioners' experienced knowl- 

edgeM(Cole, 1991). As Cole explains, "the life history method is suited to gaining 

insights into the confusions, contradictions, and complexitier of everyday Ue. It is nar- r 

ticularly useful for locating aitical inadents or epiphanies in iives, the points of pro- 

found change and influence" (Cole & Knowles, 1994, p. 141). This points to the poten- 

tial Life history research has in understanding and aiding professional practice and 

developrnent. 

Further, the work of Cole and Knowles (1995) is evidence that life history meth- 

ods c m  also be used and adapted in a variety of ways to facilitate self-study. For 

instance, Gary Knowles' (1995) "autobiographical narrative illustrates how the identifi- 

cation and interpretation of aiticai life inadents can provide insights into some of the 

complexities of professional practice"(Co1e & Knowles, 1994, p. 141). Or, as in the case 

of W a  Cole's (1995) self studied account, information can be gathered using the 

"three methods typical of Me history research: extensive, in-depth interviews; observa- 

tion withul classroom and other institutional contexts; and examination of institutional 

and personal artifacts, documents or autobiographical writing"(Co1e & Knowles, 1994, 

p. 142). Since Me history has also been used effectively as the ' l e m  for self-study" in 

professional development, and since 1 situate myself in the dual role of researcher and 

researcher/participant in this projed, 1 became particularly interesteci in a research 

methodology suited to this enteese  (Cole & Knowles, 1994 p. 141). 

1 am providing a detailed sketch of life history methodology theory in this sec- 

tion because my initial understandings p v i d e  a context for the methodological shift 

that occurred in the course of the project Retuming to a consideration of how my topic 

(whïch originally focused on the deveiopment of innovative pradice and foregrounded 



horticultural therapy as program), would lend itself to exploration using life history 

methodology, 1 began to articulate the rationale for the fit in my research proposal: 

My wish to understand the interrelatedness of program development with pro- 

gram innovator in an institutional context has led me to choose the life history 

approach. While the material that 1 will be gathering will be about both the pro- 

grams and the people who starteci those programs, and while I believe that in 

the Hnal docunent fi+ data v.41 at h e s  be represented sqarately, I believe 

that in order to generate useful howkdge in this area, it is essential to consider 

program and practitioner together. For these reasons, it is my intention to access 

the data 1 wish to gather about each horticulturd therapy program primarily 

through that program's innovator (Mdntyre, 1996, p. 9). 

Life history seemed particularly suited to my area of inquiry because it airns "in 

a broad sense... to understand life as lived in the present and as influenced by person- 

al, ins titutional, and social histories (Cole, 1994, p, 3). Using life history 1 would be able 

to identify the "aitical incident " that led Feliaty to comect her work as a horticulhir- 

alist to work with people. It would help me to understand "the confusions, contradic- 

tions and cornple~ities'~ that led me to question the way counselling is practiced in 

institutional settings (Cole & Knowles, 1994, p. 141). With its focus on "making sense 

of pnor and current life experiences in the context of the personal as it influences the 

professional", life history methodology had the po tential to f ad i  tate professionai 

development (Cole & Knowles, 1994, p. 130). 

1 completed my research proposal; a niriety-page document in which 1 carefully 

detailed both my methodologicd orientation and my research design, passed through 

the committee process, and had the proposal appmved. 1 began to engage in the 

research process-but I i fethe "confusions, complexities and contradictions" of 

everyday life-very quickly intervened (Cole dr Knowles, 1994, p. 141). Now, four 

years later, when 1 listen to my voice in my proposal, 1 am s m c k  by my emestness, 

my enthusiasm, and my cornmitment to research- 



1 am not shy to Say that this zseardi mustféel relevant and useful 

to me f i s t  and foremost, because if it doesn't, 1 likeIy won't finish it. 

Fomuiately, I am experiencing ih usefulness already at this very early 

stage, and expect the benefits to continue and p w .  In fact 1 will be sur- 

prised if 1 don't find the overd experience of the research process tram- 

formative. This belief cornes h m  witnessing "the doctoral thesis jour- 

ne;." of others, rind h m  n y  deep comiïhnent and passion fur this par- 

ticdar topic, and qualitative research in generd (Cole & Hunt, 1994). 

Further, my situation in relation to the topic, (1 initiated a horticultural 

therapy program at the social senrice agency where I currently work), 

and rny intention with respect to the study (1 will be one of the partiti- 

pants as well as the priméuy researcher), suggests that the research will 

be useful to me in both my professional and personal development. 

Finally, as might be the case with the other participants, I have been so 

busy both doing and defending my work that 1 expect it will be very use- 

ful for me to have the opportunity to reflect on my pradice in an organ- 

ized fashion. (Mdntyre, 1996, p. 42) 

I am also struck by how much has changed in my Me, both personally and profession- 

dy, since 1 embarked on the "thesis joumey". Aware of these changes as they were 

happening, wanting to complete the thesis (more or less as proposed), and wanting to 

maintain pexsonal professional conpence throughout, became an impossible intellec- 

tual-emo tiond task. 

While 1 could not ultimately make it work for me in practice, 1 still resonate 

with the fundamental prinaples on which life history methodology is based. With its 

attentiveness to process and relationship, and its focus on the lives of "ordinary" peo- 

ple, life his tory still reflects my epis temo10gical assump tions. The adual research 

process, however, seemed dull and lifeless. Gone was the sense of authenticity 1 had 

felt as a mearcher when 1 experienced the click of methodologid fit while writing my 



proposal. Ontologically 1 was at oddç: actually mgaging with the methodology-actual- 

1 puttirtg theory into practice-became an experience of diçluncture. Real world expe- 

rience doing actual research led me to the limits of traditional life history methodology. 

Simply put, too much had changed. 1 had grown out of my methodology, and 

try as 1 might, I could not make it fit 1 needed to animate, or add dimension to 

processes that felt constricthg and fiat. Like the opening the garden pmvided to my 

xays  of behg a counseuor, 1 needed to cxpand my ï;aq.s of being a ;esead\er. I need- 

ed to augment my life history research pracüce with ways of being congruent with 

who 1 am as person, and who 1 was becoming as a researcher. 

The processes, through which I came to locate a methodological vantage point 

that could support, sustain and extend the area of inquky and my development as a 

researdier, provide in themselves a parallel investigation to the focal point of my 

researdi. Arts informed life history methodology provided that lem-through it 1 

could see and refled the vibrancy of the area of inquiry-but it took me some t h e  

before 1 fully embraced an identity as an arts informed researcher. 

In the following section, "process vs. product" 1 introduce the rnetaphor that led 

to that embrace. 



Process vs. Produd 

1 began the process of generating data for the self-study section of my inquiry 

by posing to myself each of the questions in the intemiew guide that 1 had posed to 

Feiicity (see appendixj. I read eaùi question and typed out answers. %me of the 

answers were short; othen were quite lengthy. I liked the questions and 1 liked 

answering them. 1 remembered people and things that 1 had not thought about in a 

long thne, and synthesized experiences that had previously kl t  disconnected and unre- 

lated. For example, the question "did you corne from a green family?", intendeci to 

draw out the place of gardening in my family of origin, 1 at first answered with a qui& 

"no", but then fleshed out when 1 recalled my parent's beliefs about lawns and grass. 

The nature and scope of my self-study expanded as I made links to the research focus. 

It felt like a usefd process of self-refiection and 1 enjoyed doing it. Meanwhile 1 was 

keeping current (mostly) with my personal/ professional journal. 1 used materiai gen- 

erated in my journal to provide examples and make the answers to the questions cur- 

rent. 1 seemed to be getting somewhere, or at the very least, 1 was "producing". 

Following Memam's (1988) advice. 1 engaged in a process of ongoing analysis 

of the data as a way of setting boundaries on the scope of my self-study. For example, 

while 1 decided that it was important for me to document my early school history 

quite carefully (since it was my £ k t  experience in an institutional setting), I edited 

much of the material out almost as quiddy as 1 wrote it, once 1 deaded to focus specifi- 

cally on the unique decision making power my parents afforded me in s h l  contexts. 

Interpreting my experience as 1 went dong, 1 sorted and sifted, i d e n t w g  themes and 

critid incidents. 

Unfortunately, however, the end product of that process: a fifty page self-study 

narrativ~eemed to me to be dense, dull reading, resonant with a "so what?" quality. 



Beginning to panic, 1 reviewed my chronology and cross-chedced people with impor- 

tant events. 1 had been thorough, there were no glaring omissions or holes, seerniRgly 

everyone and everything was induded. In fact, I almost seemed to tell too much, there 

seerned to be a lot of detail. "WeU," 1 thought, "maybe 1 just need to do some editing". 

Yet upon scnitiny, when 1 checked answen agains t questions, the information I had 

provided was virtually all relevant, and the questions themselves in the i n t e ~ e w  

guide were nice!y framed amund the main thesis question. 1 ;vas not off topic; Li2 nar- 

rative appeared to provide information that with M e r  interpretation would generate 

knowledge about the area of inquj t  1 had tested my work for internai cohesion, and it 

had passed. So what was urmng? Had my life been t h t  boring? Was 1 that d d ?  

"Perhaps," 1 thought, "it is a question of form, not content. Perhaps 1 am firtaily 

discoverkg, a t this late stage, this "every thing-but- the-disserta tion-s tage", tha t I just 

can't write. "Whatever it is," I concluded, "Pm in trouble". If a self-study seems unin- 

teresting to the self that it is about, how mu& more uninteresthg couid it be to others? 

1 deaded to set it aside. "Instead", I thought, "I'ii focus on my research partia- 

pantft . 

1 started to spend lots of time with Felicity: doing interviews, observing and 

assisting her with programming, wallarig amund Bayaest Gexiatric Centre, the institu- 

tion where she works, laughing and chatting. Alone 1 spent time listening to the tapes, 

reading ti.anscribed material, looking at my notes. And constantiy on my mind was the 

question: how can 1 possibly write a portrait that will do justice to this remarkable 

woman? How will I capture her creativiv, her life force and her power in words? 

During this time 1 was also working to assist another researcher with a self- 

study pwect. The broad purpose of the study was to augment conventional approach- 

es to research with non-conventional methods in order to explore, through collabora- 

tive self study, this tesearcher's teadiing and learning in a Mer,  more textual way 

(Cole & McIntyre, 1998). 1 waç inviteci to take an approach, throughout the inquiry 

process, from conceptualization through to representation, whidi c m  be characterized 



as "artfui" or "arts-based". Together we began to look for ways to push at the bound- 

aies wated by an over-reliance on Iinguistic forms to define and represent knowl- 

edge. For example, our interpretive process involved listening for rhythms in the inter- 

view data and imagining how those rhythmç might be physically expressed and repre- 

sented. We made analysis and representation dechions through cognitive engagement 

with the data, but also through techical, inçtrumenlal, and embodied involvement. 

kSorkhg :vit! the research text in multiple ivays we becme passimate about ivhat we 

were producing. Both the inquiry process and the result: a performance entitled 

"Dance Me To an Unders tanding of Teaching", that we wote and choreographed 

together engaged us individually and together in a very personal way. 

Meanwhile I was also partiapating in an interdisaplinary arts based research 

group. The group had been formed to provide a f o m  and working space for 

researrhers exploring alternative processes and artM modes of representation. While 

many of the participants in the p u p  identified themselves as artists looking to find 

ways of incorporahg their artisw into their research, others of us identified ourselves 

as students and teachers interesteci in exploring artful ways of being researchers. Each 

month individuals or pairs shared and discussed works in progress with the group. 

The content of each project varied as much as the forms created to represent the work: 

these inquiries incorporated drawing, photographs, text, painting and performance. 

Always a keen observer of groups, 1 was as fascinated (and sometimes as frustrated) 

by the group process as I was by the work that people brought forward. 

In the s p ~ g  of 1998 we brought "Dance Me to An Understanding of Teaching", 

in performance, to the arts based research group. Never having identifid myself as an 

artist, let alone a performance arüst, this was a huge step for me to take. Furtherr 1 had 

becorne quite comfortable in the non-artist-student-working-on-her-dissertation d e  

that 1 had carved out for myself in the group. But with an audience waiting, and rny 

collaborator counting on me 1 reaIized that there was no going badc That performance 

felt to me like a kind of coming out as an arts based researcher. 



The next February, having performed "Dance Me to An Understanding of 

Teadiing" with my research pariner at an international conference in England in 

August, 1 found rnyself on another airplane going to the "Advances in Qualitative 

Methods Conference" in Edmonton, Alberta. Tucked away in my bag for review on the 

plane was my paperi performance: "Re-reading Anne: Using Images in Artful 

Inquiry". But almost as soon as the in-fight movie began: Gary Ross' 1998 film 

"Pleasan~lle", 1 knew that my pape war m t  gohg to male it out of the bag. 

In the film, "when 90s teens David and Jenrtifer get zapped into the perfect sub- 

urbia of the bladc and white 50s sitcom "Pleasantville", what results is a "visionary 

adventure" (Peter Travers, Rolling Stone). Pleasantville's perfed people indude "a mild 

mannered soda jerk, a soaally repressed Mom, and a father who always knows what's 

best"(New Line Home Video, 1999). Like cardboard cutouts, the people of Pleasantviile 

exist as vacant caricatures playing out the narrowly prescribed roles of white suburbia. 

But when Jennifer stVs up a bit of trouble and convinces David that Pleasantville really 

isn't ali that pleasant, things begin to change. When people begin to c o ~ e c t  with their 

imagination and passion, colour (both literdy and metaphoridy) begins to emerge, 

and there's no going badc once your true colours start to show. The soda jerk, once 

d e d  by the routine of the meat goes on the bun, and the cheese goes on the meat, 

realizes that he doesn't know what he'd do if he couldn't paint. The Mom, once con- 

trolled by the meatloaf in the oven, "honey Pm home", and dinner-at-six, discovers her 

own eroticism. Even Jennifer, previously self desaibed as "slutty", discovers a true 

sensuality and intellectual passion while mading D.H. Lawrence. By the end of the 

film, Me is more complex: "I don't know what will happent', says the father, but he 

sounds curious. Experiencing uncertainty is unfanilliar, yet somehow inviting. 

It could be that by now you're starting to wonder where Pm going with al l  t h .  

Where will ail these digressions lead?" you might be thinking. "And when are we 

going to get there?" As a therapist, many h e s  I have been in your position whüe sit- 

h g  with clients, listening, listening, listening to their stories, thinking, "Where is this 



person? Who is this person? They have so many words, but what are they telling me?" 

And then I start, (and hopefdly you are too), to Iisten, as Eudora Welty (1983) pub it, 

not to a story, but@ a story. As Lawrence-Lightfoot and Hoffman-Davis (1997) explain, 

"the former, [listening to a story] is a more passive, receptive stance in which one waits 

to absorb the information and does Little to give it shape and form. The latter, [listening 

jb a story] is a much more active, engaged position in which one searches for the story, 

seeks it out, i+ central in its mation" (p.12). 

W d ,  my "aha!" came, and it really was an "a! ", when 1 realized that my 

self-study was stuck in Pleasantville. The events of my Me were certainly recognizable, 

yet I was somehow disconnected h m  the narrative. 1 had failed to make myself cm- 

tral in my story's creation, to take an inçider approach to researching myself and as a 

result there was no energy, no life force, no juice in my work. Put another way, the 

parts were al1 there, but the sense of the whole, of my presmce in the work, was miss- 

ing. Like the client in my office, there were so many words, ail about me, but somehow 

I was missing. Mesmerized by my own protocol, I hadn't listenedfor a story. 

As a researcher 1 was caught in the forward and backward movement character- 

istic of most identity deveiopment processes. Compelled by the commitment 1 had 

made in my thesis proposal to particular self study data collection methods (and 

encouraged by the positive comments my supervisor had made about my interview 

guide, "these are great questions. I think they "get at" the essence of your study", she 

wrote on my proposal), 1 had proceeded dong a comparatively linear, traditional path 

(the safe path), and lost myself dong the way. 

Realizing that 1 needed to make my thesis work current, realizing that 1 needed 

to take some nsks, make my learning adive and infuse my self study with the passion, 

with the asthetic, with the colour 1 had brought to other recent r e s e d  pqects. ..I 

deleted the whole fifty pages in one qui& motion, wrote "the t e h g  of a life in h g -  

rnents/ arts informed approaches to self study practices", and began again. 



Arts Informed ResearCh 

Gardening engages ail £ive of the human senses as few activities do. We 
see, smell, feel, hear, and even taste as we garden, and, because al l  of our 
senses are involved, what we experience is vivid and specific. 
(5treep 1999, p. 15) 

Arts informeci methodologies invite a similar quality of holistic engagement 

with research activities by bringing together the systematic and rigomus quali ties of 

scientific inquiry with the artistic and imaginative qualities of the arts. In so doing the 

process of researdiing becomes creative and responsive and the representationd form 

for communication embodies elements of various art forms-poetry, fiction, drama, 

two dimensional visual art induding photography, dance, music, multi-media installa- 

tion, film and video. Representations of researdi using arts informed methodologies in 

education indude: brown (1999); Cole, Knowles, brown & Buttignol(1999); Dunlop 

(1999); Finley, Cole, Knowles, & Elijah (1995); McIrttyre & Cole (1998); Richardson 

(1992); and Saldana (1998). 

These explorations of alternative representational forms are as wide ranging as 

each researcher's area of inquky. For example, brown (1999) explores the use of fiction 

as form in her doctoral dissertation about artist's telhg practices of childhood sexual 

abuse. Cole, Knowles, brown & Buttignol(1999) create a multimedia installation in 

three parts £rom information gathered in a life history study of pre-tenured teacher 

educators. Saldana (1998) uses ethnographie performance text to story the experience 

of a boy who partiapated in a six-year longitudinal study about career aspirations. 

For some, for example, brom (1999) and Dunlop (1999), the alternative repre- 

sentational form provides a medium to express that which would otherwise be left 

unsaid-the unspeakable or the "forbidden" (brown, 1999). For others, for example 

Cole, Knowles, brown, & Buttignol(1999), new forxns provide an opportun@ to more 

ml 



powerfully express that whidi has already been said-but not heard. For these 

researchers, representing their research as art metaphoricdy tums up the volume of 

the research product: by lifting it off the pages of academic journals and mating large 

sale installations, they demand to be heard. When the purpose of art is "to break 

through the conventionalized and routine consciousness", arts informed representa- 

tions become the medium for messages needing to be heard @ewey, 1931, p. la). 

These examples share cornmon grou& as r e s e x ~ l  that is advocaq ~ivork, in 

substance and in form, and in that, each work has political implications. Broadening 

the research audience by making the form of the researdi representation accessible 

loosens the hold academics have on specialized realms of knowledge. The accessibility 

of each presentational form-a readable novel, a moving poetic text, and an engaging 

installation-makes this research relevant both withui the academic community and 

beyond. 

Representational forms such as these are both very old and very new. As 

Lawrence-Lightfoot (1997) points out while tracing her own use and development of 

arts informed methodologies: "1 am not daiming that this form of inqujr and repre- 

sentation is d l  mine, or al l  new. There is a long and rich historv of dialogue and collab- 

oration between artists and scholars, between novelists and philosophers" (Lawrence- 

Lightfoot & H o b a n  Davis, 1997, p.5). What is new, however, is the expliat use of arts 

informed methodologies within education as a mechankm "to challenge the tyranny of 

the academy.. .in an effort to b d d  bridges between theory and practice, researdi and 

action" (Lawrence-Lightfoot & H o h a n  Davis, 1997, p.7). 

Dewey (1934) suggested the d e  the arts could play in relation to education, 

particularly with mspect to representing the fullness of the teaching and learning axpe- 

rience. Resisting the temptation to flatten out phenornena through a separation of the 

parts from the whole, Dewey espoused a holistic approach to researdi that included 

texture and complexity: 

The reaprocal interpretation of parts and whole, which we have seen to 



constitute a work of art, is effected when al l  the constituents of the work, whether 

picture, h a ,  poem, or building, stand in rhythmic comection with all other 

members of the same kind-line with line, colour with colour, space with space, 

iliunninative with Light and shade in a painting-and al l  of these distinctive fadors 

reinforce one another as variations that build up an integrated complex experi- 

ence. (Dewey, 1934, p. 171) 

"Cmssing boundaries" between art and science in order to refair? and express the me- 

ative integrity of human endeavors, arts informed research "resist[s] redudionism and 

abstraction" (Lawrence-Lightf oo t & Hoffman-Davis, 1997, p.7). 

Discussions about arts in€oxmed methodologies in education heated up with 

Ellio t Eisner 's 1993 address to the American Educational Research Association confer- 

ence. Eisner's question: "what wodd an entirely new array of presentational forms for 

research look fie?", sparked a debate that continues today. Discussions about the legit- 

h a c y  of accessing and representing knowledge using non-traditional methods and 

foms can be found in: Donmoyer (1996); Donmoyer, Eisner, & Gardner (1996); and 

Sakç, (1996). 

As Brent Kilbourn (1999) points out, however, these discussions have largely 

been &ed out in the absence of actual examples of arts informed research, that is, 

they read Like theory banter between influentid academics. As T-awrence-Lightfoot 

(1997) observes: "Academioans tend to speak to one another in a language that is often 

opaque and esotenc. Rarely do the analyses and tex& we produce invite dialogue with 

people in the 'mal world"'(p. 97). Continuing investment in this debate is particularly 

imnic, since part of the purpose of arts informed methodologies is to open up academ- 

ic research to a broader audience. To dwell on the question "is it research?" sidesteps 

the more important matter of adually engaging in the work, while it keeps discussion 

about it erudite and elevated. As Johnny Saldana (1998) says: 

One of my colleagues mused after seeing the ...p dormance (an ethno- 

graphie performance tact), I s  this art? 1s this me&? Is this arthl 



research or research-oriented art?' Adrnittedly, 1 do not have immediate 

answers. Admittedly, 1 do not are .  1 will leave academic elitis ts for 

whom these questions hold importance to formulate their own theories. 

( p  194) 

More grounded, and in my opinion more useful, are discussions about arts 

inforrned methodologies that contain actual examples of new forms. Artides of this 

Vpe are ewalljr m a  rvhen aukhon have k t  hmd experimcr dohg arts :nforuied 

research and cites exarnples fcom their own work (see B q I  1996; Glesne, 1997; 

Kilboum, 1999; and Richardson, 1992). In the next section I choose to speak personally 

and directly about what arts inlormed research is, why it is useful, and how it con- 

tributes to o u  knowledge about the human condition. Paradoxicaily, in this endeavor 1 

story a ment  experience 1 had at an academic conference, thereby employing arts 

informed methods of representation to illuminate my point. 

The presenter is a comfortable looking man in his early forties: bladc jeans, blue 

da im shirt, cowboy book The artsy type maybe-urban and attractive-his baldness 

look intentional and maintained. Despite its siz-there are over nine hundred people 

attending-and its international status, this conference "will be informal and fun", the 

prelimhary program tells us "you will be most comfortable in a sweater and jeans". 

Approaching the podium he arranges his notes, adjusts the microphone, and 

scans the audience. "This presmter ", Pm thinking, "he got the dress code just right" . The 

subject matter-eating and Alzheimer's disease in home and institutional care con- 

texts-has attracted a diverse audience. For the most part we are health care educaton: 

professors of nursing or social work, a medical anthropologist, a few h n t  line work- 

ers, a few students. There are even some men scattered among us. The room is bright 

and airy; silk flowers decorate the corners, and the views out the windows on all four 

sides are spectacular. Keenly focused on the presenter, my personal professional con- 



nection to the area of research has me sitting on the edge of my seat. 

Ten minutes later 1 find myself getting up out of my chair so suddenly that my 

pend and papes fall to the floor. Ruçhing toward the door I cover my mouth with my 

hands hoping that any sounds that escape wïü be taken as uncontrollable sneezing. 

Hurrying down the hall I enter the bathroorn-thankfully its empty-and, leaning 

against the wall I let myself go, fully allowing my laughter and tears to erupt. 

A fetv m i x t e s  later I sp!ash :vater on my face, ' 3 2 :  û gn'p", I'm & M g ,  "m~rz - 

pose yourself ". The aisis past, Pm starting to feel embarrassed about losing control so 

completely that I literally had to escape h m  the session. "You '11 nmer mnke i t  in this 

world", 1 think.. . " see - you 're hiding in the bathroom ". 

Quietly I make my way badc to the conference room and stand outside the 

doorway Listening. 

". . .plate rotation success is maximized wing onbal prompts.. . 

". . .spousal caregiver stnztegies pmalleled.. . " 
" . . .assisted or self-uptake. . . " 
". . .@d-plate juncfia . . . " 

The overly forma1 language sounds particularly odd coming out of this laid 

badc looking guy's mouth. Flanked by an overhead projector and a podium he is 

smoothly moving tramparenaes between file folder and screenbed. Illuminateci on the 

saeen is an oversized image of the kind of place setting seen in nursing homes; sec- 

tioned beige plastic plate, fork, spoon and plastic mug. Approaching the screen with 

his pointer, the presenter indicates the absence of a knife in the image. 

Peeking around the corner 1 scan the faces in the audience. H m  are they manag - 
ing to remain stony faced? H m  me they able to keep so perfictly still -passiveiy listening to 

this well-in tentioned, well-infonned man tak? Are they so cmJused by the efevated scientific 

ianguage he's using t h t  they have forgottm thnt he's talking about eating? Do they not feel 
menuheI~ned by bofh the comedy and the trugedy-of sotneone talking about something as basic 

as euting-and mt men using the word? Are thPy just being polite? Or me then senses so 



dulled hj confonning to conwnlion that this iony of representing research seems entirely r e p  - 
Zay? 

1 begin to imagine the topic represented using arts informed methods of repre- 

sentation: a skit maybe, or a reader's theatre. Dramatizing his researdi findings, the 

presenter uses a Werent vocabulary: no academic language, no jargon; smder  words, 

simpier tak. He paints a picture of each context: so poignant is his description of the 

nurçing home that I can almost smell the peas-iPs !unchthe. Points of emphasis 

cause him to look out over the audience, pause and make full eye contact, as if to Say: 

"We al1 need to ent. We are all ge fting older. This subject means a lot to me.. .wht does it mean 

to you?" 

The faces in the audience express and reflect the presenter's range of emotion. 

One woman's eyes well up with tears: "it must be su hard to be so sick that someone hns to 

jéed you". A man in the front row is fidgety and uncornfortable; he look defiant even: 

"1'11 kill myselfbefore I suffer the humiliation of k i n g  to be fed". A woman wearing a ter- 

rific hat is laughing openly:"lmngine! Sometime.. . sometirne smn, I will have lost my minii 

and Bob will haoe tu turn oti leopardy to remind me t h t  it is time to eat!". Another woman's 

brow is wrinkled with concentration: "This is such basic, human work ... but it is so impor - 
tant. This guy has learned a lot about how we help ill people - copitively impaired people - 

eat. And he sure knows h m  to tell it l ik it is. With an aging population . . .wow, 1 hupe t h t  

he3 guing tu du mre research in this area. 1 wonàer if he knows about the grant.. . " 

h t s  infonned research representations draw the audience in by captivating the 

senses. Accessible, avaüable and touchable, arts informed research demands more of 

o u  facullies: our imagination, our senses, and our emotions. It is research that blurs 

the traditional boundaries between rnind and body knowing and being. Arts informed 

methodologies engage mearchers in a holistic and authentic exploration and expres- 

sion of who we are-as practitioners and as people. 



In my experience (2000,1999,1998), the relationships and processes that Ive 

engage in when we infuse our r e s e a .  \%lth artful innuences demands that we rem- 

present as researdiers in our work. Unable to wander away into the dean safety of 

objectivi& arts infonned processes touch the researcher and keep her situated in the 

rniddle of the work Fominately, as Amta Banks (1998) observes, "for a growing num- 

ber of social researdiers, the objective, rational mode and the image of the detached 

Menet are no longer adeqi?ate"(Bankc & Bank ,  1998, p. 108). When we *fdy 

adcnowledge different ways of knowing, and when knowing demands more of our 

faculties: our imaginationf our senses and our emotions, we constitute research as an 

ontological endeavor. 

Artç informed methodologies encourage researchers to craft reseasdi processes 

and products that are practical, cultured and graceful, and that promote the conditions 

of sensuous perception. Like the gardent arts infonned research invites a knowing that 

is emotional, sensual, and embodied. Full of colour and texturef variety and Me, arts 

infonned representations are not aiways well executed or aesthetically pleasing. Like a 

garden gone wild, however, even les mMcured representations show evidence of 

growth and Me. 



Visionary 
Adventures 





In the course of this dialogue that is our daily lives, we experience 
moments of "vision" and connedion in which something new is 
revealed. We realize some core truth about ourselves or about the world 
and we're unable any longer to think, tak. feel. and a d  the way we used 
to. We have an experience in which the world splits open and life is 
irrevocably changed.. . 

%me may be major tuming points; others may be quiet moments of 
awarenrss. niesa moments are diaracterized by heighteneà emotion and 
sensory awareness, and they have a "time out of t h e "  quality to them. 
(E3epko & Krestan. 1993, p. 195) 

Ln this chapter 1 story two such moments of "vision". In the first, I introduce 

you to my researdi partiapant Feliaty Lukace. In the second. 1 present a "narrative 

snapshot" of my first coumehg  moment. Each snapshot is a visionary adventure 

which constitutes, in life history terms, a moment of "profound change and influ- 

ence"(Co1e & Knowles, 1994, p. 141). Seen together projected on a split screen. at first 

glance these "critical inadents" look very different (Cole & Knowles, 1994, p.141). 

Looking beyond the details, however, to a sense of the whole, these snapshots tell the 

story of two people arriving at the same place h m  hvo very different directions. 



"That's a lovely idea, dear." 

The pain in her hand is so intense; the throbbing of the blood in her wrist and 

foreann is so strong that she s k t s  to feel dizzy. Suddenly she knows she can't make it 

the finat few feet to the nursing station hrkher down the corridor, so she siides into the 

nearest chair. She leans over gradually and pub her head bebveen her knees, remem- 

bering what you are supposed to d-remembering from where? In this position her 

holster is digging into her side and producing even more pain, so she takes it off and 

places it on the orange vinyl chair beside her. A s m d  dod of earth that was dinging to 

the clippers slides ont0 the floor. With the toe of her boot she disaeetly pushes it fur- 

ther under the chair, conscious of how * she is in this overly clean, institutional 

environment: her heavy khaki shorts, sweaty T-shirt, and steel toed workboots caked 

with mud. 

Her thoughts seem to be coming h m  a great distance now, from a far away 

foggy place. Slowly, when the intensity of the dizziness beginç to pass, she starts  to sit 

up and takes in the scene. 

The colour of the comdor, a pale washed out blue-green, has that familiar, seen- 

it-before-in-many-an-institution feel about it. The smell though, the s m d  is a little dif- 

ferent Medichal: deaning fluids, illness, staleness, but something else? The la& of air 

Smilation and thinking about the smells make her divy again for a moment. She 

presses harder on the doth that she has wound around her hand. No new signs of 

blood. 

She is positioned so that she can see staight into the n&g station, but the 

glas b e r  makes it impossible to hear the conversation of the wornen behind the 

glas. She starts trying to read their hps, but then realizes that the concentration this 

requires is making her dizy again 



She tums her head and focuses instead on a rvoman sitting nearby in a wheel- 

chair. The woman's knees are alrnost toudiing the rvall. She is sitting upright; alert, but 

motionless, staring at the Bat blue-green wd as if she were looking out a window. 

Again the effort of tryuig to figure out what she is seeing overwhelms her and she 

tums her head. 

Now she can't quite figure out what she is hearing. There seems to be a rhythm 

approadung.. .a repetitive rhythm. 1s it syllzbles and rvods? A hmLai;: roice? 

An elderly man in a thin blue and green plaid dressing gowm is advancing 

down the comdor. She realizes that it is h m  him that these sounds are emanating: 

"Fancyfin dmn,  f a n y  fin down, fancy frln docn, Jnncy..." He is shuffluig rather quiddy, 

and the repetitive phrase trails away as he passes, badc into rhythmical syllables. As he 

rvafts by, the smell intensifies and linges. Jolted out of her surreal drearnlike haze of 

pain by the pungent smell of urine, she stands up and pokes her head around the glass 

of the nursing station. 

"Excuse me, I was thinking thnt this was hiage and m y  hand here needs to be fooked 

nt ... but I b e  a feeling 1 mighf be.. .l h m e  afeeling I don't belong here". 

The three women behind the glas turn, almost perfectly in synch and look at 

her in silence. She cm feel thek eyes taking her in, assessing. And then one woman 

starts to move toward her. As she caps the marker in her hand and reattaches it  to the 

strirtg around her neck, she says: 

"That'.. right girlfiend.. . you're not one of t h n  and you're cPrtainly not one of us. .. 

mhich %y5 that you're right. You don? belong hme. But let's see thnt hund of yours." 

... And it himeci out that it was not the emergency room of Ottawa General now 

but Elizabeth Bniyere, a long-term care facility nui by the Nuns of Charity. 

They gave me something, a painkiller or something whüe they were stitdiing rny h- 

ger up. And 1 was looking at the people and 1 got this great idea. 1 don't know what 

they gave me. But 1 still had shorts on and construction boots and prunes and 1 asked 

to see the Director of the whole place. h y w a y  I got in to see her that day. And 1 said 



to her, " h e  got this wonderfil idea. I could be doing gardening progrnms with these people. 

l l q  sho~ild be gardening. They c m  do all h d s  of s hi ff." The Director, she kep t right on 

s d i n g ,  and then she said: ''Thut's a lmely idea, dear. Why don? yow put it on paper? Put 

your wonderful idea on papet". 

So 1 thought about it and then I went badc to work. 1 quit. Gave my notice. I 

spent three months putting a proposal together and brought it back to the same 

woman, the Director at Elizabeth Bniyere. She looked it orer and said: "Okaÿ, w'!! gi;c 

you three days a weekfrom hlay till October, on a hinl basis. We71 put yotc in with the thma - 
peutic recrention departmen t .  " 



The Skilled Practitioner 

Ifs a miserable November evening in 1993-only 5:00 p. m. and it's already 

pitch dark. Cold drizzle made sharp by wirtd spatters against the waiting room win- 

dow. 1 look out amss the treeless suburban landrcape wondering if my fi-t appo$-t- 

ment ndl brave the weather and show up. Pm not nervous; 1 feel prepared. 1 wiU be a 

little let down; a Little disappointed, if iYs a no show or a cancellation. I've done a lot to 

prepare for this moment: I've given up a lot to go badc to school. I've done a tenn of 

course work, studying theories and techniques of counseUUig. I've developed some 

new sk*. Now my h t  appointment is about to happen, and it's a couple. 

" M y  start smll?" the intake worker says when he passes me the file. 

I do some additional reading on maxita1 therapy and consult rny supewisor in order to 

prepare. But by now its twenv-five minutes past five so 1 leave the waiüng room and 

wander back to my ofice, wondering if they'll phone to resdiedule. 

1 plunk myself down in one of the too low, overly easy chairs. Despite my best 

efforts: plants, swatches of fabric. peacodc feathers, dried flowers, blue botties, sea 

shells, the oEice stiLl look shabby. The carpet, institutional gray to begin with, is wom 

and stained. The lighting is bad, too dim now with just the lamp that 1 have brought 

from home, too bright and obnoxious with the overhead fluorescent. The window is 

too high for me to get a view, "not that there is nnything much to seef', 1 think. 

Startled by the phone ~ g i n g ,  

1 am up and out of my diair, 

"The couple hm anioed; they are in the waiting rom". 

WalkUig up front, 

My hand outstretched in introduction, 

Dealing with coats, 



My office door is closing . . . 

I have dosed the door. Pm sitting dohm in my chair; Fm mssing my legs. 

Clutchhg cups of coffee poured in the waiting room, nervous fingers flicking 

bits of white Styrofoam, anxious eyes exploring.. . 

I'm readiing for my water. 1 have my water glass in my hand; Pm drinking in 

the moment. 

Fingernailr caked with %il, faces bent dose to hie earth, the cent of manu,rg 

flans our nos&&, it is so acrid, pungent and rich. Eyes captured by a slug who is slip 

ping, sliding, s l i the~g  through the damp SOS a telltale h a i l  of sticky, slug sludge left 

behind. Bent doser wanting, but not wanting, to poke it, h g e r  forward to feel the 

whiteness of its flesh, concentration so complete that ail of a sudden it seems that it has 

jumped up, and ... losing my balance 1 fall backwards out of my squat, startling them 

both, landing with a thump, suddenly w e  are sitting squarely on ouï bums in the dirt. 

Startled by a slug, they're laughing, this couple; Pm laughing, the skilled praditioner, 

startled by a slug. 

GaWig over at them, this couple who has corne to me for help, the moment 

catdiing in my throat, the four w d s  around us doshg in, 1 rernirtd myself: "This is 

whaf is done. This is what 1 do". 

Rubbing my by now dammy han& together, feeling short of breath, I take a 

long drink of water. Swailowing the moment 1 dear my throat ordering myself to now: 

"Just do it.. . " 

Moments of "visionf8 c m  have pmfound consequences. For both Felicity and 

me, in each of these moments, once something new about the world and our place in it 

was glimpsed, there was no going badc The "truths" that were revealed came as a 

kind of "aha!" that necessitateci immediate and si@cant change in each of our p m  

fessional lives. 



In a moment of heightened awareness, Felicity actually felt both the constriction 

of the institutional environment-its colourles atmosphere and cold sterility-and the 

human potential of the people enclosed in the place. She experienced the knowledge 

that the residents in this long-term care faàlity could do more and be more as a per- 

sonal moral imperative to facilitate change. Moved by the moment-by the deep sense 

that not only was it not right, but it wasn't necessary to send the elderly to Pleasantville 

and cd it cive--FeliQS imagined an altemative with colour, texture md life. She 

felt certain that something new, something different was possible, and that she codd 

create it. Her image of the alternative was not something difficult and complex requir- 

ing consideration and deliberation, but a simple common sense realiv needing to be 

implemented. She needed to bring the garden-the touches, the tastes, and the textures 

of the garden-to Pleasantville. 

In my k t  counselling moment, 1 heard my office door "click" dosed with 

frightening finality. There 1 was: "the skilled practitionef', and there they were, my 

h t  clients. Experienâng something quite different h m  the normal jitters of the new 

counsellor, 1 suddeniy smu, as 1 hadn't seen before, what counseiling in an institutional 

setting actually menns. 1 had leamed techniques, 1 had developed s u s ,  but I had not 

f d y  appreciated what the noms of practice enta& on a human level, until that 

moment. Confined and constrained within the four walls of my office, how could 1 

begin to forge a connetion with this young couple? Discomected by age, race, soad 

status, culture and education, what and where was our common ground? 

Like Felicity, 1 felt moved by the moment-by the deep sense that not only was 

it not right, but it waçn't necessîznj to send youth (or anyone else for that matter), to 

Pleasantville and cal1 it are. 1 felt certain that sornething new, something different was 

possible, and that 1 could mate i t  My image of the altemative was not something dif- 

ficult and complex requiring consideration and deliberation, but a simple common 

sense realiq needing to be implemented. As a k t  step, we needed to get up out of 

our chairs and relocate to a common context We needed to literaUy find some common 



ground. I needed to bring the garden-the touches, the tastes, and the texhues of the 

garden-to PIeasantviUe. 



Garden 

Phenornenon 





Ze t  the earth put forth vegetation, plants yielding seed, and huit h e s  bearing 
huit in whidi is their seed, each according to its kind, upon the earth." And it 
was so. The earth brought forth vegetation, plants yielding seed, according to 
their own kinds, and trees bearing fruit in which is their seed, each according to 
its kind. (Genesis, p. 1) 

We behold the garden with awe. Intuitively, we know that it is bigger than we 

are; it came before us, it will exist after us. We have information about the garden, we 

have knowledge, but the garden rem- miraculous. Inviting and mystenous, we feel 

its wisdom. 

The garden is phenornenon, it is: "a thing that appears, or is perceiveci or is 

observed.. . the cause of which is in question [It is] that of which the senses or the 

mind directly takes note; an immediate object of perception. [It is] a highly exceptional 

or unaccountable fact or occurrence"(Onions, 1956, p.1487). 

No one cm deny it; gardening is 'in.' It is spring in Toronto and greenery h m  

every corner store in the aty overflows ont0 the sidewak Here at the supermarket, 

the day pots, fresh eut flowers, flats of perennials and annuals, shrubs, and yes, even 

s m d  trees, have their own section complete with knowledgeable çta€€ wearing heavy, 

green canvas aprons. Dragging myself away h m  a rack of seed padcets, I notice a 

variety of gardening gloves positioned just outside the area given over to gardening. 

Carefully arranged atop a tower of canned bladc beans, I pause to consider what the 

arrangement is meant to suggest to me, the shopper. Am 1 meant to remember that 

beans, not ans, grow? That I can grow beans? That 1 can buy beans? That g a r d a  sell? 

Navigatîng my shopping cart in amongst the produce, between the Romaine 

and the red leaf lettuce, 1 encounter organic Boston lettuce individually bagged with 

the mots attacheci. 1 notice that iceberg lettuce is out, and mesclun mix, ("tasty salad 

greens, induding chicory, endive, lettuce, m g d a ,  and <lessr'), is in. Fresh bundies of 

thyme and rosemary abounds, but the basil is given the most privileged herb statu- 

1371 



each plant is individually potted in soil. 

In urban North Amena, it is impossible to get through the check out h e  in a 

supermarket without encountering countless magazines fronted with glossy photos of 

fields of lavender, honey sudde vines trailing over cedar latticework, and white wicker 

furnitme frarned by wisteria in bloom. Standing in front of a rack covered with maga- 

zines, 1 am in awe of the magnitude of the fashion gardening is currently enjoying. The 

naes of Llie publications appeal to a $vide range of hobby gardenrrs. Çcanning the 

titleç, 1 see: Çottaee Gardem. Canadian Gardening, Gardens Illustrated, Garden 

Esca~e, Garden D e s i a  nLanic~_Çardening, Landsca~e Solutions, and Fine C;ardening 

to name just a few. 

Statements made on the front make invitations and promises to the prospective 

gardener. Harkening badc to a time govemed by the meatloaf in the oven, "honey I'm 

home," and dinner-a t-six, one magazine con tains information about " ten fabulous 

flowers that your neighboa will envy". The feature artide, titled "how to capture that 

classic look", i s  set off by paired images of flowers captioned, "how knockout combi- 

nations c m  deliver". Another magazine promises "inspiring garden makeovers", and 

"the perfect badcyard". Yet another dedaring "big baward drama", suggests, well, 

almos t anything. 

MoWig forward in t h e ,  I am invited to "take the plunge with a water garden", 

and to enjoy the "allure of lavender". 1 cm "grow a spicy salsa garden" or leam about 

"careke dimbers". 1 can "shop srnari at garden centres," and then "see double," hav- 

h g  achieved "twice the colour with variegated plants". Finally, www.garden.com 

promises "endless garden plans, thousands of tools, plants and gifts". 

Positioning my shopping cart in h e ,  1 get cornfortable with the latest addition 

of Gardener's World. While the garda seems here to be just another fashion to keep 

up with, 1 like seeing Canadian Gardening vie for position with Cosmo~olitan at the 

check out conter. 1 notice that partidar flowers, sunflowers for example, that were 

'hoY a few years ago, are now taking the badc row to 'old fashioned' plants lüce 



peonies and hollyhocks. Better glossies of gloxinia and roses, 1 think, than corsets and 

curlers. Let the mass media put coy pictureç of parsies on the front of their magazines. 

Let them 'bring back' the peony and appropriate images of the marsh marigold. 

That the garden is being marketed as phenornenon is also in evidence at the 

bookstore. Here too, spring is in the air. Gardening books of every shape and size, 

though most nowadays tend to be big books filleci with fabulous photographs-are 

fully feahwd. A iv ide ranghg collection of over sized, h d  boünd, coEee table svle 

books fills the display window. Texts that are both culhirally and dass insaibed, these 

books are for f o k  with the big badc yard. An encydopedia of roses follows the 

'important book' tradition of being sheathed in its own cardboard case. Shinningly 

decorated with raised images of roses in various stages of bloom, 1 cannot stop myself 

from running my fingers over the cover. Turning to make sure that no one is watching, 

1 take a quick w M  of a particularly vivid white rose embossed on the spine. 

Mesmerized by that new book smell, where there should be the scent of roses, the 

price-$187.99-startles me out of my reverie. 

For the k t  t h e  in the history of the world, every human being is now subject- 
ed to contact with dangerous chemicals, h m  the moment of conception und 
death. In the less than two decades of their use, the synthetic pestiades have 
been so thoroughly distnbuted throughout the animate and inanimate world 
that they occur virtually everywhere. They have been recovered from most of 
the major river systems and even h m  streams of groundwater flowing unseen 
through the earth Residues of these chernids linger in soi1 to which they may 
have been applied a dozen years before. They have entered and lodged in the 
bodies of fishes, birds, reptiles and domestic and wild a n h a l s  so universally 
that scientists carrying on animal experiments £ind it almost impossible to locate 
subjects fkee from such contamination. They have been f o n d  in fish in remote 
mountarn lakes, in earthworms bumwing in the soc in the eggs of birds-and 
in man himself. For these chemicals are now stored in the bodies of the v a t  
majority of human beings, regardles of age. They occur in the mother's rnilk, 
and probably in the tissues of the d o m  child. (Carson, 1962, p. 24) 

Rachel Carson wrote those words in 1962. Today, in the spring of the year 2000, 

my partner and 1 sit in our garden, reflecting on a seeming1y minor piece of regional 



news. morts are afoot to prohibi t the use of domestic pesticides in Ontario. bluniapal 

by laws are also being put before local counds to stop the use of pesticides in parks 

and golf courses. A mild mannered family physitian £rom a small Ontario town taks 

on public radio about the harmful effects of these chernicals as evidenced in his daily 

practice. Visible in patients who present with minor allergy-like symptoms, such as 

sore throats and runny eyes, this doctor, a man now in his late sixties has been practic- 

hg long enough tu see ç)~,ptoms me these develop into serioüs illiïesses. Advocahg 

a ban on the use of pestiades in his municipaliv, he speaks calmly and sensibly about 

the issue. "Another day we will talk about farms and pesticides and such", he says, 

"today let us focus on making our household lawns and gardens healthier". 

On the other side of the debate, opponents are up in arms. How will the grass 

stay greener? What about the landscaping industxy? What about golf? 

S h a h g  our heads we marvel at the innocent weed at the centre of this heated 

debate. The dandelion. Taraxucum ofiicinnle. Somehow it has corne to pass that we con- 

sider them weeds. Despite their tastiness in salads, their tendency to inaease the 

aroma of herbs, and ability to help fruits to ripen, in North Amerka we go to great 

lengths to keep them off our lawns (Streep, 1999). Gazing at the diversity-partidarly 

the anthills, gray-globed seeded dandelion, and creeping Charlie-that is our grass, we 

wonder about the origins of the dandelion free lawn Now a politicdy dnven debate, 

was the dandelion free Iawn originally an innocent aesthetic? 

It is a beautiful time of year where we live: the apple blossorns are so fully in 

flower that they enfold the trees, the dark purple iris are showing their beards, and lily 

of the valley scent the moist evening air. Rachel Carson's silent spring seems a far cry 

away from our corner of the world. Her "fable for tomorrow" seems iike old news- 

my paperbadc volume is marked with a price-75 cents-in the upper left corner. How 

is it then, that we are sti l l  debating the use of pestic5des to prevent dandelions-thnty- 

eight years later? What value do we attach to the garden as phenornenon? 



Understanding the People-Plant Connection 

On December 18,1999, after spending two years and eight days living in a tree, 

Julia Butterfly touched down to earth. Having saved the huge redwood (now common- 

iy known as Lunaj, h m  the saws oi Paaafic Lumberibiaxxam, Julia ended her wodd 

record tree-sitting stint. Since then she has appeared regularly in the media, and has 

written a book (Buttertly 2000) titled, The leeacy of Luna. The story of a tree. a 

woman.and the smiggle to Save the redwoods. 

The story of the Luna tree-sit began on January first 1997, when a mudslide, 

caused by dearcutting, but explained by the lumber company as the result of heavy 

rains, destroyed the homes of seven families near Stafford, California. Situated in the 

"heart of California's redwood country", many of the "displaced residents were 

employed at Paofic Lumber's Scotia sa~mU'(Wilson, 2000, p. 35). Having been 

offered meager compensation for their loss, many people chose to sue the company 

after it dedared the mudslide to be an "act of God". Cutting of the amient redwood 

fores t continueci. 

A mass raiiy in September of 1997 to preserve the Headwaten Forest drew Julia, 

(then Julia Hill) to Stafford. (Many environrnentalists engaging in acts of avil disobedi- 

ence take on 'forest names'). Joining with the environmentai organization Earth First!, 

Julia was the last, (and longest) activist to treesit in the iïfteen-foot diameter, twenty- 

story high Luna (Wilson, 2000). Wilson descnies Julia's perseverance, and the attention 

her commitment to Luna began to draw: 

She withçtood harassrnent with ail-night spotlights and bullhorns wielded by 

company security; survived bdfeting by a giant logging helicopter h o v e ~ g  

overhead in an attempt to drive her d o m  with wind blasts over ZOOMPH; and 

stubbody refused to give up her perch. One hundred eighty feet above the 



ground, she stayed in Luna, living on a platform the size of a queen-sized bed, 

and as the days became months, reporters began seeking her out for in te~ews .  

(pp.36-37) 

Now an icon for the environmental movement, Julia invites people who have been 

inspired by her tree-sit to comect with their own capaàty to make change in the 

world. Advocating social activisrn for ail, Julia demystifies processes of change, 

empfiasiwng theh accessibili@ to each indiriducil: 

"A lot of people look at me almost as a mythological creahire or 

something . . .But the magic and power of Luna tree-sit lies in each and every one 

of us. And ail we have to do is tap into it and recognize that every one of us has 

the power within ourselves to make incredible change. The corporate and pohti- 

cal power has made us feel like our voice and power has been taken away h m  

us. But the power of the individual, the universal power that lies deep within 

eadi and every one of us, can outweigh any other force out there if we just grab 

hold of it and run. That's what I've really been m g  to encourage people to 

understand is that the Luna tree-sit, the Julia Butterfly, everything that people 

are comeding with is already inside of them. AU they have to do is look inside 

and find it"(Butterfiy, 1998, June in Wilson, 2000, p. 40). 

Julia identifies disconnection, or what she terms "separation syndrome" as the largest 

problem in our world today. She explains: 

We have disconnected ourselves from our life support systems and h m  each 

other so deeply that oftentimes people who live in the same apxtment complex, 

sharing doors opposite each other, donft even know each other's names. That's 

a symbol of how disconnected we've become. We need to go badc to a symbiotic 

relationship . . . (Flisdunan, 2000, p. 80) 

Reflecting on the story of Julia Butterfly and Luna, 1 fïnd myself unable to f o m  

an opinion, to figure out what I think about a young woman living in a tree for two 

years and eight days. While her tree-sit was a purposeful act, and is itself a political 



phenomenon that has sprung up in the environmental movement in response to the 

destruction of forests, 1 am particularly interested in the intense interconnedion people 

like Julia feel with the natural world. Representative of an aspect of the people-plant 

co~ec t ion  that seems to defy understanding, (and invite a degree of consternation), 

Julia has been called both a media sawy environmentalist, and a dn@ New Age, tree 

huggins KPPY* 

How can those of us 'on the ground' make sense of 'the spinf that moves folk 

Like Julia? 1s it sigmficant that we live in a world where environmental activists are tak- 

ing on 'forest names'? What does it mean that Julia's face is now appearing on the 

cover of magazines? Has tree-sitting becorne fashionable? Does supermarket con- 

sumerism have something in common with Julia Butterfly? Does the conviction Julia 

expresses about our essential comection with nature have anything to do with the 

weIl-dressed, well-groomed, urban professional buying organic basil rooted in the pot? 

Does the curent fashion in gardening express a yearning for something deeper? 

Encased in my Eastern, urban intellectual çhell, 1 too have trouble relating to 

some of Julia's language. Apparently she found strength through Luna during her vigil 

by listening to the sound of her leaves mstling, and by feeling the touch of her anaent 

bark. Apparently the tree talked to Juliaf and the woman, she talked badc to the tree. 

But when 1 hear Julia desaibe her feelings as she : "entered the great majestic 

cathedra1 of the redwood forest for the first tirne," 1 remember how moved 1 klt when 

1 fint encountered a thousand-year old tree (Wdson, 2000, p. 36). While 1 did not do as 

Julia did, ("my spirit knew it had found what it was searching fot..I dropped to my 

knees and began to ay because 1 was so ovemhelmed by the wisdom, energy, and 

spintuality housed in this holiest of temples"), I too Mt overwhehed by nature's 

magnificence (Wilson, 2000, p, 36). Perhaps 1 have just been socialized into a way of 

beuig in nature that involves a p a t e r  level of inhibition. Encomtering a living organ- 

ism that old, however, 1 did feel awe and reverence in its presence. Not only had it 

existed through over a thousand years of human history; it seemed somehow to have 



borne ioitness to the world unfolding. In other words, it felt to me as if the tree itself 

had a palpable presence. 

The French phenomenologist Merleau-Ponty, in explûring this sensation, uses 

the term "Flesh" to desaibe the quality of perception that links a.U living things 

(bIerleau-Ponty, 1968). Merleau-Ponty's "flesh of the world" encompasses ail organic 

matter, plants and animais, induding human beings, in its mahiv (Merleau-Ponty, 

1968). Grounded in the notion tiat rve are sentient Sefore ;ve are thinking Seings, his 

notion of the Flesh suggests that the entire natural world is animate, and that human 

beings are first and foremost a part of that reality. At once perceiver and perceived, we 

are aware of our senses in the world, precisely because we are a part of it. 

Merleau-Ponty illustrates this concept through a consideration of the senses. 

The eye, which sees, cm also be seen, and the hand that c m  touch, is itself also touch- 

able (Abram, 1997). Merleau-Ponty's work suggests that "perception, phenomenologi- 

cally considered is inherently participato ry...p erception always involves at its most 

intimate level, the experience of an active interplay, or coupling, between the perceiv- 

h g  body and that which it perceives. Prior to ail verbal reflections, at the level of spon- 

taneous, sensonal engagement with the world around us0 we are all animistsW(Abrarn, 

1997, p. 57). 

Emphasizing the continuity between all living things, Merleau-Ponty wrote 

about the natural world as an active and alive, contributing presence (Abram, 1997). 

His frarne of reference suggests that nature is "a dynamic presence that confronts us 

and draws us into relation" (Abram, 1997, p. 56). It is only through a denial or forget- 

ting of our sensuous involvement with the naturd world that a process of objectifica- 

tion of it can occur. Further, by separating ourselves from it in order to consider it, we 

often imagine ourçelves to stand above it. Prideging either the sensible field in 

abstraction h m  the sensory (as conventional sdentific discourse does), or the sensory 

in abstraction h m  the sensible (as New Age spirîtualism dues), mates this separation 

(Abram, 1997). Abrams (1997), in his discussion of Perleau-Ponty's notion of the 



"Flesh" explains: 

Although commonly seen as opposed tvorld-views, both of these positions 

assume a qualitative ciifference between the sentient and the sensed; by priori- 

tizing one or the other, both of these views perpetuate the distinction between 

human "subjects" and na turd "objects," and hence nei ther threa tens the corn- 

mon conception of sensible nature as a purely passive dimension suitable for 

h m a n  mmipulation m d  use. WMe both of these 51ew-s aïe anstable, each bol- 

sten the other; by boumhg from one to the other-hm saentific detenninism 

to sspbitual idealism and badc again_contemporary discourse easily avoids the 

possibiiity that both the perceiving being and the perceived being are of the saine 

stuff, that the perçeiver and the perceived are interdependent and in some seme 

even reversible aspects of a common animate element, or Flesh, that is at once 

sensible and sensitive. (Abrams, 1997, p. 67) 

When humankind is situated as part of the active. sensing "Flesh" of the 

world, recomecting with the natural world becomes a part of reconneding ~5th o u  

senses. Pausing to expenence the variation in nature, through our sight, smell, sound, 

touch and taste, we find relief h m  the repetitiveneçs of human made stmctures and 

systems in the stimulation out senses provide. Turning kom the human-made to the 

organic, "whenever we assume the poise and position of the human animal.. . then the 

entire material world itseJf seems to corne awake and to speak"(Abraxm, 1997, p. 65). 

Mowing our sençes to be stimulated and enticed by the diversity in nature, we find 

that "organic, earth-bom entities speak f a .  more eloquently than the rest" (Abrams, 

1997, p. 65). 

The soothing pmperties of plants can be understood in terms of "overload and 

arousal" theories, that iç, in the complex modern world of constant overstimulation, 

n a W  envhnments are ' l e s  complex and have patterns that reduce arousal and, 



therefore, reduce our feelings of stress"(Ulridi & Parsons, 1992, in Simson & Straus, 

1998, p. 22). Research into brain wave activity shows that 'Wood pressure lowers, mus- 

de tension relaxes, [and] the skin warms, not only when we look at a natural scene, 

but even when we look at a picture of nature" (Harris, 1996, p.57). The health and pro- 

ductiviv related benefits of window views of vegetation are well documented. For 

example, Moore (1982) reported that "inmates who had a view of nearby farmlands 

and forests had fewer si& d reportç thm those ~ 5 t h  â %*ew of the phson yard"(ReIf, 

1998, in Simson & Straus, 1998,~. 26). 

Evolution theory cornplements this notion by suggesting that, because we 

evolved in a plant fUed environment, o u  responses to plants are both physiological 

and psychological. As Mqone Harris (1996) suggests: "We need nature near us in 

some form or another, partly because our attachment to nature is primordial. We 

evolved dong with plants, and we are, in many senses one with them" (Harris, 1996, 

p. 51). 

\Vhile it seems like common sense that urban locations that offer views of a nat- 

ural scene, or even direct access to the outdoors, should be valued highly, the impor- 

tance we place on these locations has to do with both our psychological and physiolog- 

i d  reçpowes to the natural world. Understanding this need, we attempt to punctuate 

our urban environment with green space to provide brief opportunities to reconnect 

with nature. This idea of the urban oasis began in ancient times with the small wded 

gardens created by the Persians, and has been interpreted since then in a varieV of 

ways by almost every culture around the globe (Hamis, 1996). 

Roger Ukich's research into the people-plant connection "strongly supports the 

idea that our immediate responses to plants are evolutionary with an affective or emo- 

tional basis and physiological response" (Relf, 1998, in Simson & Straus, 1998, p. 24). 

When we feel the healing properties of nature while in proximify to the natural envi- 

ronment, we are experiencing this response. The "psychoevolutionary perspective 

holds that this ernotional response to nature is centrai to ail subsequent thoughts, 



memory, meaning, and behaviour as related to human environmenk" (Relf, 1998, in 

Simson & Straus, 1998, p. 24). 

Charles Lewis, a researcher at the Morton Arboretum in Illinois has found that 

plants are a stabilizing innuence that helps people to accept change. Observing the 

cycle of life in the natural world sends human beings the message that change is a nat- 

ural part of Me (Harris, 1996). "Knowing and understanding plants can give.. . hope 

and reass-?ce that rnth death there follorvs life and the great qdes of seasonç are 

part of even greater rhythm of the universe that are not dependent on mortal man's 

[sic] manipulation" (Olszowy, 1978, p. 8). 

Steven Kaplan's (1992) research into the restorative qualities of nature experi- 

ences identifies four aiteria that are required for effectiveness: 

Being away, which r e q b  a profound change in physical surroundings; 

Exfent, which refers to the qualitative aspects of the setting, that is, that it 

is large enough but boundaried enough to feel manageable; (Extent there- 

fore refers to "concep tual" size); 

Fascination " elici ts involuntary attention", that is, intrigue wi thou t focus. 

Fascination provides a rest from the stress produced by concerted atten- 

tion; 

Cornpatibility means that the individual and the environment are well 

suited, that is, personal goals can be realized in and through place. 

(Kaplan, 1992, in Simson & Straus, 1998, p. 24) 

Restoration can be experienced as active (digging in a garden), or passive (look- 

ing at a landscape). Kaplan's concept of "extenf' is particularly compehg because 

when extent is not defined by physical çize, "a miniature garden, a terrarium, or a veg- 

etable plot may provide for one person what acres of wildemess provide for another 

(Relf, 1998, in Simson & Straus, 1998, p. 24). 



Intention and Connection in the Garden 

The earth's vegetation iç part of a web of life in which there are intimate 
and essential relations between plants and the earth, between plants and 
other plants, between plants and mimals. Sometimes we have no choice 
but to disturb these relationshps, but we should do so thoughüuîiy, with 
hill awareness that what we do may have consequences remote in time 
and place. (Carson, 1962, p. 36 ) 

As Peg Streep observes, there is nothing "natural" about a garden (Streep, 1999, 

p.69). The garden, as overgrown and unkempt as it might be, is also contrived and 

contained. U m e  nature in the wild, the garden in some way always shows evidence 

of human intention. How we go about revealing that intention is as diverse as the 

human beings that hold it. Beholding the garden as phenornenon we create spaces 

according to individual indination, cul tue and tradition. 

The carefully controlled Zen garden, for example, demonstrates human inten- 

tion at work in the placement of every rock, plant, or pond. The spiritual traditions of 

Zen Buddhism, and the legacies of Shintoism and Taoisrn on which these gardens are 

based, insaibe al l  elements of the garden-rocks, water, trees and plants-with mean- 

ing and significance. In Shintoism rocks, mountains, and rivers are believed to house 

deities. Where the inanimate and animate mU<, the saaal in nature is seen both as ever 

changing as the leaves on a tree, and as permanent as a mountain (Streep, 1999). 

The Zen garden is based on the principles of balance as expressed by yin and 

Yang: 

Their design is based on the bd-g of opposites, expressed in the landscape: 

the stasis of rock set off against the fluidity of water; the pairing of the horizon- 

cai and the vertical; the linking of light and dark, and high and low, which 

allows each to be seen with clarity; the juxtaposition of sound, achieved by the 
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rustle of grasses or falling water with silence. (Streep, 1999, p. 100) 

Zen gardens are designed for meditation or prayer. A space created to aid in the 

process of spiritual enlightenment, plantings are symbolic of the themes of perma- 

nence and transience (Streep, 1999). We are intended to move through the Zen garden 

slowly and carefuUy. Beholding it as phenornenon it is çeen as part of the jouney of 

"progressive revelation" that is life: 

The viewer ir rneant to look past the s p d c s  in the landsczpe and tu meditate 

instead on the aspect of tnith embodied in it.. .garden design and sacred cos- 

mology are one; the landscape doesn't represent the saaed story but, for the 

purposes of meditation, is the sacred story (Sbeep, 1999, pp. 104-105). 

Native North Xmencan spiritual traditions also blur the boundaries between 

what we usually in the west distinguiçh as object and subject, inanimate and animate. 

With a belief in the "oneness of all existing things.. .ail the parts of aeation-&es, 

plants, animals, stones, even humanity itself-[are] equal as the children of Mother 

Earth and Father Sky"(Streep, 1999, p. 18). Wih ail of Me "ceremonid in nature", the 

cydes of t h e  and the cydes of life between the human and the non-human become 

indistinguishable. Perceiving that which is human as embedded in the natural world, 

reaproety is central to the Native North American way of being in the world: 

Ritual, Song, dance, and the making of offerings assured the continuance of the 

cycles of growth, death, and rebirth in the sun's and moon's rising and setting, 

the planting and harvesting of the crops, and the birth and death of each indi- 

vidual. (Streep, 1999, p. 19) 

Hierarchical thinking that sets humankind above nature has no place in a spiritual tra- 

dition where reciproaty is the qualify guicihg ail interaction between natural phenom- 

ena. 



In meating a garden, we cultivate a direct connection with the earth. We plant 

seeds, weed and water, encounter an earthworm, and watch a hummuigbird feed from 

the nectar of a flower. As host, we invite nature to reveal itself in our midst. Intentional 

acts blend with serendipity to refresh our spirit and revitalize our own U e  force, 

rerninding us of our comection to the natural world. Situating ourselves in this larger 

contex t we expenence anew our most essential human needs: 

The remplate h t  nature prorides is not that of the hermit but that of c o x n m d -  

ty, and the mutuaily benefiaal relationships among plants both in the wiid and 

in the garden provide us with a mode1 for seeing our lives and all of our rela- 

tionships-both the intimate and the casual in a spirihial context. In the wild, 

plants grow in close proximity and thrive because one plant offers another pre- 

asely the living conditions i t needs; thus a deep rooted plant provides i ts shah 

low-rooted cornpanion the broken-up soil it requires tu flourish while the shade 

cast by a îall plant Mters the sunlight for another. (Streep, 1999, p. 63) 

Spintual traditions in different cultures around the world all idenüfy the earth 

as ferninine (Streep, 1999, p. 113). GiWig of Me, the earth is seen as "inherently sacred, 

whole unto itseif, and a living organism"(Streep, 1999, p. 113). Evert the smallest of 

gardens connects us to the earth as a whole by inviting a sense of stewardship for the 

land. Geating a garden with conscious intention requires responsibility. The act of nur- 

turing and caring for the earth reminds us that the earth ultimately "belongs" to no 

one and to everyone (Streep, 1999, p.68). 

The garden as phenomenon is both a part and an image of life. Beholding the 

garden with awe: we feel the presence of a thousand year old redwood, we see dew 

beading on a cabbage leaf, we touch a spider web on a cedar hedge in the morning, we 

see the iris blooming, we srnell the mes, and then the sweet pea. Somehes we stand 

back and look; sometimes we step forward and participate. Beholding the garden as 



phenornenon we experience wonder. Encountering the garden as phenornenon ignites 

our senses, and with hem, our passion. Where we experience potential for growth, 

hope is renewed. 

In my mhds eye 1 see Rachel Carson bumphg into Julia Buttedly at the super- 

market. Surrounded by racks med irith gatdenii'tg magazines, they are suddenly unit- 

ed by time and place. Peering into each other's shopping cart, what would they see? 

In the next chapter I introduce the garden as method. Through a series of narra- 

tive snapshots kom my own and hom Feliaty's experience, 1 look at our early efforts 

to combine people and plants as method in the context of are. 



Garden 

Method 





The healing garden is not so much one of elaborate showines, good 
design or a display of taste but sornething more profound. It is a means 
of connecting with other living creatures in the commun@ we share. It is 
a way of d i s c o v e ~ g  both empathy and syrnpathy for their survival. You 
become so intimate with the garden's life that the symbiosis between 
garden and gardener becomes complete. And the healing garden 
perfoms i ts miracles. 
(Harris, 1996, p. 72) 

Felicity 

J k s e  are o e d e  who all have stones 

1 got right in there. Hands on. There was this one woman: they said she couldn't 

comb her hair, she coulcln' t eat, and she couldn't lift anything. But she was coming to 

the plant room with me. Felicity leans forward and says with emphasis," She was corn - 
ing to the plant rom with me and using Felco pruners which are heavy and tight. And here 

she can't comb her hair or eat soup." So I started tellhg people what she was doing, 

and they said: "No. Impossible". So 1 twk a picture of her. And she's posing. Feliaty 

kens  the woman's pose playing up to an imaginary camera: sassy and fun with 

pruners in hand. 

And then, in that very k t  week, the lady who had used the pruners, 1 was 

holding her and then somethuig changed ... 1 heard a funny kind of ... noise. 1 gave her 

a bit of water through a syringe and I started calling for the nurse. 1 knew sornething 

was not right. As soon as the nurse came in I said, 'Well, I'll come back." 

You see I hadn't realized she had died. "That noise you heard", the nurse said, 

That 's  the death rattle". That was the first time it hit me what was going on. Che of 

the therapeutic recreationists, we were really quite dose, she was showing a nIm and 1 
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went in there just because it was dark. 1 stood at the back and 1 was a mess. I was 

thinking "Geez, 1 was holding her." It was hitting me what I was doing, holding that 

woman in her last moment of life. My fiend, she said: "You know we always, iYs 

always for us that we feel sorry because for her ifs a lot better that she's gone". 

I documented each person I saw. I have notes. I was really careful and methodical in a wny, but 
also fly by the seat of rny pants. I guess I went with my hemt. I kept thinking, "These are people 
who al2 have s tories. " 

1 devised a huge tabletop for the wheelchairç: a working surface for seeding and 

repotting. 1 took them out to thiç garden. A six-acre farm where 1 ended up building a 

log cabin. It's not really wheel chair accessible at all. So 1 got a couple of the guys who 

were working there to help me. They were pushing wheel chairs on grave1 and up 

hills. 

We went to Montreal to the botanical gardens and they wouldn't let anyone go 

with me. It was an issue of staff. They said, "You have to go by yourself". It's a twe 

h o u  drive from Ottawa to Montreal. We'd leave at nine o'dock in the morning and we 

were usually badc at two o'clock in the morning. Of course the nursing staff were so 

upset with that It was all people who were really quite ill and a lot of medication. 1 

had sat down and written out med times and that. But I mean 1 had diapers, 1 had peo- 

ple with strokes, and I was t y n g  to do tansfers to the bathroom. Give everyone his or 

her meds. It dawned on me at one point; "I've given somebody the wrong medication. 

Oh my God". 1 didn't tell a soui because 1 didn't want to alaxm anybody. So then I 

phone back to the residence and Pm wtiispering into the mouthpiece, "I don? know if 

Pve given this one, but 1 niay have, 1 don? know. Pm not sure what to do." And they 

said, "Well, the worst that cm happen with that medication is not much, so don? 

wony about it" 

This one man who kept his money in the front of hiç pants, he was French and 

he'd yell. The volunteers didn't want to get his money out when we got there, but 

some people were already buying lunch, So he's yelling, in French, cause he's hungry. 



Of course 1 had said that I'm bilingual. So 1 go up to him and try to get the money out 

of his pants. And then he's smiling8 and people are looking at me wondering: "what is 

she doing to that poor man?" 

Pd let people eat what th. wanted. This one woman, shefd always order a 

brandy. Ninety seven years old, "A brandy would suit me just fine, dear." So everyone 

the next day that was eating garlic and you named it was si&; they had diarrhea or 

whatever. h d  the fiurcing staff was just burious with the Director of Reoeation. Büt 

the residents, they had a good tirne. 

They had so much trust in me. Çornetimes inside my head Pd be saying, "Oh 

my God, 1 don't know how to do it." Like a two hundred and fifty-pound woman who 

is paralyzed and needs a diaper change. But she just accepted what 1 did as doing my 

vety bes t. 

A lot ofwhat I learned was like hiznds on. I mean I dici the taking courses and this and t h t  but 
there's nothing like being thrown in. I was jzist drinking in merything that I could get. 
Thmapeu tic recrea tion welcomed me. 

One woman, she'd fight and kick and bite. Everytime we'd go to Montreal, to 

the Botanical Gard-, as soon as we'd get out of Ottawa she'd start taiking to me. 

She'd tell me about when she was a lawyer's assistant and fünny stories. Then we'd 

get back and she'd shut d o m  again. 

So when people ask me: "What are some of the benefits ofhorticulbral therapy? " I don? know 
where to begin. 

This one man was so angry when 1 first knew him. His wife had been with him 

in hospital and she'd died. His leg was amputateci to diabetes, he'd had two massive 

strokes, and his wife had gone and died. His teeth wouldn't stay in because of the 

stroke, so they kept f a h g  into his lap, and I'd put them back in and Pm craned for- 

ward trying to catch a word h m  the sounds coming out of his mouth. And f inal l~ I 

don? know why I didn't W of this; he took out a piece of paper and wrote 

"patience". It took him twenty minutes to tell me he lacked patience. I mean both of us 
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just lost it-it was so ridiculous. "Well", 1 thought, "it really looks Like you're gohg to 

develop patience if you work ulth me." We became really dose. He used to play piano 

years ago, but after the strokes he could only use one hand. When I had a flower- 

arranging program, he wouldn't do i t  Rowers were "sissy work." But he'd accompa- 

ny us with one hand on the piano. 

For the longest time I didn? hm, jbr mybe the first two years 1 didn't know anyone 
else was doing this. I didn't know hortinritural thernpv . - was n field. 

We'll cal1 it Flora and Fauna 

Pm still Mends with this one man. He came in at 38 years old, paralyzed from 

the neck down h m  MS. His wife was divorcing him and was trymg to take his Pen- 

sion. He'd k e n  a professional football player so he was an athletic guy. 1 tried so hard 

to rig up the yard so that he could do sornething, but it just didn't work. He got inter- 

ested in neat plant stories, like what wild thing can you get from this or that. What this 

plant is used for. He worked from a voice-operated computer and took notes. We put 

in a proposal for an accessible garden together. 

Finally they gave me a room where at least I could put bags of soil. 1 had been 

dragging bags of soil around my desk and trying to mix it in these stupid little pots. It 

was crazy. So they gave me a room. A north-facing window blodced off by a stone 

wall. Linoleum covered conmte floors. But we got grow lights and we got things 

going. They designed these storage bins. 1 did things that now 1 wouldn't even think 

of doing. 1 rnean we stretched three hoses aaoss a parking lot. I'd have to leave some- 

one in a wheelchair whüe 1 went amund the building to go turn on or off a hose. Cars 

would park on the hose and you'd get exhaust fumes. But it was good. Once we had a 

whole aftemoon of discussion about the feel of a pussywilIow. 

1 contacted a hatchery in South Mountain, which is about an hour outside of 

Ottawa. 1 asked them if they wodd donate some eggs for Easter. I phoned the Ottawa 

Board of Education and got hold of an incubator. Then 1 thought: 'WeU, once they 
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hatch we're going to need a spot for them." So 1 got maintenance to build a Pen: it was 

about six feet by six feet. That's when nursing started to get r e d y  upset: "HOM' are 

you going to clean it? Ifs gonna smell." And 1 didn't know that buris cany parasites. 

The b a s ,  though, they ail hatched and it was amnzing. People who had never 

really spoken to me were coming out of their roorns and telling me stories of years ago. 

And one woman, she had pneumonia, she was ninety-seven, and she really wanted to 

make it to be 100. She had 2% hearing and 2% vision. Thev had aIl been saying, 'We 

really don't think she's aware of her surroundings". But I knew when 1 went up to her 

and touched her in a certain way that she knew it was me. 1 thought: "If 1 bring her a 

chi&, shefU think: "Okay, Pve made it through another winter: ifs spring." Xftemards 

she said to me: "My goodness, aren't you thinking of creative ways to get m y  atten- 

tion?!" 

So twenty Little chicks went, "peep, peep, peep", they hatched right there in the 

common room. It was such a mirade, so affirming, but the nurses were just flipping 

out, they were going wild. The residents grew very attached to than, so when they got 

big, what we did, we didn't want them to end up on any dinner plate. so we set up 

adoption p a p a  (a resident did it all up in calligraphy), and we had a raffle, made 

some more money. 1 doubt very much that the people who won them kept them as 

pets, but we like to think so. 

Then the director, he has a talk with me and says, "YOU know ifs getting so it's 

not just horticulture". So 1 said, 'We'll call it Flora and Fauna". WeLl that was just a 

green light. We grew carrots. So that's how 1 thought: "Okay we'll get a horse in." And 

I remember walking down one of the halls and this one woman she wanted to corne 

outside and see the horse. They're saying, "No dear, you have to go to bed". 1 had to 

go in and Say, "No, really* There is a horse in the parking lot" They thought she was 

delusional. 

1 kept h i n g  to put proposais in tu keep myseZf t h e .  I was tenned on-cd1 firfioe 

years* 



Maura 

Looking dosely at nature is important in healing. In pain or in sickness, 
we feel as if we are a1or.e. When we observe nature at work, we are 
aware almost immediately of the extraordinary sense of peace that takes 
over the mind and probably the soul. The sense that we are not alone, the 
sense of being attached to that former innocence. rnakes a pause in what 
can be, during an ilhess, relentiess terror. 
(Harris, 1996, p. 70) 

Ka tie 

Her face tumed in ço far, her shoulders rounded up and in, now when 1 look at 

the long curved line of her spine I realize that my glimpses of her face were so fleeting, 

that 1 would be hard pressed to desaibe what she looks like. The feeling is full for 

sure, the feeiing around this young woman, this curled-upand-over, aii I can see is her 

back, rocking, back and forth, rocking, shivering, shakingt badc rocking. Blond hair 

purs over her shoulders and partly upside down over her head, dangling toward the 

floor. The toes of her running shoes are slightly tumed in, tight stovepipe bladc jeans, a 

gray sweatshirt. Letting the moments pass 1 gaze around my office, up at the ceiling, at 

the picture a dient drew of me, at my fake huit danghg h m  the vine. "Would you 

like a Kleenex?" 1 offer, "or a glas  of water?" No response. The sobbing continues. 

"I'm glad you're here with me", 1 venture. The rocking continues, up and down, up 

and down, up and down, the motion too quidc and staccato to be cornforting, rhythmi- 

cal, but jerky at the same t h e .  1 SU can't catch a giimpse of her face. "Would it be 

nice ... would you like me to put my hand on your badc?" No response. The sobbing 

continues. Fully focused on the full feeling before me, 1 feel dear-headed, my mind 

blank. No thoughts inûxde. No thoughts about the trauma that this young girl must 

have suffered. No images. No w o n d e ~ g s .  Keeping myself focused on her feeling, her 

full feeling about to pour over it is so big, 1 wonder for a second, for a second my focus 
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breaks, and 1 wonder how long 1 will be able to sit with her like this, helping her hold 

her feeling. Looking at my watch I realue that thrty-£ive minutes have elapsed since 

she sat d o m  and rolled over and starteci to sob and rock. Thrty-five minutes of full 

feeling silence. Looking out my rvindow 1 decide that at the forty fiverninute mark 1 

will invite her outside for a breath of fresh air. 

The security guard stationed at the back doors of the courtmom is standing so 

stalk SU that as 1 pass him by I don? immediately register his presence as human. 

Settling myself down ont0 the cool wooden bench 1 thmw my glance back over my 

shodder, just to make sure. There! Hiç eyes moved.. . He's real for sure. 

All rising for the judge, quickly up and down, the court officiais are effiaent 

and business like, the k t  case is aIready in progress. Gave1 smacking down with the 

dear thump of completion, p a p a  are stamped, sorted and passed on. Number two is 

beginning. 

Eyes rise instinctively, quickly up and down, as the accused is led into the room. 

Slumped shoulders, lüce a tethered animal he shufnes into position. Waiting, eyes 

downcast, 1 notice that the @ers of his shadded hands are dasped lightly together. 

Cded to the witness box, as 1 hear her name my badc straightens with anticipation. 

E n t e ~ g  the courtroom, her eyes-knowing where and where not to look- 

immediately lodc ont0 mine. Clicked into comection, clear headed and fully focused 

on soundlessiy supporting thîs magnihcent girl-woman before me, 1 see her roots firm- 

ly set in soil. Shoulders back, head up, even h m  this distance I can see the tightness in 

her jaw. This exertion, this act of courage is costing ha. Pliable willow waving in the 

storm, dropping dead wood, 1 tell myseü, makes room for new growth. 

Keeping myself focuçed on her feeling, her full feeling about to pour over it is 

so big, 1 wonder for a second, for a second my focus breaks, and I wonder how long 1 

will be able to sit with her like this, helping her hold her feeling. Looking ai my watch 



I realize that thirty-five minutes have elapsed since she sat down, shoulders back, head 

up, and began naming indigni ties, auelties, atroa ties-crimes perpetra ted agains t her. 

Bark carved and hadced way, revealing belly white flesh, s m o l d e ~ g  stump aban- 

doned. autching the photo in the fingers of her right hand, the corners tumed in by 

the warmth of her sweating palm, 1 see the vine twiçting out of the image and up her 

forearm, encirding her trunk, bold orange and yeilow flowers heralduig her telling, 

her tnith-a tnimpet vina silence, no secrets. N o  lies hem. 

David 

Scanning the file way too quiddy, searching for dues, for a point of entry-1 

struggle with the barely legible scrawl of the intake worker-he must have been in a 

huny too, 1 think. 1 have to go nm, 1 have no dioice-reception has buzzed me 

twice-this boy is i? d i s ,  there is no one else who c m  see him, and he can't wait his 

way through the waiting list. 1 pick up key words-psychiatrist two years, 

PostTraumatic Stress Disorder. Residential school. Leamhg disabilities. Low LQ. 

Conduct disorder. Corrections. Masturbating in a public place. Mother depression. 

Father-but 1 don? have time to leam about the father, the phone is ringing again, and 

instead of answering it, 1 wallc up to reception. 

Extending my hand in greeting 1 am stnick by the sheer mass of the man. The 

size of his head, the thickness of his nedc, the length of his jaw. Du11 looking eyes, it 

seems to me that he's not expecting much ber-another stopgap measure from a sys- 

tem that hasn't served him. Who hasn't been in a hurry? 1 wonder, with this boy? Who 

has taken the time? Has anyone mer been fully present, fully available to him? 

Doing my job 1 assess for suiadal ideation, for personal safety, for violence 

toward self or others, for food and shelter, relationships and support. 1 confinn that he 

doesn't need to be admitted to hospital. 1 confirm that he has nothing, that there is no 

one. 



Stepping out the side door 1 know in my heart that this boy needs something 

way bigger than these itty-bitty garden plots, this urban greenhg effort, this therapeu- 

tic garden. How long ago, 1 wonder, was there farmland outside this badc door, instead 

of strip malls and suburban sprawl? How long ago did cultivated fields, cattle, and 

farm machinery fill this very same view? And what if 1 had the keys for a shiny red 

tractor in my hand? What if this boy had good hard physical work to do-cutting corn, 

baling hay-what if the !aïad ibeE needed himl Who would h2 be then? i t l o  w o d d  I 

be then? 

Realizing that 1 had drifted away, he gently calls attention to his presence by let- 

ting the screen dwr he had been holding open, close shut. Shifting his weight h m  

one foot to the other he gestures at the scene we've been silently surveying. At the 

back of the herb bed, in amongst a tangle of grapewie, he's spotted a pile of dirt and 

partially dug compost 

"1 codd dig a hole, miss.. .Pm a good digger", he says. 

We make each other feel iike good therapists, Ri& and 1. United in o u  enthusi- 

asm and our love for the boys that we have been working with in this group, we don't 

want it to end. Teasing out the practicalities of growing up, the feelings beneath the 

doing . . .the simpatico, the connectedness, to each O ther, to the boys, to this li ttle piece 

of safety we've been able to create for all of us. We deade to make a h e  capsule, fil1 it 

with our wisdom, dig out the frozen ground, and bury it for etemity. It's a £re&g 

cold day but we're a l l  there, huddled around the hardened eartk We make a ring 

around the hole we've scraped out. Jimmy Lee who dtawlç just like his name suggests; 

Javied with the long sculpted fingerç and b e a u W y  shaped head, Nathaniel, so wl- 

nerable and exposed with the recent death of hiç mother; and Jack. Jack be nimble Jack 

be qui& Jack jumped over the overpass. 



For the last month 1 have b e n  more motivated by the tomatoes in the c h i c  gar- 

den than by anything else in my Me. Somehow 1 feel responsible to those tomatoes-to 

keep them wam, and to faditate their process of ripening. 1 love the feel of hem-the 

cold green ones; the sun touched red one,  and the new variety-yeilowy orange and 

tari. 

When I arrive each morning 1 take my coffee into our sunroom-a dilapidated 

storage room at the sidê of the building, where I have arranged trays for the nat yet 

quite ripe tomatoes. I move the red out and into baskets, 1 move the not totally green 

ont0 kays on the middle shelf, and 1 go out and gather a few more hard green ones 

from the Wies and sit them on top. For the last month we have had a big basket full of 

tomatoes in the waiting room wlih a sign 'TREE-Clinic Garden Tomatoes-Help 

yourself". Some take one or a few, others ask if they c m  take a four-quart basket to 

make a sauce. I love seeing people leave with their arms full. 

When the motivation to combine care for people with plants springs h m  a 

cornmonsensical place h m  deep within, what that combination looks like when mani- 

fested in the real world is as limitless as the imagination of the individual. 

Unencumbered by notions of what the practice of a horticultural therapist might look 

like (or even that the kind of activities that we were engaging in could be called horü- 

cultural therapy), combining work with plants with work with people felt for Felicity 

and me like the mat naturai way to effedively provide are. 

Stretdiing beyond the boundaries of what is done by The practitioner in The 

nursing home, Felicity stretched three hoses across a parking lot because the sunflow- 

ers the residents had planted needed water. Sure she could have set the residents up 

with small plastic watering ans with long spouts, and yes, it probably would have 

been tidier, but it wouldn't havefelt the same as having a hose in your hand and actu- 

d y  controllhg the spray-fom y o u ~  whpelchair. Understanding the need to touch and 



be touched, to feel comeded to the real world of dirty hose ends and evenings out 

where you eat and drink what you know is not good for you, Feliaty chdenged the 

noms of care and the general perception of limitations in the institution by actually 

dohg something different. Encouraged by the positive responses of the residents, 

Feliaty let her imagination go to the point where bringing in a live horse seemed Like a 

perfectly normal thing to do. The residents could see it and touch i t - so  what if they 

coddn't ïide it-simplJ beholding it as phenornenon was enough. 

Moved by the depth of c o ~ e d i o n  that these activities seemed to faditate for 

the residents, Feliaty became more and more committed to the notion that program- 

ming in the context of care needed to know no bounds. When challenged about the 

content of her program, because it seemed to the administration to be moving beyond 

defined boundaries, without missing a beat Felicity renamed it in order to help the 

administration rehame, and therefore approve of, what she was doing. Blessed with a 

lightness of toudi that made it seem as if these activities appeared out of thin air, (but 

that also, paradoxically, made them seem as if they always had been there), Felicity 

made things happen with a kind of magic realism. Extraordinary things-a horse in a 

parking lot, or twenty Little chicks going peep, peep, peep, were magic-but they were 

also real. Seeing the institutional context as canvas where she could so easily add 

colour, Felicity moved from one initiative to the next providing shading and depth to 

the everyday lives around her. 

In my experience adding colour to the context of care also involved trusting my 

instincts and tetting my imagination go. The process of openuig up the boundaries of 

the acceptable noms of ùistitutionahed counselling practice began when 1 invited 

Katie to take a step outside. While getting a breath of k h  air with someone who is 

upset hardly seerns like a radical thing to do, in an environment where conformity to 

certain noms of practice prevails, deviation frorn those n o m  into even the most sim- 

ple and natural of activities is seen as mrious. Silently sitting side by side with my 

client, taking in the sun on a spring day, I was aware that staff were actually peering 



out the windows at us. Like the mother in Pleasantville who decides not to put the 

rneatloaf in the oven so that dinner won? be ready at six, my detision not to keep my 

office door dosed, and Katie and me contained within, opened up possibilities, but it 

also a ttracted attention. 

Once it was dear that the sky tvasn't going to fall because 1 was sitting outdoos 

with a dient, sorne of my colleagues started to get excited about Literally broadening 

our horbzons by incorporahg the guden hto  our rvork as method. For example, when 

it came tune for Rick and me to begin the ending phase of one of our boys gmups, 

Ri& took our discussions about separation, dosure and endings, and transported them 

into the tangible world with the idea of a thne capsule. Suddenly not only had we 

designed an intervention that had the boys involved in expressing their feelings about 

separation; we also had them outside on a snowy January day scooping the frozen 

earth out of the ground with shovels. Moving those feelings dong with each shovel 

full of earth loosened our spirits, helping d.i£ficult feelings to not get studc. Making our 

connection to the earth explicit created a symbolic anchor for the group that paradoxi- 

cally, helped us to separate. 

These first efforts at combining work with plants and the qualities of the natural 

world with our work with people are resonant with naivete and innocence. So full of 

enthusiasm and so unstoppable, I feel refreshed every time I thllùc about FeLicity and 

that horse. 

In the next chapter 1 explore these qualities in each of our life history mots. 

Cultivahg childhood 1 introduce the garden as metaphor as grorvth. 



Garden 

Metaphor 



A child's world is fresh and new and beautihil, full of wonder and excitement. 
It is Our misfortune that for most of us that dear-eyed vision, that tme instinct 
for what is beautifd and awe-inspiring, is dimmed and even lost before we 
reach adulthood. If 1 had innuence with the good faky who is supposed to 
preside over ... aîi duldren I should ask that her to each M d  in the world 
be a sense of wor~der so indestructible that it tvould 1st throughout Me, as an 
unfailing antidote against the boredom and disenchantments of later years, the 
sterile preoccupation with things that are artificial, the alienation from the 
sources of our strength. 
(Carson, 1956, p. 23) 



Cultivating Childhood 

1 remernber b ~ g i n g  home an owi, 

1 had a bat; 1 had a red fox. 

Anything with a broken h g .  

1 was dragging a groundhog: 

it was dead so 1 wanted to bury it. 

I came home and told my rnother: 

" It's covered in white rice." 

And the white rice was all over my a m i s .  

And finding out: "Well that's maggots". 

And this is in suburbia, in Ottawa. 

They used to set traps for the groundhogs, 

so the horses wouldn't break their legs. 

I set the traps off because it was cruel. 

My mother was very supportive of that: 

"But if ever 1 got hauled off home ..." 

So then the R.C.M.P. let me help with the horçes. 

she showed me the lovely furry vests on June bugs, 

she goes for walks and hugs trees, 

she knows every herbal remedy for this and for that. 

She spreads her faux fur coat out in the middle of the h n t  lawn, 
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and lies there, 

the neighbors drive by and: "Oh my God, she's had a heart 

a tbck" . 

She's a big woman. 

Here's this big woman lying watching the douds, 

In wi'nfer. 

My mother, 

she was an English teacher. 

My teacher: 

she had corne up, and again I guess 1 wasn't paying attention, 

çhe flippeci my desk over and all the June bugs came out. 

She started screaming and çquashing them, 

"You are a sadis tic, ignorant person", 1 smamed. 

My mother: 

"that didn't jusbfy your behavior", 

"she had no business doing that as a teacher." 

My father: 

he was a leather tanner in Europe, 

he was a construction worker, 

always coming home from work exhausted. 

He at one point deaded that Family should be more self-sufiïcient. 

1 was sixteen. 

They bought hventy-five acres and moved out to the country. 

1 didn't move out with them, 

My father: 

he was in concen~ation camps during the war. 



My grandmother: 

she was of the belief that we al l  have psychic abilities: 

"when you're a M d  that's when you c m  develop these energies." 

Theyfd send me to her with homework, 

urually it was dl of Febmuy, 

I'd have a break. 

(1 reaLly didn't iike school.) 

I brought my failed tests home to be signed, 

and traced my mother's signature from her chquebook. 

My grandmother: 

she was large breasted, 

(1 thought it was her arm) 

I bathed her and cut her toenails. 

She came to live with us, 

she didn't go into a nursing home 

(my fa ther insis ted.) 

Pd go around and I'd tell people: 

"Please sponsor me on the Miles for Millions, 

but I'm sending the money to Save the Seals". 

1 was junior president of The Ottawa Humane Soaety: 

"We speak for those who cannot speak for themselves." 

"Yeu must b ~ g  your dogs some water". 

If 1 got in trouble it was an innocent ... 
Pd never steal or hurt anyone. 



My mother and her mother, 

they didn't get dong: 

1 was the peacemaker. 

Two of my friends were kicked out, 

they moved in with my f m d y  a~nd finished high s~hoo!. 

It's a dinnertable where whoever speaks the loudest gets heard, 

you turn around and the cat is on the dining room table. 

1 read like crazy. 

I quit high school three timeç. 

1 had a motorcyde liceme. 

1 know 1 was very independent, 

always üying new things. 

A free spirit. 

Now there are a l l  kinds of labels, 

whether they would consider it attention defiut, 

sdiool just wasn't a good mode of leaming for me. 

1 wanted to be a vet, 

(but 1 was afraid of the math). 

1 donf t have high school. 

When 1 was fifieen 1 got  a job at the front desk: 

"I can type and speak French" 

(fingers croçsed behind my badc). 

By four months they didn't want me to quit: 

" Well sponsor you to take hotel management and stay on," 



"No, I have to go hitdihike out west", 

'We're giving vou a leave of absence", 

1 had a lovely summer. 

M y  rnother: 

she had given me a twenty-dollar bill, 

sewed it in a patch to my jean shorts, 

if 1 got stuck all 1 had to do was... 

When 1 came badc I handed her the twenv, 

she said: "No, no, you can go out and enjoy yourself." 

"That's one more adventure". 

1 was a sign writer on planes, 

in northem B.C. and Fort St. John. 

And trucks and s tuf!, 

and the Alaska highway. 

1 did graphics and design, 

calligraphy and photography for a newspaper. 

1 started to go to school at night, 

I did horticulture training, 

heat loss caldations and all! 

("My Cod, I could have been a vet!") 

Without children, 

1 feel W e d  as a woman. 

1 knew it was never nght 

(four proposais of marriage). 

Ks always been for me: 



"Oh well, it'll work out". 

Whether it was a guardian angel, 

or tvhatever. 

You see dew on a cabbage, 

you know... that beads. 

-41d you've got a spider web on a cedar hedge in the moriig. 

When the iris are blooming and the lilies, 

and then the sweet pea ... 
And 1 think: "this really must be it." 

Pve had a very nice life so fa: 

people who've been very good. 

Off the beaten track, but 1 liked it that way. 

I was very forninate in my name: 

Felitity means happiness. 

The chosen child of few of the lucky, we chosen people, 1 am made to feel so spe- 

cial, so Ioved in the presence of my matemal grandparents. Working dass Russian 

Jewish immigrants who had lost so much and so many, by the time 1 came dong, by the 

t h e  1 ?.vas chosen, 1 could only ever be felt as the m a t  precious of grfts. 

1 spend endless amounts of time watching my grandfather Zorah work with his 

hands. He is constantly in motion: fixing the water pump in the kitchen, planing the 

surface of a table he has built, his large strong hands capable and mative. We do oil 

paintings (I mU< the colors), in a cramped tool shed on the sarne counter whm the 
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innards of the dock he has taken apart to repair lies strewn out in pieces. 1 am allowed 

to do anythirtg and encouraged to do everything: make a fort out of blankets and 

chairs and sleep in it outside all night long, (To my mother: "Lifshila, its only a Little 

dew, she's strong".) Paint my shoes purple, chnb a tree to the top to get a better view 

of a beefs nest, row the boat in my nightgown. When he says "Maura, don't step on the 

nail", without missing a beat 1 stamp my foot down hard. (To my mother on the way 

to the hospital for n y  tetmus shot: "li.f5hila, it u5.U hed fast, she's strong. Xow wwe 

know.. .no man will ever push her around. Of this we cm be sure".) He speaks to my 

mother in English, to my Baba in Russian and in Yiddish; with me he speaks an 

English filled with stories. 

It is the winter that 1 m twelve and Zorah has cancer. 1 have a fight t%lth my 

mother because 1 don? feel like going to visit him in the hospital. 

'Tt takes forever to get the=/ Mom.. . h d  anyway, once we're there, he's so 

si&, 1 donf t think it makes a difference to him. Besides.. .doesn't it matter to you that 

ifs a school night? 

My mother seerns too distracted for me to get a rise out of her. She sighs and 

then says in an unusually bland tone, 

"Even if you don't know it now, you will eventually be @ad you went. And it 

does make a difference to him. Even if he can't show it, he knows you're there. 1 know 

he does." "What do you know?" 1 mutter under my break 

On the way to the hospita11 sit alone sulking in the back seat, 

she iç my chauffeur. 

imagining tha t 

By the t h e  we get there it is already dark. At k t  the well lit, busy environ- 

ment seems welcoming after the cold silence of the car ride. When we get to my 

Zaida's floor we paçs the nursing station and my mother, greetuig each staff person by 

name, is outgohg and Mendly. She gets into a big conversation with a woman, not a 



nurse, a deaner maybe, who doesn't seem to me to speak any English Soon they are 

both waving their amis and laughing and talking about dumplings, or some d a m  

thing. 1 am getting hotter and hotter standing there in my coat, and more and more 

irrîtated that she haç dragged me ail this way and here she is rattling on to this 

stranger. 1 keep walking, and then there she is: di&, dick, click, beside me (sometimes 

the keepon-moving s trategy works.) 

We make ols d ~ w n  the hall to his mom, enter, and stop dead. He's gone. 

His entire bed is gone h m  the place where it should be. My mother and I stand: 

speechless and paralyzed, two pairs of eyes scanning the room. There are three other 

patients in the room; none of them are my 2aida. Above the spot where he should be 

several ceiling des have been removed and loose plastic partially avers the opening. 

.4lready there is a fine coating of drywail dust in my mouth. I take a further step into 

the room, and immediately see: there he is, his bed has been wheeled to behind the 

door. 1 feel floods of relief moving over me like waves: I am beside him and have his 

hand in mine and am leaning over the rail of the bed to kiss him. I am so glad 1 have 

corne. 

1 look up at my mother, tears of relief overwhelming me, but she has already 

begun to speak. 1 see that her face is filled with rage, 

"Maura, 1 need to speak to hem about this. Please stay here with Zaida". 

Without waiting for an answer she is gone. 1 hear the click, clickf click of her heels 

moving speedily d o m  the hard linoleum floor toward the nursing station. My Zaida's 

blue eyes are looking steadily up at me. 1 hear my motherfs voice beginnuig, "Every 

time anyone ope- the door to the room it hi6 his bed, and jars him, he needs to be 

moved to a more appropriate space.. .", and 1 can tell by the glint in his eye that he cm 

hear her too. 1 can hear someone else talking, but not their words and then my mother 

responding, and it is more muffled, and my Zaida has dosed his eyes, so 1 get into the 

bed beside him and dose my eyes too. We lie together holding hands. 

I open my eyes to the sound of another of the patients in the room moaning. 



blesmerizedf 1 watch the slow drip of liquid-drip, ckip, drip into the tube that goes 

in to my Zaida's vein. 1 can SU hear my mother's voice, muffled now, I can' t make out 

the words - she m u t  have gone into someone's o£Fice - but 1 can tell by her tone that 

she is starting to let her anger show. And then, al l  of a sudden right outside the door 

my mother is yelhg, 

"1 wiU not leave this building, this horpital tonight until my father is moved to a 

room with a decent bed, where the ceiling is not f&~g dc~zli, where there is no dust. 

There is something that can be done and it must be done nmc~." 

St i l l  with his eyes dosed, 1 feel my Zaida squeeze my hand. 

Teacher is calling the group to the carpet for story. Engrossed at my easel, I con- 

tinue to work quietly on my painting. All the other children eventually make thek wav 

to the carpet and sit cross-legged, waiting patiently for the story to begin. 

"Maura, did you hear me? Story is about to begin". 

Not moving h m  the easel, "Yes Mrs. Gilson, I heard you". 

"Maura,please c o m e ~ d  simn &e _ i p e t  now so fiai pou carthear the s t q Y  - 
- - - - - -  

'7 can hear the story h m  here Mrs. Gilson". 

(With inwasing irritation) "Marna, everyone is ready. Corne and sit with us 

righ t now." 

(Looking up from the easel and making full eye contact) "Mrs. Gilson, I'm ready 

too. 1 can hear the story £rom here while 1 work quietly liniçhing my painting. PU look 

at you to show that I am listening. 1 oui do two things at once." 

While 1 was growing up in the 1960s 1 remember many meetings in o u  living 

mom about change in the public school system. Pm sure the adults talked about lots of 



important issues; what 1 remember are the discussions about abolishing the strap. 

1 had never actually seen the strap but I knew it was there in the office of my ele- 

mentary school. 1 knew because kids talked about it, and because my brother's fiend 

Terry often got the strap. 1 gave the office a wide berth because 1 knew the strap was in 

there. 

1 was always told, and reminded again and again, that if anything happened at 

school that made n e  feel uncornfortable, my parents, they wanted to hem about it. I 

was told that if an adult ever Threatened or Hurt me, 1 was to Leave the Situation 

Immediately and Phone. I knew that there was a letter on file at the sdiool saying that 

corporal punishment should be abolished; that if it was used on my brother or 1, rny 

parents would press charges of assault. Ln my own mind 1 sometimes rehearsed the 

moment in M. Brown's office where 1 told him that he couldn't give me the çtrap 

because my mother, she said so. 

In grade 3 I had a wonderful teacher named klrs. Levere who was warm and 

h y  and chailengingf and just terrific in every way imaginable. M e r  M a c h  break 

h3rs. Levere went on maternity leave and was replaced by Mr. Lia. Mr. Lia was a very 

angry man. He waked up and down between the rows of our deçks armed with a 

wooden yardstick. He yelled and thretv chak He was temfymg. 

1 knew that his behavior was wrong and that something needed to be done 

immediately. At lunch I tried to phone my mother at work, but 1 couldn't get through. 

1 t&ed to my £riends and we formed a plan. We would barricade the door, and refuse 

to go badc into class after lundi. 1 knew that this was called a "sit in". 

Later on, I got into trouble with my grade 5 teacher, Mr. Mormack (who I 

adored). My Mend Lorna and I were asked to corne in early h m  lundi to tak over 

the situation (I can't remember the content of the misdemeanor). It was winter, so the 

first thing we did was to take off our boots and coats in the doakmom. When we 

entered the main part of the dassroom, Mr. Mormack (as I knew him and trusted him) 

was gone. In his place was a very cold, very angry man And even more bizarref he 



was wearing sunglasses. When the bell rang and the other students came in, Lorna and 

1 slipped out of the school. We walked over a mile home to my house in the cold, in 

the snow, without coats, in o u  stockhg feet. 

Xiariiy of my fnmds are not allowtxi to come. 

"Where is it that you go? Where exactly ? " Evus. McNair as ks. 

Kathy has asked again, and my ançwer to her mother, "Ifs near P q  Sound. 

Ifs fourteen miles south of Parry Sound, near Georgian Bay, on a little lake. It's just a 

little past Macïier", has Mrs. McNair's brow screwed up tight. Wiping her hands on 

her apron, she has hinied now to face me. 

"Who is it that is part of it? Who g w s  there exady? Are thoss other people fam- 

ilies? 1 understand tha t there are a lot of.. .boys." 

Even as 1 answer 1 know that what 1 Say won't make any difference. Mrs. McNair has 

heard things. Rumors. 1 can tell already that there is something troubling her-some 

idea, some image of what goes on-that she can't put words to. hdy answer won't be 

getting Kathy to come. 

"Boys? Yes.. .there are more boys.. .besides me there's only Midielle, and she's 

so much younger that she's not redy part of things, and Tina's f d y ,  they never real- 

ly come up.. . II 

Interrupting me, her voice is starting to sound shrill, " Yes, but.. .what happens with 

. . .with bathing suits? What is it that you cal1 the place? IY s not a cottage.. .or a 
If camp... 

Lying on my back, floating, drifting, almg with the current, my body tempera- 

ture feels to be perfedy one with the water. Effortlessly gliding dong, arried with the 



movement of the water, small sculling hands keeping my hips afloat, my mouth and 

nose full of air. SLipping occasionally below the surface, water washes over my face, 

over my wide open eyes, and back up again, badc and forth, above and below; air and 

water-I'm never completely sure which 1 prefer. 

Long pink and gray rock w m e d  by the sun, warmer than the air, than the 

water, like seaweed my long wet hair strewn amss  the smooth surface, water flowing 

in chzmne1s h m  the ends, collecting in t i ~ y  pools. Ç k y  su& a bright blue f can sense 

the colour beyond the doçed edges of my eyelids. Droplets of water ciinging to my 

eyelashes, to the edges of my earlobes, sounds muffled by water popping, w m  water 

flowing out from inside my ear. Cooler air now7 ciries my skin, surface tightening, 

pulling the edges in. Rolling over into the warmth of the rock, a vein of rose quartz 

traces the line of my calf, up my thigh. Toudiing lipç fragrant, shivering hard pink 

Besh of the earth, I slide soundlessly back into the water. 

On September 8th, 1989, two and a half weeks overdue with my second M d ,  1 

make rny way to St. Joseph's Hospital for a routine stress test. Ifs a beautifd day- 

more like late s u m m e r  than fall-warm and sunny, and 1 feel well and relaxed. Living 

it up on the borruwed h e  of an overdue pregnancy, 1 browse in the antique shops on 

Ronscesvalles, enjoying a stroll in the sunshine in an unfardïar part of the aty. 

By the time I get to the hospital, I am drowsy. 1 want to get the test over with as 

quiddy as possible so that 1 can go home and take a nap. When the ultrasound reveals 

that m y  baby is lying transverse, 1 am told that labot must be induced immediateiy, it 

is a dangerous situation, and no, I can't even leave the hospital to go home and get my 

things. In an instant 1 become a medicd emergency. 

A few minutes later, having signed a document releasing the hospital kom any 

responsibility for me or for my baby having run a m s  six lanes of trafic, my eyes 



streaming with tears, my panic stricken partner Nnning after me-1 smam out: "I'm 

not having my baby in that hospital when they want me to". 

A few hours later, retuming to the hospital in an atmosphere permeated by res- 

ignation, 1 am overcome by an enormous feeling of loss. Hooked up to madiines, con- 

tained and contmlled, 1 am more manageable; a caged and domesticated woman, not 

the wild animal of hours earlier. As the night wares on and the labor progresses 1 corn- 

plah that there is no where tu go, r io tk~g to do, nothing to distract me h m  the pain 

of the contractions. Does the hospital kitchen have some prep work that 1 might do? 

Peel a 50-lb. bag of potatoes? Julienne some carrots? Knead some bread dough? 

Without my knowledge, I'm given a tranquilizer. 

A few hours later, 1 am told that my baby is in distress, I must have a Caesarian 

section immediately. In an instant 1 become a medical emergency. I am whisked away 

into an operating room.. . and left alone. Lying flat on my back, soaked in my own 

sweat, writhing in pain, . . .I am left done. I cal1 out for help. Whisperuig women with 

masked mouths occasiondy enter the room to peer at me front a distance. 1 SM to 

swear, then to scream. 

A man dressed in white enters the room and cornes and stands over me. In 

purring tones he t d s  me that my husband will be coming soon, "He's juuust putting 

on a gown. Thme now, it will be al1 right soon dear. We just need you dear.. . t h e ,  

there, to move yourself over to this table. That's a good girl, just over here and we'U be 

able to give you the anesthetic. .. oh, yes you c m  do it dear. Now juuust be a good girl 

and slide.. ."And when his han& corne d o m  to take hold of me 1 grab his elbow and 

sink my teeth into the flesh of his forearm. 

1 grew up in the heart of downtown Toronto. There were no flowers in our yard 

and no grass. We kept rabbits under our back porch, had a rope swing, and various 



piles of who knows what around the yard. The rabbits were a constant issue with our 

neighbors, particularly with a rather testy older woman who lived over the back fence. 

In the spring, when they were restless, the rabbits would dig tunnels-and often they 

would end up in Mrs. Lipedis' badc yard. They only ever nibbled the tops off her 

tulips, but this led to angry words over the back fence and my brother and 1 madly 

chasing and trying to catch the rabbits. 

My parents had an open contempt for evejthiuig to do with grriss-the seed, 

the fertilizer, people getting sod, the sound of mowers in the neighborhood on a spring 

weekend. They removed a l l  the g ras  h m  our front yard and covered the entire sur- 

face of the ground with small stones. Spring chores induded picking up and collectllig 

the rnaple keys from the stones so that they wouldn't sprout and grow. 

My mother had a compost long before recycling was a household word. It was 

not a compost bin like so many urban dwellers have now. It was a compost pile. 

Periodically she would send one of us out to tum over the pile, which meant p u h g  

all the hesh coffee grounds, egg shds and carrot tops to the side and digging out the 

" h i s h e d  compost from undemeath. It was an odorous task My mother would serve 

salads, proudly remarking that all the greens were from the garden. Dandelion greens, 

mint leaves a few wispy bits of lettuce-we called them weed salads. In the late winter, 

early spring our kitchen table was given over to flats of 

planted. 

sprouting seeds soon to be 

On the block where 1 grew up 1 had the only mother who worked outside the 

home. Like the other fathers on the Street, on tveekday mornings my mother drove 

away in her black car and didn't retum until evening. She always took off her suit 

when she came home and put her bags down in the same place, ready for morning. 

Lined up on the long radiator cover beside my parents bed were my mothers matching 

sets of purses and pumps: brown for fall, black for winte, navy for spring and white 



for summer. The contents: lipsticks and face powder, agarettes, bded  up wads of 

Kleenex, wallet and keys, moved £rom p m e  to purse as the seasons changed. Her 

black ieather briefcase held files and papers and books, and a day timer s M e d  with 

extra slips of paper held in place with paper clips then bound with an elastic band. 

More than work, my mother always had a career that 1 could name. In school I 

remember putting up my hand and asking the teacher where to put "rnother's occupa- 

tion" on the forn. My fnends didxft tak about the2 mothm in fhose tmms, thek 

mothers were simply their mothers; it was theirjbthm who were something else too. 

Other Moms worked at home and were there at lunchtirne and when we came home 

from school and watched the Ruistones; other Moms did the grocery shopping and 

deaned the house. Maria was paid to dean our house, and my father did the grocery 

shopping when he remembered. We frequently met for dinner in restaurants or ate 

instant boxed or frozen meals. Homemade food was occasiondy produced to approxi- 

mately coinade with sorne culturally prescribed holiday for which my Mom felt 

obliged to cook or bake. 

When we went to our house for Ilunch Bernadette with the deavage and beehive 

("are-you-sure-it-is-real?") hair taught us how to play poker in her thick French accent 

My Baba ("she's confused") sat on the couch and smoked, and M. Lepidis ("she 

keeps Baba cornpany") sat beside her. My other grmdmother, who seemed normal by 

cornparison (she could be tnisted not to put the radishes in the freezer), lived with us 

when she wasn't in Ireland. For many years young men and oftert their gisfiends or 

wives came to stay at a moment's notice. They stayed for weeks, months and years, 

Vietnam draft dodgers who were "getting their lives in order". 

My mother defended her doctoral dissertation when 1 was 18 and she was 48. It 

took her ten years to complete. Ten years, in which she worked full time, lost both par- 

ents, raiçed two children, separated h m  and divorced my father. Waiting for what felt 



like hours outside the tightly dosed door of the room in which she conducted her 

defense, a huge bouquet of flowers at the ready, 1 strained to hear the muffled sounds 

of my mother's voice. 

1 remembered the countless times that I had seen her sitting at her desk late at 

night on my way to bed. 

1 remembered sitting in the kitchen and hearing the sounds of her feet pacing 

overhead in her ctudy. 

1 remember hearing her voice, muffled between rooms, speakuig into her dicta- 

phone as 1 feu asleep. When asked ivhy she was speaking, rather than writing her dis- 

sertation, my mother explained that, for her generation, if a woman learned how to 

type she was at risk of being asked to do typing for men, or of becoming a seaetary. 

She had f o n d  it prudent not to learn how to type. 

Walking down the overly sterile hospital comdor toward her room wishing that 

1 had grabbed the time to have a shower before coming, 1 feel so gnibby, my nails look 

particularly dirty in this environment. Checking in at the nursing station, the evening 

nurse, the whites of his eyes look so white in his friendly dark face, he catches me and 

says the doctor, she's on the floor. She wants to speak to me, 

"Wait just a minute, I'll page hef', he says, toudllng my m. 

Almost as fast as 1 hear his voice over the loudspeaker, there she is, the red headed Dr. 

Turpie and she's szntling-click, click, dick-as she approaches me, and in one motion 

she is opening a door and saying, 

"Why donf t we just step into the conference room?" 

Too fiiendly tone, too bright eyed, I know that there is something up . . . since when do 

they pursue me? 1 stand, and then sit on the ami of a dark green leather couch, dark 

green painted wds, h e d  fiord prints-at least someone was hying to make up for 

no windows, I thinkf this is the room where they take the family to talk about the ter- 



minal cancer diagnosis, stop sxnüing at me, why am 1 here? 

And in under five minutes Pm chedcing my nails again, still dnty, as 1 approach 

her momf stomach bailed up, my shoes are soft soled, so quiet she doesn't look up, 

perdied on the edge of her bed, feet dangling down, not quite reaching the floor, 

engrossed in reading a book propped up in the middle of the tray, dangerously dose to 

the coleslaw, chewing, she hasn't heard me or felt my presence yet, standing there 

looping potentid sentence3 thiough my head. 

Looking up she begins to s d e ,  but her expression shifts before it has even fuily 

formed, 

"What is it darhg?" 

She knows something is up before 1 have even opened my mouth, knows even though 

1 donf t think my face is giving anything away. 

"Well, hi", 1 Say, thinkuig that I can slow the moment down. 

Looking straight at me, 

"What do you mean "hi"? "What is it ...y ou look so troubled?" 

She pub down the chicken dnunstick she has been gnawing-Friday night, Mount 

Sinai Hospital, chicken. 1 leave her curious, womed brown eyes looking for relief h m  

the intensity growing in my stomach, b r n  the tightness in my throat Moving out the 

window, the bright sunshine seems strange-its dinner the ,  but then, its late August; 

ifs the 5:00 dinner that's ear1y. 

'Maura .. .?" 

I take a step doser to the bed and move a pile of files and loose papers lively with yel- 

low stiws and highlighter pen aside. Sitting dowrt, 1 scan the papers, '3216 F Social 

Policy and.. .' 1 start to read. Course outlines. 

1 just saw Dr. Turpie, Mom.. . she caught me on my way in h m  the eleva- 

tor.. .", 1 begin sIowly, looking into her anxious face. 

"And ?" she says, and immediately 1 can see the shift fmm worry io relief to 

anger flash across her face as she understands that its not me, or the kids, its only to do 



with her.. . and she knows she's fine. 

"blom, Dr. Turpie has al1 the tests back. The ECG.. . the other scan they did last 

week and the scores £rom the tests the psychologist did", 1 begin. "They're saying that 

there's an impairment, Mom. They think i fs  h m  the coma. They're saying . . ." I'm 

looking straight at her, but now she's shifting her pile of papers, standing up and rnov- 

ing toward the window ledge, not looking at me. 

tiü they know.. . till they see how you do.. .it would be a leave, a medical leave.. ." 

She intermpts me, 

"They are so full of shit My courses are ready to go, dasses start in five days, 

Pm ready to leave this place", tuming to the bed she gestures with anger at her papes 

and books. "Its wasting my time being here .-And what do they do, they send you here 

as their messenger? "Who do they think they are, those bastards, putthg this on you?" 

Her voice is rising, "What do thev think 1 will do? Are thev scared of me?" Now her 

eyes are flashing. 

From a very early age 1 had and did jobs. When 1 was really little 1 had an easy- 

bake-oven. 1 made tiny little cakes that 1 "iced" with jam and took door to door in the 

neighborhood and sold. 1 held "fairs" in our badcyard. 1 decorated, set up games, and 

made punch and popcom. I dressed up in outlandish outfits and charged admission to 

the local kids and their parents and then charged for a tum on our rope swing (which 

was fkee at any other time during the week). 

My k t  formal job was in the local public library shelving books and doing 

check ou t  Everyone else who worked there was at least 50 years older than me. I 



loved the library atmosphere-the wood paneling on the wds,  the dean luioleum 

floors, all the books on the right shelves; the book trolleys with their well oiled wheels. 

1 spent a lot of t h e  trying to move as quietly and as gracefully as those holleys. 

When I was a teenager 1 worked as a waitress at a Howard Johnson's and wore 

a hideous orange and xhite uniform. IZ%m food was =a&; from the k i t~ ien  it was 

put under a heat lamp and the cook would ring a bell. We servers then added a carrot 

curl to each plate and squirted it with orange dye. 

1 worked in construction in my early menties, doing an assortment of different 

jobs: from roohg, to foundation work, to electrical work on upscale renovations. I 

liked roofing the best. Roofing iç straightforward work that becomes very rhythmical 

after you've done it for a while. The shingles form nice patterns, and when the job's 

done, the job's done. It's clean cut and dear. Often you get a nice view from up on a 

roof, or at least a different perspective, sornetimes you see something that you didn't 

know was there, 

When I worked in construction I was never in charge of the whole job, and so 1 

didn't worry too much about it. 1 also liked beîng the only woman on the construction 

crew. Not for any particular attention that 1 received, but because what 1 was doing 

was different. 1 did enjoy being admired for my strength and starnina. But more than 

anything I enjoyed being dnty. Wearing the same dothes day after day, my tool pouch, 

my wool socks, my big boots. 1 ?vas always the one appointed to go pick up the donuts 

for our coffee breaks because the woman in the shop would often give me free day 

olds-1 think she felt sorry for so dirty a young woman. The foundation work was the 

dirtiest; by the end of the day 1 looked like I had been in a diimney. 1 enjoyed the 

rhythm of the day; early monllng start, coffee break, lunch, afternoon coffee break, 



üme to go home. 

In my mid twenties 1 was invited to work as the executive assistant to a &y 

councillor. 

"I'm not s w  Pm qualified", 1 said. 

It seemed to me to be a very gmwn up job. I'd have to dress up for rure-naybe even 

where nylons. 

"Oh, I think you're qualified, Maura. Any particuiar skills required, you'll pi& 

up.. . l e m  on the job," she said. 

"But 1 don? even know how to type", I confessed. "Let alone use a cornputer." 

She laughs, 

"Then we'll get you some training. It's your qualities that Pm more interested 

in. 1 want to hire you because of your character." 

The café always felt like good luck because it was. I leased the community space 

and started the business not because 1 wrote a stellar proposai and the organization, 

they just couldn't Say no, but because the committee, overwhelmed with the responsi- 

bility of making a decision, asked we contenders to draw cnrds, and me, 1 drew the 

King of Spades. 

That was when I was 21 and 1 left the business when I was 31. In those ten years 

1 bought and renovated a house, had two Mdren, finished my undergraduate degree 

and worked at City Hall. But the cafe provided the rhythm that underscored every- 

thing eise that 1 did. Everything else fell into place mund the d e .  

The work was so conaete and so simpl-1 made the pie, 1 sold the pie, and I 

held the five douars in my hand. 1 loved making beautiful tortieres with golden a s t s  

on crisp fall days. 1 loved buying large quantities of produce: bushel baskets of toma- 



toes and basil in season for pesto, flats of strawberries, and a case of asparagus. 1 loved 

the smells the tastes, the texture and the abundance. 1 loved the feeling that 1 was con- 

necting with sorne kuid of higher good when 1 figured out a way to make that case of 

over ripe mangoes into chubey before they went bad. 

-4s nietaphor in khe rtorkc of @LE c!Ad,!hood the guden h growrh. Cared for uid 

contained, a garden is not ttlde-open wild untended space. A garden has edges, 

hedges bushes and boundaries. Boundaries ma te  safety within. A garden is a sanctu- 

ary, a sacred space filled with light. The cyde of the garden-seed, shoot, root, blos- 

som-flows unintermpted. Rhythm and movement, earth, air, water and w m t h .  

Texture and colour, srnells and sounds, touched and touching. 

Gifts given k e l y  and received in dUldhood mate a treasure chest that lasts a 

Lifetime. 1 sit in awe of Feliaty who, at over forty years of age, can look me in the eye 

and Say: "I've had a very nice Me so far. 1 was very fortunate in my narne ... Felicity 

meam happiness." 

Privileged with early experiences of unconditional love, Felicity and 1 both 

knew at an early age what it means to be adored. In particular we knew what it feels 

like to be valued and respected, as girls, as teens, and as young women. Taught by our 

families to trust out intuition and rely on our own judgement, going out into the world 

as girls we did not doubt our feelings and responses. Finding our place did not require 

'knowing our place' in the usual respect meant for women. htead, family beliefs and 

active support countered soaetal messages about the less than statu of women. 

Rooted in a strong sense of ourselves, and a sense of ourselves as strong, finding our 

place in the world beyond the boundaries of the garden did not necessarily mean try- 

h g  to fit in, or leaming how to conform. It meant retaining our intemal integrity and 



finding ways to make systems suit us as individuals. 

This value is particularly apparent in each of our early sdiool experiences. For 

Felicity, being in school just didn't work very well. She found the hard, flat surfaces 

gray and unyielding, the people stale and dry. The routines overwhelmed her and the 

d e s  annoyed her. Internally jarred with every hard, cold ringing of the beli, and made 

queasy by the institutional smells, the sensory experience of being in school literally 

shr ted  to makg Feficik, sic!! M e n  little girl Felicity 61ls up her desk i a t t h  June bugs 

H) that she can feel their "lovely funy vests" on her Euigers, she is attempting to 

anchor herself in the naturd world. Understanding this and interpreting their daugh- 

ter's actions as expressions of need, Felitity's parents decided to support her learning 

in other ways in Werent environments. Filled with cuiosity, livehess and aeativity, 

a voracious reader and an articulate speaker, Feliaty's parents looked at their little girl 

and chose not to have her tested and assessed. (Remember too that Feliaty's mother 

was a teacher.) Instead they chose to support her by designing a 'surviving school 

strate& that induded giving her regular breaks from routine. Tnisting their daughter 

k t ,  and the system second, when the teacher dumps the June bugs out of Felici~'s 

desk and onto the floor, her mother reprimands her for calling the teadier a "auel 

sadistic person", but she also validates Feiiciys response by saying : "she had no busi- 

ness doing that as a teacher". 

When 1 went off to school for the b t  time at the badc of my mind, in the pores 

of my unconscious being, was the knowledge that my parents believed that there were 

senous problems in the school system as a whole. Cute M e  bud in pigtails, I had been 

absorbing my parent's values and politics since 1 was just a tiny shoot in a little pot 

Now sending out shoots into the world, I carried that critical perspective with me. My 

parents assumed that 1 would have to protect myselk h m  adults abusing their power, 

h m  flawed systems of knowledge, h m  sexism, h m  ana-Semitism, and from the 

demand to conform. Sending their cute liitle bud in pigtds out into the world as if to 

battle, 1 was encouraged to question, evaluate and M e n g e  authority h m  a very 



early age. They had prepared me and wmed me to "be prepared. Institutional S~IUC- 

tures required navigation, to be sure, but the purpose of learning how to read the map 

was not to follow directions, but to discover my own path. 

In each of our families of ongin, the family constellation was also diaracterized 

by varying degrees of openness and role fluidity. For example, friends of Felicity's 

moved in to finish high school, and her grandmother lived out the end of her life in 

their f d y  home. My gxandmother also came to our home tu live &ter the de2th of 

my Zaida. Consistent with my parents politics, during the Vietnam War our house was 

home to draft dodgers and their families. Homes that provided safe haven to those 

beyond the members of the nudear family, for FeliaS and me growing up, our homes 

did not feel like closed systems. 

Felicity and 1 both grew up with powerful mothers as role models. As daugh- 

ters, we knew that our mothers were in charge of their own lives. My mother went out 

every day in the world to c l a h  her place in it, as if she were going to battle: the world 

was hers, it needed changing and she was going to do it. h my family home women's 

work specifically did not include domestic chores, not because my mother was lq or 

spoiled, but because non-participation in these adivities adualked her politics. 

Walking the t&, as a chdd 1 was aware that my parents social and political adivism 

permeated every aspect of the fabric of our lives. Simply put, in rny family home there 

was no giving over of female power to please men. 

Feliaty's mother, an authentically eccentric woman, demonstrates again and 

again that non-conformity is fun. "Why lead a traditional Me?" her actions seem to 

ask. "Who would that life be for?" Irreverent about &etal expectations of women, 

our mothers found ways to challenge d e  bound behaviors. Mothers daiming inde- 

pendence and the freedom of self-expression demonstrate female entitlement to their 

daughters. 

Extensions of messages delivered in childhood teetering on the edge of each 

narrative snapshot indude the deep value held in our families about giving back. W~th 



a full treasure chest of @ts given freely it was left up to me to find the best possible 

way, the fullest, most creative way to give badc to a world where few enjoyed my priv- 

ilege. Bearing the gifts of a sound body and good health, self-survival was assumed. 

Full fledged being, on the other hand, required service. Invited to imagine the form 

that that expression of seMce might take, 1 was taught that earning a living was only a 

small part of what it meant to do work. IVhile this message was not delivered to 

Felicity overtly, she internalized a sirri-hr ethic, one h v h g  to do with the value of 

extending herself U y  beyond the immediate goal of self-survival. 

Encouraged to find satisfaction in our own agency, to this day Felicity and 1 are 

both doers. We both like to see, to feel, to touch, to smell or to taste the results of our 

efforts: a golden crusted tortiere, a well shingfed roof, rich black compost, the iris 

blooming or the lilies spreading their scat .  Quldhooàs coloured with colou we were 

each encouraged to live a big Me, rich and intense with self-expression. Acknowledged 

as worthy, as girls and as women, the capatity to recognize that which is authentic and 

tme  within the self, remains intact. Finding a place for that expression meant extend- 

h g  the metaphor of the garden. The garden is growth. 

The story of the happy childhood is rare. AU too often, the hedge has a hole or 

the bushes are bare. There is too little or too much water. Leaves yellow and sag, and 

slowly drift off the branches, brittle and dry. Uncared for and uncontained, the cycle of 

the garden is interrupted. 

In the next chapter 1 revisit the garden as method. Focusing on Feliaty, 1 look at 

the effects the inçtitutionalization of practice has on the prabitioner. Following a sto- 

ried account of her experience, 1 offer an o v e ~ e w  of defhitions and applications of 

hortidtural therapy, its history and development as professional practice, and its 

mots in recreational therapy. 
~ 9 1  
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There were these row houses, acmss h m  the residence, that were like a holding 

tank. When the police picked up people they were brought to this spot. 1 thought: 

'This is crazy. It's summer. They should be outside." You can be depresseci outside too 

but at least you're getting some fresh air. I wanted to get them digging in this plot. You 

know, some sort of outlet and SM like that So I got them to hun the SOS 1st the sod, 

turn the soil. Those houses, they turned out to be a drug and alcohol rehab dinic. 

It was hard because I was getting people when they were just corning in. 1 really 

didn't have the background or anyone telling me: "Oh well, this happens, or this is dif- 

fidt".  Pm looking at this big man and he's got a big shovel and he's reaiiy mad at me 

and he's told me he's gonna smadc me. 1 guess you h d  out about yourself. How you 

react to things. 1 found 1 was always d m  when things were happening. On the exteri- 

or 1 was always really calm. Then after everything was done and taken care of and 

tidy. .. then my legs would go like jello. And Pd thinkt "What's going on?" 1 guess it 

was just my body's way of telhg me to take a break. 

When you're very naive and not v e y  mvme in the beginning, you tend to get drawn in a lot. 
As you get older and wiser. .. 

1 was caring for the plants. 1 was carhg for the people. And all the while fight- 

ing for money for supplies. Fighting for my job description, for my salary. I was start- 

ing to get pulled by every department. 1 was starang to lose a grip on my own pro- 

grams. Something had to go. So 1 said, '1 can help you set up the progratm and give 

you ideas." I just found everyone was 

left. People easily touch me. 

It's a caregiver's s t q .  You end 

takuig a piece of me and there was less and less 

up just not paying attention and you nui your- 
l911 



self ragged. 1 know that technidy you're supposed to leave it, when you walk out 

that door. When 1 go home I've shared. I bring my pictures. 1 have two residents that 

are writing my parents and theyfve never met Thiç one gentleman and my father, they 

exchange reapes. I still feel as though I'm keeping a pmfessional point. But these are 

speaal relationships. 

I always went to the finemls. 
Su m n y  of the , people . I pot close to died. 

1 went badc to my mots. 1 took tirne away form Elizabeth Bruyere and worked 

at the Govemor General's greenhouse. You'd get these big swish parties. A Prime 

Ministerfs wife came in and ordered $4000 worth of flowers for a single event. And 

then she'd cornplain about stuff. What's the saying? I felt sorry for myself because 1 

had no shoes u t i l 1  met the man with no feet. It's all relative. She's complaining 

because the orchids aren't quite pink enough to go with the linen. And meanwhile at 

Elizabeth Bruyere, when 1 have the camera in my hand a resident is saying, "Here, PU 

make myself look pathetic, ifll help with the donation," and she slumps down in the 

wheeichair and lets a tear slip from an eye. She was hikirious. And she was right: we 

got armloads of roses donated that day. 

1 was badc at Elizabeth Bniyere in Ottawa and 1 went to a conference in 

Hamilton to present. One of the ladies that 1 met there worked for Baycrest in Toronto 

and she kept telling me: "You're gonna come and work for me." And 1 thought "Oh, 

sure". But she kept me posted. This went on for B r  years. She followed me when 1 

moved. And I moved a lot At one point she told me there was an opening. 1 thanked 

her very much and referred her to somebody eke. Two years later 1 heard h m  her 

again and by then the budget cuts had come full force. 1 had lost my job at Elizabeth 

Bruyere. Horticultural therapy was gone and 1 was living in a log cabin on six acres as 

a resident gardener. 



"Mrhat's hamenin2 on the roof?" 

When 1 arrived here [at Bayaest] in 1994, the lock system was broken. The wind 

would pick it up and smash it against the glas, and this isn't tempemd glass. A kid 

had crawled through one of the screens to steal a radio and it had never been repaired. 

n e r e  w r e  brokn 14.uidows. The= r m  rhese asbestos benches &at were all broken 

up and all kinds of old pesticides, and metal cabinets with stuff spilled in them. No 

one wodd corne in to dean 

The hallways on the way into the greenhouse needed painting. There were 

lights missing, there were no pictures on the walls, the door was jammed open with a 

rubber stopper, so someone with low vision, they'd have a hell of a time finding their 

way here. The peak of the greenhouse wouidn't open, so that meant that in summer it 

got to be about a million degrees in here. Total la& of air Qrmlation. There was Datura 

everywhere; ifs a hallucinogen that can tum you into a dmoling idiot permanently. It 

was growing a l l  around-all over the place. There was no watering system. So it was 

just people, elderly people, filling jugs of water, and lugging them around. 

My predecessor, he wouldn't write letters to document. He was an older gentle- 

man working two hours a day, so it was physically impossible for him to do what was 

needed. It was very unfair when 1 came, because h m  what 1 understand, he thought 

he was getting an assistant. Technically 1 was his supe~sor. It was difficult. 1 was so 

much younger, and a woman at that. He kept ninning his programs, and Pd fill out 

maintenance requisitions and get stuff fixed. He retired after 1 had been here for about 

six months. When 1 joined the Civic Garden Centre, after the k t  major meeting, these 

two women came up to me and said: "Oh, so you're the one who took Oscar's job". 1 

feel badly about the cimanstances of his reürementI but I think it was a relief to him 

too. 

So I just kept right on going with the maintenance requisitions, saying, I f s  a 



safety issue". 1 did a lot of explaining. We got thk fan going on a thermostat that's 

boarded up now, and it triggers the vents. The hvo work together. Wth the saeening 

we cm let insects in to deal with the pets and we don't have to spray or use any 

diemicals. Plus we've got proper ventilation now. 

The rooftop has come dong a s m d  bit at a tune. Getting cupboards built has 

made a big difference. Before that ail our trowels and bags of soi1 and gardening 

gloves, we tried to k e p  them neat, but they'd end up in a pile. I got a kid's wading 

pool, so while we are sitting out we all dip our feet in and cool off. At first they wouid- 

n't even give me a key to the roof until one resident got locked out by herself and it 

took half an hour for maintenance to come and open the door back up again. Then 1 

got the Fire Marshall to post a certificate stating the occupancy limit for the rooftop. 

Thafs made it a lot easier to get things going up there. People have stopped asking so 

often: "Why are you taking them onto the roof?" 

W'e did a siide show and tour for potential donors and volunteers; it waç really 

successful and a lot of people got involved. 1 invited the landscape design students at 

Ryerson to participate; though the residents will of course have the finai Say about 

what gets built. The students h m  the Humber landscape program. they'll do the actu- 

al building. We need lattices for wind and Sun protection and privacy, wheelchair 

accessible planters and a watering system. Now its: "What's happening on the roof?" 

There is always fighting over whose budget the money to do various repairs 

should come out of. For instance, maintenance wanted creative arts therapy to pay 

$30,000 to repair roof tiles. 1 said: "No, thafs maintenance." They said: 'Wd, it would- 

nf t be maintenance if you weren't up there wallcing on those tiles. They wouldd t be 

cracking like th&" Ço the& a bit of bantering. 

It's taken me this long to know who to approach, how to go about things. Ifs 

Iike learning the ways. So now 1 know the electrician. 1 know everybody. 1 know who's 

gonna do the work and who's gonna mate an obstacle. In a big institution learning 

the pmcess can take a long time. Knowing which forrns to use when, and where to 



submit them. Everything has to be deared by my supervisor. For three years we did 

the signing of evev littie thing. But a lot of times now with maintenance requisitions 1 

don't have to get them signed anymore, I'11 just Say: "Well, this needs fixing", and give 

them a copy for their records. With three different buildings on site where 1 do pro- 

grams, and now the rooftop, it can be a complicated process. 

The Terrace is the apartment building. Originally it was more of a retirement 

setting. A veq-  active high ~ttinctionuig group lived there. Now the average age is 87. 

The Wagman Centre is the low building with the dining room, the libraq- the swim- 

rning pool, and the greenhouse. Then therets the Home for the Aged and the Hospital. 

For instance, Beil has a community membership, ifs a Wagman Cornmunity 

Membership, so she comes in every Monday, and brings me lundi. She can join in the 

exercises, go to the pool, and do creative arts with me. It's a nice transition. Not every- 

body wants to move here. Beli dwsnf t want to move here. People who are on the wait- 

ing list to move in, a lot of them have started out in the greenhouse. They make friends 

and get to know their way around. So then when they move in, i f s  easier. 

1 have people working on different projects. It's much more like a dropin centre 

than a forma1 program, though certain things do happen at certain times. We have 

plant sales three h e s  a year. Wednesday morning we do pressed flower art. A woman 

who's studying to be an art therapist cornes in. So that's sort of an organized thing that 

happens. At the same tirne 1 still have one table if people don? want to do that. It's not 

for everybody, and especidy if the datenty.. 1 mean you can't redy please everyone 

with one thing. So that's why 1 hy and have a few things to choose hm. 

I think thaYs the thing about horticulhval therapy. You're not giving enemas. 

Even for assessments people don't realize you're assessing them. Ifs not this sort of 

demeaning process. Ifs not asking them to do something which they've done a million 

times before and then trying to trip them up or something. 1 can say: "Okay, do you 

want to put seeds into the pea pellets?" 1 c m  test eye hand coordination or see how 

many they c m  remember in a row. Do they need visual or verbal prompting? Therets 



ways you can do it without being sort of dinical. And that Wray you are the fun person. 

I love wearing bright colours and wild earrings because then there's always an easy 

opening. Ifs: "Feliaty, w h t  are you wearing?" 

In the institution, some st& see horticulhval therapy as play work. Or they 

thhk that a horticultural therapist is someone who does therapy wlth plants. Plants 

with problems. Few people here really respect the work I do, they think 1 have the IQ of 

an onion. They don't sec t?x spiitua! aiid *hteUectud dioiensiorû of ;vhat I do. They 

ask me about problems they're havuig in their orvn gardens. The plants aren't usually 

the problem ... 

For the Credentials 

The American Horticultural Therap y Association has t h e  levels: Horticul tura 

Therapy Technician, Hoticultural Therapist Regis tered, and Hortidtural Therapist 

Masters. At h t  they told me to go for an internship: "That will cover it, and then 

you'll be done." 1 thought 1 was accepted: 1 was planning to move to Chicago for the 

internship. But then after numerous phone d s  badc and forth, they said: "No, we're 

saving the spot for someone who wiU leam something. You obviously have too much 

experience." 1 was kuning. 

Then they suggested Kansas State University. 1 wanted to go, but it was too 

expensive to go down there. So 1 started going to Ottawa University. 1 tried to match 

the courses that were offered at Kansas Shte for hortidtural therapist, iike "psych 

one" or "remeational leadership". 1 filled out the registration and they gave me 

Hortidtural Therapy Technician status, the lowest. I was really upset because at that 

point 1 had at least six thousand hours. They wouidn't count the five yean of work I 

did at Elizabeth Bruyere. They said, 'You didn't apply tiU you'd finished". So 1 said, 

"Cook, this is paid. 1 wasn't a volunteer there". Since then I've presented at about a 

dozen conferences. 1 thought, "I'm just not dealing with this. 1 donf t need i t  Pm doing 

weU enough without it". 



But in the last year or sol everyone's been saying, Zook, you've got to reapply." 

I know 1 have to. Just for the credentials, to Say that I have this level. Apparently 

they've revamped the process. So, I've sMed it all again. You need seven identical 

packages for them to review. 1 mean ifs ridiculous. It's like doing your taxes. 1 have a 

friend who is good at administrative stuff' and she said: 'TU help you put it together." 

Ço that's good. I've been giwig talks and upgrading my skills. Taking courses. 



Horticul tural Therap y-Definitions and Applications 

Horticultural Therapy is a process which uses plants, horticultural 
acüvi~es and the natural worià to promote awareness and weU-being by 
irnproving the body, muid and spirit. Horticultural therapy is universal, 
adaptable and validated by researrh Horticultural therapy complements 
other forms of therapy. It promotes a comectedness with nature and 
employs hands-on activities with dear therapeutic value. The p w i n g  of 
plants provides a wealth of tasks that stimulate thought, exercise the 
body, nourish the imagination and soothe the spirit. 
(Canadian Horticultural Therapy Associationf 1997) 

Horiidturd therapy is a process through which plants, gardening 
acüvities, and the innate closeness we all feel toward nature are used as 
vehides in professionally conducted programs of therapy and 
rehabilita tion. (Davis, 1998, p.5) 

Pradtioners h m  a wide variety of backgrounds working in a wide range of 

contexts use horticulture as therapy. V'ations in approach can be categorized as ther- 

apeutic, vocational, and social, "with each reflecting a distinct type of programming 

with comsponding purpose, goals, and pmgram design"(Haller, 1998, in Simson & 

Straus, 1998, p. 43). Practitioners with training in horticulture b ~ g  their skills in work- 

ing with plants to their work with people in diverse settings such as: adult residential 

and day treatment centres (including corrections fadities), nursing homes, a d  hos- 

pices. Practitioners educated in the social saences such as clinical psychology, sda l  

work and youth counselling augment their dùiical skills in working with people in 

contexts that involve plants. The applications of horticulhual therapy, therefore, Vary 

widely according to the practitioner, the client group, the particular needs of individ- 

ual di&, and the context in which the therapy is employed. 

In Canada, the Canadian Hortidtural Therapy Association (CH-TA.) has 



members across the country who participate in activities in local chapters; the C.H.T.A. 

aiso organizes an annual conference and publishes a newsletter six times a year. In the 

United States the American Community Gardening Association (A.C.G.A.) is a nation 

wide organization that promotes many "green" projects, induding: food growing with 

food banks in urbm communities and urban renewal and beautification The A.C.G.A. 

also organizes an annual conference and publishes a newsletter monthly. Information 

about the certification process involveci in becoming a regis trred horticul turd thmapis t 

is available through the C.H.T.A. and A.C.G.A. 



The History and Development of Horticultural Therapy 
as Professional Practice 

The first gardens were, in one sense, healing gardens. Native peoples 
around the globe leamed the properties of the plants growing around 
them and used them in their heaüng rites. The most recent archeological 
finds show that this adivity is at least 60,000 yearç old. And when 
humans began actively to cultivate gardens, as opposed to availing 
themselves of naturets bounty, one of the k t  things they grew, other 
than food, was herbs. (Harris, 1996, p. 33) 

The use of horticulture as an adivity for therapy and rehabilitation is 
unique because the medium is living (Olszowy, 1978, p.6) 

Horticulture was k t  applied and recorded in a treatment context in M e n t  

Egypt, "when court physiaans presaibed wdks in palace gardens for royalSr who 

were mentally dishubed" (Lewis? 1976 in Simson & Strauss, p.4). While the positive 

effeds of horticulture as a treatment modaliv were recognized this early "it was not 

until the late 1700's and the early 180(Ys, in dinical settuigs in the United States, 

England, and Spain, that this understanding of a people-plant connection began to 

evolve into something greater-an accepted appmach to treament"@avis, 1998, in 

Simson & Straus, 1998, p. 4). 

The first documented use of horticulture as an "active" treatment of mental illness 

was in 1798 by Dr. Benjamin Rush, a professor and psychiatrist at the Institute of 

Medicine and Clinid Practice in Philadelphia, Pemylvania (Tereshkovich, 1975 in 

Simson & Straus, 1998). EmphasiPng agricultural work in a farm setting, Rush went so 

far as to Say that such work had a "curative effect"on the rnentally ill. Shidies that 

sought to replicate Rush's findings were sufficiently favorable to lead to the building 

of mental institutions in rural settings, and to "actively involving patients in the grow- 

h g  and hmes ting of field crops" (Davis, 1998 in Simson & Straus, 1998, p.5). 



In 1817, the Friends Hospital in Philadelphia designed and built a hospital that 

induded gardens and grounds for patients. While patients at the hospital "were 

involved in vegetable and huit growing, this direct pursuit of the caLning effects of the 

natural environment, as a passive form of therapy, was a new and innovative use of 

horticulture as a beatment toor'(Straus, 1987 in Simçon & Straus, 1998 p. 5). Later in 

the century, in 1879, the Friends Hospital f urther expanded the therapeutic possibilities 

Publications extolling the Wtues of the emerging field of horticultural therapy 

induded: 

1845, the Americrm Iourml of Insanify; an article authored by Daniel Trezvant 

supporting "exerase and diversionJ' as useful tools in the treatment of the 

rnentally ill; 

1846. the American f o u m l  of Insanity; Isaac Ray related Trezvant's findings to 

gardening; and, 

1880, a publication titled HospitaIfor the lnsme supported the use of outdoor 

physical agricultural labor as effective a method of "irnpmving the health of 

the insane, as in maintaining that of the sane". (Lewis, 1976 in Simson & 

Straus, 1998) 

One of the earliest publications citing the use of horticulture with Mdren is a 1896 

volume, Darkness and D a v w t  or Lights and Shadows of New York Life (Campbell, 

Knox & Byrnes 1896, in Simson & Straus, 1998, p.5). This book discusses the effective- 

ness of growing f l o w e ~ g  plants in uplifting the spirits of tenement children. Finally, 

in 1899, an article in the Jomal of Psycho-Aesthetics supported the positive develop 

mental effeds pruduced by the sensory stimulation of working with plants on mentally 

handicapped diildren (Johnston, 1899, in Simson & Straus, 1998 p.6). 

In the early part of the twentieth century, veteran's hospitalç used horticulture 

in the rehabrtitation of th& patients (Olszowy, 1978). While horticulture was ulltially 



used as a diversion and time pasçing device for long term patients, by the end of 

World \Var II horticulture began to be uçed speQfically as therapy and for rehabilita- 

tion (McDonald, 1995, in Simson & Straus, 1998, p. 6) .  large numbers of volun- 

teers supporting the work of occupational therapists, horticulture was uçed widely and 

frequmtly. The work done in veteran's hospitals demonstrated that the use of horticul- 

ture in both physicai and mental ailments served to reduce the length of hospital stays 

(McDodd, 1995, in Simson & Sbaus, 1998, p.?). 

In 1917 the fkst training in horticulture was offered in occupational therapy by 

the Bloomingdale Hospital in White Plains, New York ('I'ereshkovitch, 1975, in Simson 

& Straus, 1998, p. 6). In 1919 the Menninger Foundation of Topeka, Kansas opened. 

"From the first day the foundation opened its doors, plants, gardening, and nature 

study were made integral parts of patients' daily activities (Lewis, 1976, in Simson & 

Straus, 1998, p.6). In 1942 the Milwaukee Downer College became "the firs t institution 

of higher leaming to offer a course in horticulture within an occupational therapy pro- 

gram" (Tereshkovitch, 1975, in Simson & Straus 1998, p. 7). The first undergraduate 

degree program in horticultural therapy in the United States was set up by Kansas 

S ta te University (Olszowy, 1978). 

Alice Burlingame, a psychiatrie soaal worker, is credited with providing the 

impetus to develop horticultural therapy as a profession. In 1951, she started a horti- 

culture program in the gexiatric ward at the Pontiac, Michigan State Hospital. This ini- 

tiative led to a weeklong workshop in hoticultural therapy at Michigan State 

University, and later to the development of a degree program that offered its first 

Masters of Saence degree in horticultural therapy in 1955 (Lewis, 1976, in Simson & 

Straus, 1998, p. 7). The Rusk Institute for Rehabüitative Medicine, part of the New York 

University Medical Centre, is credited in 1959 as the h t  medical centre to integrate 

the horticultural therapist into a treatrnent team and for "using horticulture both diag- 

nostically and rehabilitatively"(lewis, 1976, in Simson & Straus, 1998, p. 8). Further 

movernent toward the development of horticultural therapy as a profession was indi- 



cated by the 1960 publication of Thera~v thmueh Horticulture, the fields h t  textbook 

While horticulture was being used and developed in similar ways in England, the 

emphasis there centred on the development of particular prograns, rather than on the 

movement toward professionalization (McDonald, 1995, in Simson & Straus, 1998, p. 

9)- 

In 1973 a professional association for horticultural therapy was formed in the 

LTnited States: 

The National Council for Therapy and Rehabilitation through Horticulture 

(NCIRH) developed publications, educational programming, national and 

international neworking with health care and horticulturai professional and 

trade associations, and strategic planning and the stmctured pursuit of goals. As 

a result of NCIRH's efforts, the profession became qualified, better understood, 

and more supported. (Davis, 1998, in Simson & Straus, 1998, p.12) 

The association was renarned the Arnerican Horticultural Therapy Association 

(AHTA) in 1988 ( Davis, 1998, in Simson & Straus, 1998, p. 12). The AHTA developed 

and approved a core curriculum for horticultural therapy training and degree pro- 

grams that includes courses in horticultural therapy, horticultural science, therapy and 

human saence and management. While there is cufiently no degree program in horti- 

culhird therapy available in Canada, there is training available through the botanical 

gardens and arboretum of the University of British Columbia @avis, 1998, in Simson 

& Straus, 1998). 

In 1990, in the United States, an independent organization, h o m  as the 

People-Plant C o u d  formecl to do research to better understand the people-plant con- 

nection. It is expeded that "this expanded body of research will substantively validate 

the anecdotal fùidings that have for so long served aç the prima7 proving point of 

horticdturd therapyf'@avis, 1998, in Simson & Straus, 14). Looking toward the future 

development of horticulture as therapy, Davis suggests that "validation and growth of 

horticultural therapy will occur through (1) clinid practice, (2) education, and (3) 

r e s e a .  (Davis, 1998, in Simson & Straus, 1998,p. 13). 
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Recreational Therapy 

the medical model implies that the dient is perceived as a "si& patient" 
who, after being "diagnosecl", is provided with some form of "treatment" 
or "therapv" for his or her "disease" in a "clulic" or "hospital", usually 
by "dodo&" or other "parmedical" or "therapeutic" siaii working 
toward a "cure". . . 

Therapeutic modalities founded on the medical model reinforce 
the historicaily prominent role perception of devalued individuais (e.g., 
handicapped, or elderiy) as "sick" persons whether in fact they are sidi 
or not. Similady, many dients engaged in recreational therapy are not 
si&, but the demands and expectations we make reinforce their role as 
"patient" being helped under the "disease model" . . . 

Why must we refer to even the most basic recreational adivity as 
therapy? (Kom, 1977, pp.10-12 in Reynolds and (Y Morrow, 1985, p.47) 

In institutional settings, su& as hospitals and nursing homes, horticultual ther- 

apy programs are usually situated in therapeutic recreation departments. As a result, 1 

will briefly outüne the origins of reaeational therapy practice, the debate within the 

field about philosophical orientation (rdected in the above quotation), and its devel- 

opment as a profession. 

Along with horticultural therapy, therapeutic rweation departments might 

indude programrning in music, art or dance therapy. Additionally, within institutions, 

events and activities such as outings in the cornmuni~  or the observance of religious 

holidays are usually planned and organized by recreational therapists. It is the areas of 

life generally assoaated with well being-with the social and emotional realms, even 

with the soul-that are attended to by recreational therapists. 

Whüe recreation has been recognized as an important factor in maintaking 

health and in r e c o v e ~ g  from iIlness for centuries, therapeutic recreation has only been 

recognized as a healing modaüty and profession for about Hty years (Reynolds & 

WMomw, 1985). Recreational therapy o r i g i d y  developed out of a combination of 
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cornmonsense and compassion in the treatment of the mentally ill. In the late eigh- 

teenth and nineteenth century the growing soaal consciousness about the treatment of 

the mentally ill led to the inclusion of activities for patients in institutional settings. 

uUtially seen as valuable for their ability to divert, recreational activities gradually 

began to be recognized for their therapeutic value (Reynolds & OMomw, 1985). 

From its beginning as a profession, however, there has exkted a debate within 

therapeutic reaeation about its philosophical orientation. Sb.p1y put, should the recre- 

ational therapist tend toward leisure or toward therapy in the expression of their prac- 

tice? 

The leisure orientation irnplies that the ultirnate outcome or guiding set of 

beliefs is related to leisure behavior, and the orientation draws on the existing 

body of knowledge related to leisure as its source and foundation. The therapy 

onentation, on the other hand, indicates change or improvement of hinctional 

behaviors as the desired end and draws kom the medical, psychiatnc, psyche 

logical, and human development body of knowledge. 

(Peterson, 1989, p. 28, in Compton, 1989) 

While this difference does not necesçarily effed what practitioners actually do 

when designing programs or working with dents, it does effect how practitioners tak 

about or explain their work. This difference in orientation has dso inhibited the intel- 

ledual development of the profession, that is, the ability of practitioners to explain 

"what is done, how it is done, and why it matters" (Sylvester, 1989,p.ll in Compton, 

1989). Sylvester wams of the risks associated with "conceptual neglect" to a profession: 

Therapeutic reaeation has &O been justifïably occupied providing services and 

attending to organizational business. Consequently as was once the case with 

guidance comeIling, its theoretical development has suffered. Of course, pro- 

fessions exist to serve people, not ideas! But professional services are ideas in 

action! Without the benefit of dynarnic theory, pradice gradually retreats into 

self-s&g habit and convention, the SM of mediwd guiids, not professions. 



If professionalism is to become a reality, then philosophical, historical, and sa- 

entific study<oncertedly aimed at answering questions about therapeutic 

recreation-is imperative. (p. 7) 

That the developrnent of more rigorous theory to support the practice of rweational 

therapy would serve to advance the status of the field is also irnplicit in this statement. 



Horticul tural Therap y or Pr actice Involving 
- 

People with Plants 

Used programmatidy, the garden has the capacity to encourage connedion; 

within the self, between individu&, within the na turai environment, and in ihe broad- 

er cornuni ty. There is a " . . .symbiotic relationship be tween man [sic] and plants. 

Plants need man's care to develop best, but man also requires contact with plants to 

develop and maintain a mental wholeness. Plant iife is a link that binds man to his 

world and to his environment'~(01szowy 1978, p.6-7). As Olszowy suggests: 

with plants as a medium, social interaction is increased because it lends itself to 

group activity. It may be a small group in a hospital setting or it may be the dis- 

advantaged in a ghetto planting a community garden. Whatever the setting the 

adivity provides for new experiences in living for many who have been 

deprived of human growth (p. 7). 

The sociologicd impact of community gardening projeds indudes a greater sense of 

responsibility for the environment. Community greening and beautification efforts 

lead to a sense of pride of place that faditates positive connections between individu- 

als, and greater community safety. Community gardening activists "maintain that 

plants are the fastes t, most cost-effective agents for changing negative perceptions of 

an area, enhancing the economic and social conditions, and improving the psychoso- 

ad health" (ReIf? 1998, in Simson & Straus, 1998, p. 29). 

%ad interaction, pnde of place, individual well being, and positive interper- 

sonal connections, it is clear that the garden can be used as method in a variety of 

ways-hm a flower pressing program for the elderly, to a community greening &ort 

in a housing pmjecl-to produce positive results. When the use of the garden as 

method becornes hortidtural therapy, however, both the activity and the faditatm 



are reframed. Further, the partiapant, by Wtue of this reframing, becomes dient or 

patient. Now the subject of therapy, it is inevitable that we regard her differently. The 

context in which the garden is grown, who does the sowing, and who tends the seeds 

al l  have resonant political implications. 

Opinions about what therapy is and what is therapeutic vary widely. As 

Olszowy describes: 

N m w l y  conc-ived, Lherapy k a medication, 2 surger;: or 8 batment for 2 dis- 

ease or behavioral diFficulty. The present day concept of therapy indudes total 

personaliv ne&. It is concemed k t  with the individual and second with the 

disability itself. The universal aim is to help people by improving their physical 

and mental weil being. A situation may be therapeutic if i t is structured to 

insure a predicted outcome. It may be direct or indirect, but the most benefiaal 

resdts often occur indirectly. (Olszowy, 1978, p. 5) 

A horticultural therapist, according to Rhea McCandliss, is: 

one who uses the knowledge of plants and gardening, greenhouse and 

floristry skills as a tool to develop a relationship with a patient for the dual pur- 

pose of helping that patient with the problem of adjustment, and encouraging 

the patient to develop a broader interest in his [sic] sumundings as a result of 

increased knowledge of the plant world. A hortidtural therapist does not have 

to possess a special kind of understanding or personality. The major goal is to 

develop effective human relationships. This requfres empathy, himess,  humor, 

honesty, humility, intelligence, self-confidence, and tact. The effective therapist 

is cheerfd, well adjusted, and respedful of other opinions. 

(Olszowy, 1978, p. 11) 

By contrast Relf defines horticulture expansively as: 

the art and science of growing flowers, fruits, vegetables, trees, and shrubs 

resulting in the development of the rninds and emotions of individuals, the 



enridiment and health of communities, and the integration of the "garden" in 

the breadth of modem Qvilization (Relf, 1998, in Simson & Straus, 1998, p. 21). 

Felicity and 1, in our process orienteci, hands-on but hands-off approach to 

working with plants and people, resonate most fully with Relf's definition of horticul- 

ture. Interestingly Relf's definition, which is so suggestive of the positive results of a 

therapeutic encounter, "the deuelopment of . . . minds and emotions.. .the enrichmen t.. .of 

communities.. .the i~trgrafiun.. ." rLakes no mention of a therapist. Instead she suggests 

that "the development of the mincis and emotions of individuals" f i l l m  as a natural 

result of "the art and science of growing". In other words, the activity of gardening is 

itself inherently therapeutic From the ùnproved health of individuals flows the 

"enridunent and health of communities". And hallyI "the integration of the 'garden' 

in the breadth of modem Qvilization" is a lovely rnetaphor to express the ways in 

which the processes associated with horticulture facilitate the development of o u  most 

positive human qualities. l'ntegrating the garden into our modem world means creat- 

h g  a space where patience, nurturing, and creativiv c m  flourish. 

1 far prefer this way of looking at the people-plant connection. Reü's definition 

emphasizes the symbiotic connection between plants and people: when hurnan behgs 

combine art and science in their approach to plants, plants exert their influence over 

people. When therapeutic means "the art of healuig", the therapist's role is not to act 

on the penon or the plants, but to present oppmfunities where the dient might be able 

to experience the art of horticulhve (Onions, 1956, p. 2168). By ueating the conditions 

and then facilitating the client's process, the praditioner need not self define as healer, 

but as an individual sUed  in promoting the emergence of the art making processes of 

anoîher. 

Where then dws the hortidturd therapist fit in this equation? When the gar- 

den is method, the client or patient is gardener, and the therapist is more accurately 

described as fadtator (or even as a diffmntly seasoned gardener), then the whole 

scenario, well it just doesn't sound that impressive. This poses problems for individual 



praditioners working in a health care system where what it sounds like we do is often 

more important than what actually gets done. In other words, in a hierarchical system 

based on the medical model, it just doesn't cut it to talk about gardens and garderies. 

Desaibing the quality and dassifying the nature of the results of the uses of the 

garden as method is an important part of maintainhg the health of both the garden 

and the gardeners. These follow up steps are necessary in order to jushfy the practice 

so that progrms ivill enjoy continued support and ex~ansion, so that Lhding i z f l  

continue to flow, and so praditioners will be recognized and rewarded for thek work. 

In other words, it is not enough that the practice of augmenthg work with people with 

plants works in different settings with people with diverse needs, for the practice and 

the practitioner to receive appropriate recognition with respect to effectiveness, an edi- 

fice of pmfessionalism needs to be ueated. 

As in other disciplines and pursuits (remember the health care researcher from 

chapter one who talked about the 'food-plate juncture'), this is accomplished by using 

specialized language to desaibe both the worker and the work. For example, while a 

text on ho t id turd  therapy states that "simple or cornplex procedural testing, concen- 

tration, [and] method interpretation can be scored"(Hewson, 1994, p.4), Feiiaty 

expresses the same thhg by saying '7 can test eye hand coordination or see how many 

[seed pellets] they can remember in a row". While it is essential that the pracütioner be 

able to talk fluently about her work, detailing what works and what doesn't, the talk 

I'm referring to here has purposes beyond advancing and sharing practitioner knowl- 

edge. By obscuring common sense strategies like watching and counting to assess abil- 

ity in saentific jargon, these simple human activiües take on epic proportions. This is 

not a shared language intended to offer shortcuts and darity on the road to meaning 

making by practitioners. By making the work incomprehensible and the worker Mc- 

cessible, this language is intended to elevate both the practice and the practitioner. 

The most ironic aspect of this scenarîo is that leaming how to talk this ta& is a 

practical necessity for the practitioner who wishes to keep doing the work, yet it still 



doesn't insure recognition or job secuity. For example, while working at Elizabeth 

Bruyere, Feliaty had to put in pmposals for funding to keep her program alive and her 

contract renewed, yet for her entire five years of s e ~ c e  she was SU temed 'on cali'. 

Parado~ically~ even with the use of terminology and jargon, within a health care sys- 

tem that has its roots ùi "hard" science, the pradice and the praditioner who combines 

work with plants with work wlth people is seen as "soft". Relegated to an inferior sta- 

kùs ~vitht't the institution preQsely because of thc hmm toudi she Srings ta her rvork, 

Feliaty describes: 

In the institution, some see horticultural therapy as play work Or they think 

that a horticulturd therapist is someone who does therapy with plants. Plants 

with problems. Few people here really respect the work I do.. . they think 1 have 

the IQ of an onion. 

Even within the professional association of horticultural therapists it is difficult 

to have the work and the worker recognized. Fekity likens the aedentialling process 

within the association to a bureaumatic nightmare akin to doing her taxes. Why make 

it so difficult to get work done in a field properly recognized and aedentialled? Who is 

the association senring when a highly skilled and experienced practitioner like Feli~ty 

is denied access, k t  to an internship program, and second to appropriate uedentials? 

When the garden as method is institutionalized, the politio of practice can over- 

whelm the practitioner. Wi thout adequate support for her work, wi thin the institution, 

or from a professional assoaation, the individual practitioner like Feliaty is left to face 

the challenges of her work alone. Overwhelmed by the multifaceted demands of her 

job, with no community of like minded practitionerç to tum to, for Feliaty this distanc- 

hg pmcess sowed the se& of burnout. She d e s d e s :  

1 was caring for the plants. 1 was caring for the people. And all the while fight- 

h g  for money for supplies. Fighting for my job description, for my salary .. .you 

end up just not paying attention and you nin yourself ragged. 



Wde Feliaty was able to take a break by "going back to her mots", and while 

she was ultimately hired to work in a permanent position where she doesn't have to 

fundraise for her salary, institutional constraints continue to trouble her. Functioning 

within an institution and within a profession takes a toll on individual expression. In 

the final section of this chapter 1 look at the impact that the institutionalization of con- 

cepts about counselling practice has on the practitioner. 



Professional Practice / Professional Development 

The basic problern in both therapy and rehabilitation is a psychiatrie- 
mental aleaith probiem. Tne person engaged in hortidnirai therapy 
must realize that his [sic] patients or dients have trouble enjoying life 
without his help. Leaming about the joy of living is essential to al1 people 
regardless of their disability. Dr. Karl Menninger sums it up best when he 
writes about the activity of therapists as "people who teach the art of liv- 
ing to perçons who may never have quite Leamed it, or if so have lost it 
for a tirne." The point here is that too much emphasis on what is therapy 
and what is therapeutic may destroy the spontaneous joy in helping 0th- 
ers that is so important. If a person tries to be a therapist and deals in 
what he thinks as difficult, esoteric, and intellectual, this person is bound 
to communicate this feeling to his patients or dientç. Doing things we do 
best and with full enjoyment is the best way to make use of ourselves as 
therapeutic agents. (Olszowy, 1978, pp. 5-6) 

The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary defines a "professional" as someone who 

is "engaged in one of the leamed or skilled professions (1793). . .that is skilled in the 

theoretic or scientific parts of a trade; that raises his trade to the dignity of a leamed 

professionff (1860). The professional "follows an occupation as his (or her) profession, 

life-work, or means of livelihood; spedicdy applied to one who follows, by way of 

profession, what is generally followed as a pastime" (Onions, 1956, p. 1593). In western 

culture, our sense of "the professional" as elevated extends well beyond dictionary 

definitions. Doctor, lawyer, teadier; surgeon, judge, professor, the hierafihical order is 

implicit. We reward professionals monetarily and with recognition and status, in overt 

and subtle ways. 

Concepts of what a profession is emphasize the distinction and separation of 

their member's knowledge from more common sense, everyday understandings. 

According to William Shephard (1948): 



A profession must satisfy an indispensable soaal need and be based upon 

well-established and socially accepted saentific pMâples. 

It must demand adequate preprofessional and cultural training. 

It must demand the possession of a body of speaalized and systematized 

knorvkdge. 

It must give evidence of needed skills which the public does not possess; 

that is, skills which are partly native and partly acquired. 

It must have developed a scientifïc technique, which is the result of tested 

experience. 

It must requk the exerase of discretion and judgement as to t h e  and man- 

ner of the performance of duty. This is in contrast to the kind of work which 

is subject to immediate direction and supervision. 

It must be a type of benefiaal work, the result of which is not subjed to stan- 

dardization in ternis of unit perfomance or time element. 

It must have a group consaousness deçigned to extend scientific knowledge 

in technical language. 

It must have suffident self-impelling power to retain its members ttirough- 

out Me. It must not be used as a mere stepping-stone to other occupations. 

10) It mus t recognize its obligations to society by insisting that its members live 

up to an established code of ethics. (Shephard, 1948, p.146, in Reynolds & 

WMormw, 1985,~. 10) 

Professional development is a pusuit that we encourage and admire. It is sug- 

gestive of movement, of ongoing growth and renewal, and of life long learning. 

Professional development keeps us -nt with trends and research in our speQalized 

area; it also affords us with the oppominity to reflect on our practice and nehvork with 

other pmfessionals in our field. The very processes of becoming a professional, howev- 



er, and the attendant career long professional development practices, cm also lead to a 

disruptive separation h m  the personal. The costs to the individual, in the form of 

relationships and peaonal identity grounding, can be enornous. 

Midiael White (1997) in his exploration of the mots of burnout in therapists 

lives, ates the beginning processes of becoming a professional as the k t  steps in a 

series that "contributes sigdcantly to experiences of burden, fatigue, and exhaustion, 

1997, p.3). He argues that: 

When a person enters the culture of the professional disaplines they are con- 

fronted with a shift in what counts as knowledge. The culture of the profession- 

al disciplines is a culture that produces particular, highly specialized, and for- 

mal knowledges that constitute systems for the analysis of persons' expressions 

of Me, which are constnibed in t e m  of behavion. It is daimed that these sys- 

tems of analysis provide, for professional workers, privileged access to the 

objective truth of these expressions. In this culture, those ways of knowing the 

world that relate to the more popular and more local discourses of lay cornu- 

nities are rnarguialized-ften categorized as quaint, folk and naïv-d fie- 

quently disquaLifieci. These other ways of knowingf those that have been gener- 

ated in the immediate contexts and intimate cornmunities of a person's daily life 

mostly don't count in tems of what might be taken for legitimate knowledge in 

the culture of the professional disciplines. (p. 11) 

Developing Barbara Myerhoff's (1982) notion of people's lives as "membered", 

White suggests that the process of gainhg membership in a professional community is 

accompanied by a "dismemberment. ..of personal identity and of life generally"(White, 

1997, p. 18). When an individual becomes a professional the J'rnembership"of her Me-- 

those people who exert hfluence-alters signiftcantly. The separation and isolation 

that resultç h m  the processes assoâated with the acquisition of specialized forms of 

knowledge is compounded by where and by whom this knowledge can thm be legiti- 



mated. The gap between the personal and the professional widens when  the^ is "a 

shift in what is considered appropriate as a n  arena for the knowing performance of 

knowledge" (White, 1997, p.3). Put another way, the knowledge of the nec\? profession- 

al c a ~ o t  be brought home for recognition and acknowledgement because mother no 

longer counts as a legitirnate witness, and home is not likely one of the "forums of 

acknowledgement [recognized] through the conventions and regdations of the cul- 

ture"!Wte, 1097, p. 18). 

Separated from the home grown b t h s  that we have used to make sense of the 

world, what results is a curtailment of "infomal, common and spontaneous expres- 

sions of knowledgeM(White, 1997, p. 18). Further, "the formalization of practices of 

acknowledgernent renders a broad range of common and everyday venions of these 

practices irrelevant"(White, 1997, p.18). In ifs place professional conformity and homo- 

geneity begin to emerge. 

The paradox for psychotherapy professionals, as Kathy Weingarten describes, is 

that the skills that we develop and that distinguish us in our profession (the art of 

assiçting people to story and re-story th& lives), fall into disuse around our own sto- 

ries in our personal Lves. She describes that: 

If we didn't love stories, includuig our own, we wouldn't be very good at this 

work. However, in most profession. contexts we must check our stories at the 

door or, short of that engage with them pnvately. (Weingarten, 1997, p. xi, in 

White & Hales, 1997) 

White suggests that personal identity punding begins to feel tenuous when: "this 

reduction in available forum for the expression or performance of knowledge restricts 

options for persons to experience the authentication of knowledge daims, and for 

these knowledges to be more richly descIibed"(White, 1997, p. 18). In order for a "rich 

or thick descriptionJJ of the individual's knowledge to occur, it must be embedded in a 

mer contex t that uidudes his / her pef's0na.l history (Geertz, 1973). White describes 

Myerhofff s account of the processes through whidi this is achieved: 



She propose that it is through engaging with a community of persons in the 

t e lhg  and the re-telling of the preferred stories of one's history and of one's 

identity that lives are thiddy desaibed. It is in this context that the stories of 

personsf lives become Linked to shared values, beliefs, purposes, desires, corn- 

mihiients, and so on. It is in the context of the telling and re-telling of the stories 

of onef s life that meta-tex& and texts that are meta to these meta-texts, are gen- 

erated. (White, 1007, p. 16) 

Lives that are "multiply contextualised", White suggests, reftect diverse experi- 

ences and encourage the individual to explore the full  range of his or her being (White, 

1997, p. 16). Seen as "narrative resourcesff multiply contextualized lives contribute sig- 

nificantïy to the range of possible meanings that persons might give to their experi- 

ences of the world and to the range of options for action in the world"(White, 1997, p. 

16). 

Kathy Weingarten (1997), in the forward to an edited collection of therapis tsf 

reflections on their lives and work, The Personal is the Profession& discusses the use 

of the personal as a grounding agent in clinid theorizing- 

A decade ago 1 began using my own experience, not only clientsf, to üluçtrate 

the theoretical points 1 wished to make. I wanted to challenge the academic dis- 

course that separates the personal h m  the professional.. .when a paper I wrote 

on intimacy appeared in a prestigious and staid North American journal, 1 

received as many cornments about an anecdote about my getting covered with 

my daughter's vomit one lovely summer evening as 1 did about the theoretical 

contribution I was trying to make about the nature of intimacy (weingarten 

1991). My interest in the topic of intimacy itself, something 1 have gone on to 

mite about in relation to my children (Weingarten, 1997), reflects my refusal to 

accept the dominant cultural discome that values autonomy over connedion 

and ranks it highest in the sale of human achievement 

(Weingarten, 1997, p. xii, in White & Hales, 1997) 



Within mainstrearn psydiology and even in the therapeutic community, 

Weingarten's style of writing-accessible prose that blends the personal with the p m  

fessional-is hard to locate. For example, in the Introduction to her fabulously titled 

edited volume Bedtime Stones for Tiied Theraoists, Leela Anderson (1995) explains 

her purpose in inviting therapists to conhibute to the book: 

The idea of Bedtime Stories for Tred Thera~ists came h m  my desire to be able 

to escape at the end of the day and read 'work things' which didn't have to be 

accompanied by the knitted brows of confusion and a dictionary. 

(Anderson, 1995, p. 6) 

The stories collected in this volume, h m  therapists working amund the world, 

emphasize the personal influences on the professional. By writing personal accounts of 

their work, "the joumey of their changing practices" is seen in the context of individ- 

ual identity development (Anderson, 1995, p. 7). These are not stories that contain 

formed and fixed notions about professional practice, but personal explorations into 

understanding "how and why their ideas and ways of working [have] 

shifted" (Anderson, 1995, p. 7). Anderson describes: 

. . .to make space, to even sanction . . .personal experience and self-reflection as 

an important, different kind of knowing, is to ask writers and readers to travel 

into new temtory. This journey requires us to see with new eyes, calls for our 

ears to deted and appreciate the foreign sounds of uncertainties, and challenges 

us to experience the discornfort that cornes with the realization that the magic of 

a particular event cannot automatically be applied to another, nor generalized to 

become a theory. (Anderson, 1995, p. 7) 

As a result, these "different kinds of knowing" often look different to the reader. For 

example, Vonnie Coopman-Dewis chooses poetry as a representational form to express 

her feelings about professionai development: 



i l fe r  years of professional isofatiorz 

1 didn't 
just corne here 
to Iearn. 
1 came to 
become 
part of the 
spirit 
of things 
;ind 
in this 
1 believe 
1 have leamed 
more 
than clever 
professional practice 

(Coopman-Dewis, 1995, 
p. 104 in Anderson, 1995) 

With the acknowledgement of merent ways of knowing and the expression of 

this knowing in new representation foms cornes the need for the development of a 

language that can talk about this work. As Anderson explains while reflecting about 

the stories she collected: 

Words like compassionate, respectfd, beautihil, are rarely the words used to 

describe academic papas. The more familiar route is to express knowing as a 

theory, to write well referenced by others and with pesonal detachment. This is 

also the nucleus of what is ohen considered professionalism. 

(Anderson, 1995, p. 7) 

In the next chapter 1 revisit the garden as metaphor. Exploring the sacred space 

of the garden as a unique medium for metaphor, I look at a varïety of different ways 

through which the healing potential of the garden has been explored. In the second 

part of the chapter the garden provides a metaphoncal container for relationship. 1 

WI 



explore the ways in which method and metaphor mix, cultivating comection and inti- 

macy in relationship. Using f a d l y  relationships as a lem through which to view this 

phenornenon, I provide a series of narrative snapshots of my own experience in order 

to bring this process into view. 



Garden 

Metaphor 

Method 





The spiritual aspects of interaction with nature are explored and darified 
by Sckoeder (1991). To understand what he is writing, it is useful to con- 
sider k t  his point that the human psyche functions in two different 
modes: the rational, analytical mode associated with science and technol- 
ogy, and the intuitive mode manifested in the "ambiguous language of 
nonverbal imagery and symbolism," which is more the realm of art, 
music and poetry and the source of spiritual phenomena. He M e r  
emphasizes that spinhial phenomena cm be conceptualized in psych* 
logical terins ra;her than in supernaturd temç and, as sudi, are a legiti- 
mate topic for scientific inqujr. He uses the following staternent to surn 
up the use of the term "spiritual" in relation to nature: " 'Spiritual refers 
to the experience of being related to or in touch with an 'other' that ban- 
scends one's individual sense of self and gives meaning to one's Me at a 
deeper than inteilectual level'". 
(Çchroeder, 1991, in Simson & Straus, 1998, p. 36) 

While most of us forget, on a moment to moment, day to day basis, about our 

essential connection to plants, intuitively we know that the garden is inspiring and 

healing. We step out for a "breath of k s h  air", we bring flowers to the si&, and we 

pot plants in order to bring the garden indoon. Flowers are perhaps our rnost potent 

comection to nature: 

Flowers enable us to speak a language of the soui, one that we share wîth a l l  

people around the world. The blossoms of the plant seem especially to evoke 

soul and spiritual awareness. We know this intuitively because we are more 

likely to reach for flowers, rather than mots, seeds or leaves, when using plants 

for ceremony and celebration. (Kaminski, 1998, pp. 12-13) 

We use flowers as a metaphor for our experience in the most signtficant of life 

events. For example, on a frigid January day, after suffering a las,  I received an anony- 

mous gft of a box ovdowing with spring bulbs and blossorns. My fnend later 

explaineci that she hadn't indudeci a card, because: 'T'here was nothing 1 could Say 

that those buds, that new life, couldn't Say better". As Kaminski desaibes: 

we reach for flowers to speak our deepest soul emotions when ordinary words 

cannot.. . to rejoice when a child is bom, to express ecstatic feelings of love, pas- 



sion and commiûnent.. . to show gratitude, to convey congratulations, to bestow 

beau& to instill grace. (Kaminski, 1998, p.12) 

Method and metaphor mix and blend in the garden, as evocation leads to 

action, action to evocation. bfethod or metaphor, who decides? Extending the garden 

in a variety of ways as an intentional aid in heding reminds us of our essential connec- 

tion to nature. 

Flower essence therapy, for example, is a treatment modality that seeks to har- 

ness our intuition about the healing power of flowers. This system of healing, founded 

by Edward Bach, an English medical doctor who practiced in the late nineteenth centu- 

ry "correlates exact pictures of the human soul with speafic flowers" (Kaminski, 1998, 

p. 20). Working during the industrialization of the late nineteenth ccntury, Bach saw 

potential in flower essences as an antidote to a world where people were becoming 

more and more dis tanced from nature. 

Flower essence therapy works from the inside out, that is, by addressing inter- 

na1 emotional states it frees the body to work on physical healuig. Founded on the 

belief that emotions play a criticai role in human health, "one of the major purposes of 

flower essence therapy is to rekindle a vital connedion behveen the soul of nature and 

the human s o u l " ( K a . ,  1998, p. 20). In flower essence therapy the unique qualities 

or "signature" of each plant uidicates its healing potential. For example: 

Violet flowerç bloom in early spring flourishing in damp, moist and shady 

woodland habitats. Their deep purple colour and sweet hagrance suggest a 

refined spinhraliv, which holds back from the full s u n  and warmth of daylight 

We have in our language the idea of a person who is a 'shrinking violet', and in 

fa&, the Violet flower essence is used for intensely shy individuals who need to 

develop more social warmth. (Kaminski, 1998, p. 44) 

Based on the assumption that flowers, in their essence, have the capacity to hed, 



it may take a leap of faith for modem skeptics to accept the amient aldiemical healing 

beliefs on which the system is based: 

The ultimate goal of alchemy is that bath nature and the human soul continue 

to evolve by coming into active dialogue. This dynamic process also means that 

the therapeutic aims for the human soul are no t defined in pureiy inward or 

personal te-the healthy human soul rnust expand to indude compassion 

and semiiivity for the larger world, botl.. in the cultivation of soQd conscious- 

ness and in regard for the earth md other Me foms. (Kaminiski, 1998, p. 68) 

When we open our senses to the garden we appreaate the diversity of its heal- 

ing potential. While the garden activates all of our senses, our sense of scent is perhaps 

most evocative. We know that we respond to fragrance both phys idy  and emotionai- 

ly. Fragrance triggers feelings and associations, thoughts and mernories. From the 

smell of the ocean in winter, to the damp earth in spring, we know, viscerally, how 

deeply these senses affect our being. 

? M e  out understanding about the power of fragrance is not new, it is only in 

about the last ten years that its use as a form of therapy has become popular. Essential 

oils are made by uushing the soft petais of flowers, soaking thern, and then distilling 

the liquid (Harris, 1996). Aromatherapy uses essential oils to aid in healing. They are 

rubbed into the skin, added to the bath, or inhaleci. Specific scents are associated with 

particular qualities of healing; for example: vanilla has a calming effect, while lemon 

and lavender act as stimulants (Harris, 1996). 

- 

Method and metaphor mix and blend in the garden, as evocation leads to 

action, action to evocation. Method or metaphor, who decides? When w e  open our 

senses to the garden we appreciate the diversity of its heaüng potential. 



In his novel Being There (1970), Jerzy Kosinski uses the garden as metaphor and 

allegory. In the first few lines of the story Kosinçki introduces us to Chance and the 

safe, predictable world of his garden: 

Chance was in the garden. He moved slowly, dragging the green hose from one 

path to the next, carefdy watdiing the flow of water. Very gently he let the 

stream touch every plant, every flower, every branch of the garden. Plants were 

like people; the)* needed c m  to live, to survive the5 diseases, md to die peace- 

MY- 

Yet plants were different from people. No plant is able to think about 

itself or able to know itself; there is no minor in which the plant can recognize 

its face; no plant can do anything intentionally: it cannot help growing, and its 

growth has no meaning, since a plant cannot reason or dream. (p. 4) 

Like the plants he cares for, Chance's existence seems to be entirely unintention- 

al. A p p e a ~ g  as if by diance, Chance is an innocent who has no past. He has never 

ventured outside the walls of the house or garden. Chance is 'simple'; he appears to 

crave nothing beyond this isolated, minimalist existence. 

When the 'Old Man' who lives in the house dies, Chance is forced to leave the 

garden. Venturing forth into the world he quiddy encounters a society woman when 

her chauffeur acadentaily backs her car into him. Chance is taken badc to the woman 

EE's home to recover. Speaking only in the language of the garden, EE and her hus- 

band M.. Rand, a fabuloudy wealthy busineçsman, find Chance's presence riveting. 

Believhg his references to his work as a gardener to be metaphorid, EE's husband 

hears Chance's staternents to be profound truths: 

A gardener! Isn't that the perfect description of what a businesman is? A per- 

son who makes a flinty soi1 productive with the labor of his own han&, who 

waters it with the sweat of his own brow, and who creates a place of value for 

his M y  and for the community. Yes, Chauncey, what an excellent metaphor! 

A productive businessman is indeed a laborer in his own vineyard! 

&osinski, 1970, p. 40) 



Chance, like the garden, hc t ions  like a blank slate: people see in him what 

they wish to see. When the president conçults kfr. Rand about the country's finances, 

Chance is invited to partiapate in the conversation, and even though he "undentood 

alrnost nothing of what they were saying" the president tums and asks Chance: "'And 

you, bh. Gardener? What do you think about the bad season on The Street?'" 

Answering with what is for Chance a literal truth, but which is for all others a 

metaphor that seems to sui t  every situation, when the president h e m  h.im taLk about 

the garden, he too is impressed by Chance's wiçdom: 

Chance shrank. He felt that the roots of his thoughtç had been suddenly yanked 

out of their wet earth and thnist, tangled, into the unfriendly air. He stared at 

the carpet. Finally he spoke: "In a garden," he said, "growth has its season. 

There are spring and summer, but there are also fdl and winter. And then 

spring and s m e r  again. As long as the roots are not severed, all is well and 

al l  will be weii." He raised his eyes. Rand was looking at him, nodding. The 

president seemed quite pleased. (Kosirtski, 1970, p. 54) 

While Chance's Me seems to be without purpose or meaning, he is perceived by 

those around him to contain wisdom and depth. The power brokers of Washington 

society feel a greater reason for being while in his presence. Even though he leaves the 

simpliaty of the garden at the beginrting of the novel, metaphorically he carnes the 

garden with hirn, inadvertently spreading its innocence. A source of inspiration in his 

simpliaQ Chance jolts even the most jaded politicians out of their assumptions with 

his grounded presence. As Norman Lavers (1982) suggests in his discussion of the 

novel, "the world of Chance is an existentid world where man [sic] makes his own 

meaning, or else lives his Me pointlessly and dies.. .a person can reason or dream, but 

may not; may fail of this activity and live rneaninglessly and die, not having lived as a 

human being" (pp.7û-9). 

The garden, like Chance, offers a rekshing conhast to modern living: it 

is simple, it is re& and it is honest. 



Method and metaphor rnix and blend in the garden, as evocation leads to 

action, action to evocation. blethod or metaphor, who deades? 

The ascending life cycle of a garden: seed, mot, shoot, blossom, has "dose paral- 

!eh fo the basic concepts of h m a n  devdopment.. .. C o r n o n  gardehg task such as 

watering, fertilizing and protecting plants from bad weather also have human connota- 

tions" (Olszowy, 1978, p. 7). The elementai requirements of the garden: earth, air, water 

and warrnth, &O parallel the elemental needs human beings have for survival. As 

Olszowy points out: 

rnost humans read to plants in various ways. For some, growing and d n g  for 

plants presents a challenge.. . working with plants teaches patience; this delayed 

gratification is reflected in the slow but continuous and stable process of a plant 

producirtg a flower of beauty. Indeed, the discovery that new life can spring 

from a "dead" seed c m  stimulate determination and motivation to alter one's 

Mestyle. There is a quiet mystery to plant growth. (p.7) 

Milton Erikson, in working with a patient dying of cancer and in extreme pain, who 

was alienated from a l l  medical personnel and their methods, found a point of connec- 

tion with the man in taking about a tomato plant. &on talked about the Me cycle of 

the plant, its health and requirements, and potential obstacles in the path of its devel- 

opment. While never directly referring to the disease consuming the patient, "Erikson 

changed the man's thinking about his pain and illness"(Bandler & Grinder, 1975 in 

Patton, 1997, p. 83). Particularly in very delicate situations, metaphor can be used as a 

powethil tool for "communicating with both the consaous and the unconscious 

mindm(Patton, 1997, p. û4). 

In tuesdays with bforrie, a slowly withering pink hibiscus plant "listens" to the 

weekly conversations Mitch Nbom has with his "old professor", parallehg Mome's 

decline: 



'That's what we're al1 looking for. A certain peace 14th the idea of dying. 

If we know, in the end, that we can ultimately have that peace with dying, then 

we can M y  do the really hard thing." 

Mch is? 

"Make peace with living." 

He asked to see the hibiscus plant on the ledge behind him. 1 cupped it in 

m hrind and held it iip near his q-es. He smiled. 

"It's naturd to die," he said again. "The fact that we make such a huiia- 

bal100 over it is al l  because we don't see ourselves as part of nature." 

He smiled at the plant. 

WeJre not. Everything that gets bom, dies." He looked at me. 

"Do you accept that?" 

"Yes". 

"AU U1ghtrN he whispered, "now here's the payoff. Here is how we are 

different from these wonderfui plants and animals. As long as we can love each 

other, and remember the feeling of love we had, we can die without ever really 

going away. AU the love you created is still there. You live on-in the hearts of 

everyone you have touched and numired while you were here. ..Death ends a 

life, not a relationship". (Albom, 1997, p.173) 



Even before she reaches down to pick it up, her choice made, 1 know that she 

won't choose the squash-shy thdc leaves, solid squat stem-or the nastur- 

tiums, h e l y  formed and delicate, with new shoots moving like lacework in all 

directions. Not the grapefruit mint, such a hardy, reliable plant, the leaves gritty 

with texture, a teiltale sign of resilience. She mbs a leaf between her index h g e r  

and thumb, then lifts her fingers to her nose, lingers, the pot still in her hand, 

but n w h e  moves on. Standing by, one foot up on the picnic table bench, 1 

watch as she picks up each pot, reading the label carefully, tuniing it slowly so 

that çhe can see the specimen M y ,  from a l l  sides. Rapt attention, 1 don't want to 

intrude on a process that has become a kind of meditation. Tuming slightly 

away 1 sit M y  down on the picnic table seat, leaning badç silently indicating, 

"ïàke your tirne, take all the time you need. Get to know each plant". 

Letting my thoughts wander away, Pm imagining a photo spread of Lhis client 

of mine, in Garden's lllustrated or Canadian Gardening. Sling-backed four inch black 

suede platform sandals, peeling lime green nail polish, skin tight silver Capri pants, 

topped off with a Marge Simpson beUy top, 1 sxnile as 1 imagine her sitting beside 

Martha Stewart-khaki dad, stiff canvas apron, garden clogs- this seen-it, done-it, in- 

recovery-hm-everythhg-you-can-imagine, girl-woman client of mine. 

Lernon Uiyme, oregano, bee balm. when she examines the pot of wispy lettuce 

almost gone to seed, she holds it up at eye level, peering through the almost transpar- 

ent leaves at the late aftemoon s u n  Tenderly she moves her hger  down the papery 

thin surface following the contours of the vein. Next she has the lavender in her hands; 

spky gray leaves bristling with aroma, pungent and fiesh Turning to face me 1 notice 



that her features have softened, dark smudged mascara, eyes brimmuig with tears, "It 

makes me thllik of my grandmother. It makes me think of my grandmother giving me 

a bath". Tuming away before 1 can do little more than smile in reply, she indicates that 

she is not hished, the lavender is important, but it is not her choice. 

Findy, when it seems as if there are no more choices left, when it seems like she 

is going to go back to the beginning and examine each pot again, she straightens up, 

and, stiff legged now, afkr muchhg for so long, takes ri step to~vard me. Cupped in 

her hand is a bedraggled snapdragon. Yellowish fiacad leaves curled over, dry m a -  

tered soil; there is no sign of a bud, let done a flowe.. 

"This is it. This is the one that 1 want to care for", she says, face aglow. 

As I wak into the room he immediately looks up, al&, 

"Ah, Maura ... 1 codd use a woman about now". 

Coat still on, freezing rain ciinping to my ha*, 1 am consaous that my face is cold 

when 1 bend down to kiss him, as we always have, on the lips, full mou& comec-ting. 

Gravelly sounding laughter, 

"Here, lets do a three way, where's Pete?" 

And then he is there too splayed a m s s  the bed and we are laughing and kissing. The 

others circle away as they always do when our cups spiU over. Eventually Ive two well 

ones sit on either side of the bed on the carpeteci floor. My eyes scan the room-I long 

for hagrant flowers, beautiful objectç, paintings-the room feels austere, the January 

day so gray and overcast. 

We stand outside smoking cigarettes whiie the others t a k  about his decision not to 

have morphine. His mother is annoyed when he asks if we can have the morphine 

ins tead, 

''Ifs a joke Mom", he says shaking his head and smüing. 



H o m  later toward dawn 1 spend rny final time alone with him. The room is 

da*; his breathing labored, but steady, steady, steady. 1 listen so attentively 1 SM to 

hear sounds in my own head move through the room that can't really be there. His 

head tums too slowly on the piUow and the brown eyes (the lashes aren't as curled as 

the others-why not?) look me full in the face in the dark. His lips are uacked and 

gray* 

"1 want ca?Xot juice". 

My heart sous with the knowledge that 1 c m  oblige this request. 

"Simple. That 1 can do". 

1 adjust the straw in the cup so that he can sip without sitting up. The juice dimbs h a  

way up in the straw, falters, and slides back d o m  again. 

"Did you get any?" I know full well that he hasn't. "Do you want to hy again?" 

Silence. A stiff breath. Then, 

"Its okay". 

"Oh, no, you're so dry, 1 have an idea. Here, this will be a little gros, but fun." 

His chuckle escapes. 1 take a sit of the carrot juice straight h m  the cup and mouth to 

mouth tridde it h m  my mouth into his. 

"Shall 1 moisten your lips with the doth?" 

He chuclcles. I take this as a yes and moisten the doth in the bowl and dab his lips. His 

tongue extends out of his mouth and too slowly feels around on his lips. His eyes 

dose. The thin blue veins on his eyelid quivers. 

4'Y0u'll have a child soon Maura." 

Laughingly, 1 respond, 

"You, figure? What makes you Say that?" 

But he has drifted away again and I am left Iistening to his breathing, to my own 

thoughts, and long lasting breath. 



They were circumstances that were impossible to foresee. Even the most planful 

among us couldn't have projeded OUI thoughb in that direction, 

"How will we get the body out of the house after he dies?" 

The undertakers must be twins, or caricatures of each other, they can't be real: 

way too tight pants, polyester shirts undone to expose matted chest hair and countless 

gold chaim. They maneuver a stretcher to the top of the house to b ~ g  him down, eye- 

h g  the route they fi5.U descend iviM th body, conçaous already t l~at tlie housr is tail 

and thin, the banisters high the halls narrow. Eyeing the place, 1 can tell that they have 

done this over and over, this move-the-body dance. We donft fol lo~:  but sit paralyzed, 

dull witted now, with shock and fatigue, in the kitchen. 

And then we hear them coming down the stairç, 

"Yeah okay, Ed, slide it this way, yeah a real tall one, what did they say. ..6'7"?" 

"No, we can't there, now at the tum we'll have to extend the head over the rail 

and tip d o m  to make the corner. That's right." 

(Çounds of hard breathing). 

"Oh ... Weil ifs just water. There are some cloths in the tmck. " 

At the sound of dripping we come around the corner and look up the stairs. The 

stretcher is moving down at a prearious angle, the head and shoulders stiff, extending 

beyond the board (is it plastic?), and liquid is dnpping, pouring on the floor. The scene 

is so unimaginable we don? know what we're looking at. We have no words, and only 

watch as the body stops moving. 

"Pm studc. Ed, we're stuck here!" The beginning of panic. 

Peter moves to help as he would to men moving a sofa, a piano. 

"Here, I'U take this edge". 

Suddenly I understand what I am seeing. It is his water, flowing now the wrong way, 

out of the nose, the eye sockets, the mouth, and ont0 the floor. Suddenly 1 have dish- 

towelç in my hand and Pm mopping it up, and then the body is straight again, such 

relief, it is horizontal again and Peter, 



"Let's just straighten that up a bit, that's right . . . tail bugger.. . aiways annoyed 

me that he got taller than me, but not as handsome-don't you thuik?" The undertak- 

en are staring at Peter. But we have caught each otherfs eye: 1 ineffectively mopping 

up, he taking his hand away after leveling the stretcher. And then we are laughing ... 

'Te ter, please" . 

But we are laughing so hard now that we are uncontrollable, shaking. He gestures and 

roll down our cheeks. 

Dancing in the elevator 
we practice s teps just learned: 
Cha cha cha 
salsa 
merengue. 
1 love the way the words sound 
and look on the page, 
Almos t, 
but not quite as much 
as 1 love the glint in those velvet eyes, 
the firm hold on my shoulder. 

1 love that he cm lead, 
that 1 can follow. 

"We cm put up with anything all week 
as long as we c m  do this", 
he says 
"Let's go get that crazy mother of yours." 

Hurrying when the elevator doors open 
we need to: 
get the doctorfs letter, 
talk to the nurse, 
find Mom, 
pack her SM, 
and make the 9:30 boat: 
so that Bella can go home, 
because 
tonight is a schoolnight 
and Bella is our babysitter. 



Moving toward her room, 
T see him see her. 
Loving his laughter 
as always, 
my reaction to the tragedy 
of my mother shuMing dong, 
a sign taped to her badc, 
"Please retum to 17 north 
is mitigated, 
Dy the huarity 
in those velvet eyes. 

Poised tu make our exit, 
bags padced 
medication reviewed 
Mom clutching the usual assortment of things: 
sheets of newspaper, 
pen, 
hospi tal gown, 
no tes, 
kleenex, kleenex, kleenex. 

She agrees to leave the hospital gown behind, 
and just as we leave, 
in our hurry 
(for the boat, for Bella) 
She gracefully thanks the nurse 
"for everything " . 

Dnving d o m  University Avenue, 
he catches her eye in the rear view rnirror, 
he tells her that he is humbled before her: 
that she remembered what is most important of alî: 
to take the time to be courteous. 
H e  tells her 
that it is a pleasure, 
to have her back in the van. 

Waiting for the ferry, 
she makes her point with greater and greater emphasis. 
Unable to untangle her words, 
she c m  see that there is no recognition in the eyes of the person 
to whom she speaks. 



Agitated by the connection she can't make 
he puts his arm around her shoulder and says: 
"sometimes its just hard for us to understand what youfre trying 
to tell us". 
"I'm sure", she says. 

Calmed, 
it makes sense to her, 
that she doesn't make sense. 

Regarding relationship as a sacred space where the individual can find sanctu- 

ary and growth is a notion deeply rooted from seeds sown in childhood. When the 

garden provides a metaphoncal container for relationship, texture and colour can 

flourish through comection. Cuitivating creativib relationship becomes a forum and 

mechanism for self expression. Cultivating connetion, the sense of authority that 

emerges with the authentic expression of self in relationship is grounding and ûue. 

Moving h m  the personal to the professional, and maintaining a continuity of connec- 

tion to the authentic expression of the self, allows what we do to be an expression of 

who we are. Cultivating congruence method and metaphor mix and elend in the gar- 

den, as evocation leads to action, action to evocation. 

While the site of aU counselling practice is relationship, the ideological under- 

pinnings of different cowelling modalities inform the way in which those relation- 

ships fom. %me therapies, such as rational-emotive or cognitive-behavioral approach- 

es, require that a professional distance be maintained between client and counsellor. 

Other approaches (with which 1 align my own practice), for example client centred and 

femvlist therapies, support the notion that the conditions where healing and diange 

can occur are aeated through the intimate relationship between dient and counseUor. 

Based on prinaples of eguality and mutuaMy, redtivating connection is at the heart 

of this work: 

WI 



My overall task as a therapist, as 1 see it, is to develop a relationship with each 

client that is characterized by safety, trust and mutual respect. 1 accomplish this 

by being consistently diable and authentic, and by negotiating boundaries in 

each relationship. 1 try to help my dients feel connected: emotionally and physi- 

c d y  wi thin themselves, within their rela tionships, their cornmuni ties, and in 

the natural environment. 

Once we are meârir,gWj comected, a relational space emeïges behwen 

us that allows the dient to begin to explore. Feeling empowered in the relation- 

ship, she beginç to challenge previously held personal boundaries. She takes 

risks. Using symbols and metaphors to explore the terrain of her experience, she 

look for new meaning. Feelings begin to shift and new understandings and 

insightç are gained. Change can occur. (Mdntyre, 1998, p. 218) 

In my work as a counselling practitioner, 1 encourage my clients to express 

themselves metaphoricdly, through words and images, and in concrete actions in the 

garden. Metaphor immediately has a favorable impact on a problem or situation 

because it transforms what is, into something else. The individual in charge of the 

metaphor usually feels better because they have expended some creative energy in 

relation to their situation. Although nothing may have adually dianged, the rnetaphor 

maker is thinking and taking about his or her situation differently. A feeling of fluidity 

ernerges that often leads to a positive change in how the person is feeling. "Metaphors, 

similes, and analogies help us to make connections between seemingly uncomected 

things, thaPby opening up new possibilities by unveiling what had been undetected" 

(Patton, 1990, p. 83). 

Used symbokdy and as a metaphorid bridge to self expression, the garda 

plays host to limitless potmtial meanings. Functioning like a blank date offerhg possi- 

biliv, the reciprocal play between garden and gardener rnakes rneaning anew. For 

example, the dient who took her time selecting just the right bedding plant-the with- 

ered snapdragon-inscribeci what could have been a qui& decision with meaning and 



signincance. Slowing herself dorvn, and taking the time to feel her senses respond to 

each plant initiated an evocative process. More spontaneous and resonant than many a 

clinical intervention, having provided the space for her metaphor, 1 was able to sit badc 

and watch it unfold. 

Another dient, Anna, choosing to plant fiowers to represent her father's life 

threatening illness, moved even more slowly and deliberately in her garden. For h a ,  

the experience of seletEng the seeds and plrir,ts, of faskionhg th? IalatLùce out of 

grapevine, and then physically engaging with the materials in the garden, helped her 

to feel more comeded with herself, and with the world around her. Low-lying myrtle 

clustered at the base of a lattice that supported moming glories, while forget-meknots 

marked the four corners of the bed. The sense of isolation that accornpanied her 

depression lifted when she was outside the physical confines of the office. ln her gar- 

den, h a  was more able to access her feelings and to express both anger and sadness. 

Mter her father died she planted a commemorative m e  bush in his memory. h a ' s  

garden S ~ N &  as an ongoing living metaphcr of her experience of illness and los, and 

allowed her to physically and spintually participate in her own healing. 

The complexity of intimate relationships, in research, clinical pradice, and 

everyday life is navigated using similar tools. Safety, trust, rapport, and empathy form 

the cornerstone qualities of intimate relationships. While therapists have long recog- 

nized that the existence of these qualities in relationship have a healing quality, it iç 

dso true that "insights and generative krtowledge . ..emerge during empathic encoun- 

te&' (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Hoffman-Davis, 1997, p. 147). While the ultirnate goal and 

purpose of therapy and research are qualitatively different, (a point that I discuss in 

more detail in chapter 8) the relationship paths are similar. Lawrence-Lightfoot and 

Hohan-Davis point out that: "therapis ts, like researchers conducting i n t e ~ e w s ,  

hope for shifts in perspective, revelations and new insights"(p. 147). 



When self understanding occurs through relationship and when relationship is 

the essence of our work, reflecting on our experience of, and beliefs about connection 

is a necesçary part of good practice, as researchers and as diniaans. I begin my explo- 

ration of methodological issues with a discussion about meaning making in research 

rela tionships. 



Methodological 
Musing 





Analysis and Interpretation 

In research, the dual processes of analysis and interpretation are determined by 

the way in which a study is conceptualized. Beliefs about interpretation are inexbica- 

bly luiked to beliefs about rneaning making. As a resui t, it is necessary to revisit bo th 

my epiçtemological assumptions and the theoretical underpinnings of this research 

project, in the process of explaining the approach 1 take in the analysis and interpreta- 

tion of data. 

As 1 have outlined, when meaning is beiieved to be made intersubjectively, the 

relafionship is seen as the meaningrnaking site. When it is assumed that there is no 

external tmth to appeal to outside of the relationship, negotiated rneanings themselves 

constitute truth. Participants in the social construction of meaning bring their point of 

vie%: or their interpretation, to the meaning making f o m .  The process of negotiating 

meanings is in itself an interpretive ad. As a result, when relationships are negotiated, 

interpretation is an essential currency in relationship exchange. 

In this theoretical kamework the interpretive process is expected and under- 

stood to perrneate every stage of the research process: from negotiation of the research 

proposal and collection of data, through to the representation and presentation of the 

final report. In life history research, rneaning making is a process that is engaged in 

with both the people assoaated with the project (researcher and partiapants), and with 

the projeds matenhl (documents and relevant literature). While 1 see myself as having 

ultimate responsibility for the projed as a whole, I do not see rnyself as having com- 

plete interpretive ownership. When howledge is regarded as multiperspebival, there 

is no one, correct interpretation. Moreover, no interpretation is final; interpretation is 

an inanite pmcess that is bound only by the constraints imposed by the interpreterç. 

As Van Manen (1990) suggests, "the meaning or essence of a phenornenon is never 



simple or one-dimensional. Meaning is multi-dimensional and mu1 ti-layered" (p. 78). 

In researdi relationships, the individual researcher's beliefi about, and experi- 

ence in relationship, combine with the methodological framework guiding her inquiry 

to influence the nature and quality of relationships fomed with all those associated 

~ 4 t h  the researdi. Lawrence-Lightfoot and H o h a n  Davis (1997) explain: 

Just as there is some controversy among qualitative researchers about the goals 

uid p~rposes of re!atiomhips in research design, so too is there debate about 

the optimal depth, quality, and intensity of research relationships. Should 

researchers seek distance or doseness, objedivity or subjectivity, scrutiny or 

alliance, asymmetry or symmetry in their c o ~ e d i o n s  with subjects? (p. 137) 

At one end of the continuum is the disinterested observer born of the traditional 

scientific rnethod. At the other end, (where 1 situate myself): 

researchers believe tha t the formalized dis tance prescribed by traditionalis ts 

may not only be disrespectful and diminishing of research subjects (minimizing 

their authority and potentially masking their knowledge) but also may under- 

mine productive inquiry. They c l a h  that relationships that are complex, fluid, 

symmetric, and reaprocal-that are shaped by both researchers and actors- 

reflect a more responsible ethical stance and are likely to yield deeper data and 

better soaal saence. (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Hofhan-Davis, pp. 137-138) 

That self understanding is generated through the intersubjective process of 

being in relationship, identifies relationship as the central meaning making site for 

"deep inquiry and the construction of knowledge"(L,awrence-Lightfoot & Eloffman- 

Davis, 1997, p. 136). Cultivahg comection and s h a ~ g  this space with another in rela- 

tionship, interpersonally-, in couwehg, or in research, is a cleative process. It is a 

process that is also guided by moral cornmitment. Mormed by the life giving forces of 

the garden, by texture and colour, the values and principles that characterize my coun- 

selhg practice also underpin my work as a researcher. 

Cole and Knowles (forthcoming, 2000) place "central the notions of self, rela- 



tionship and artfulness" in life history research. In their discussion about the defining 

elements of arts informed life history research, they state: 

Ml researdi has one or more purposes but not all research is driven by a moral 

cornmitment. 'Good' life hiç tory research has both a clear intelledual purpose 

and moral purpose. Intentions of life history researchers are twofold: to advance 

understanding about the complex interaction between individuals' lives and the 

i~stiçtitutional and secietal contexts 1 . 4 . 1 t h i n  whith tley are lived; and through con- 

saousness raising associated action, to contribute to the creation of more just 

and dignified explorations of the human condition which, in tum, lead to the 

enhancernent of qualities and conditions under which iives are lived. 

(Cole & Knowles, forthcorning, 2000) 

My attentiveness to process, is in rny estimation, an essential part of the craft of 

arts informed inquiry. Arcira Cole and I desaibe the quaiity of involvement arts 

informed research invites in our exploration of relationship in research: 

Arts-based inquiry invites a different quality of engagement on the part of those 

involved. As researchers continue to explore alternative foms of research and 

representation p a t e r  attention is focused on research rela tionships-rela tion- 

ship to self, relationships with participants, relationship with the arts, and d a -  

tionship with broader cultural and sdeta i  contexts. 

(Cole & Mdntyre, 1998, p. 2) 

In the self refiective process pieces that comprise this chapter, 1 have chosen to 

explore a varieV of methodological issues, induding the role of the imagination in 

interpretation, and the relationship between information, knowledge and wisdom in 

research, from the vantage point of self study. h other words, 1 make my own position 

as researcher and participant in the inquiry explkit, and then consida, h m  a number 

of different perspectives, what it meant to do research work with Feliciv. How did my 

experience of FeLicity, her disposition, her personality, and her way of being in the 

world affect and direct my self study and the research process as a whole? What imag- 



ined possibilities, what feelings, what forms, what worlds did 1 conjure up through 

t h e  spent together? How did the context in which our relationship developed impact 

the direction of the research? Where is the unique knowledge produced through our 

comection located, and how can I best cornmunicate it to you, the researdi audience? 

In keeping with the principle of balance that has guided the r e s e a .  process, 

and that is reflected in the structure of the presentational form of this work, 1 have ch* 

sen to s t i w  for a "hmony"  of voices in this endearor (Cole Yi Kmwles, fortticoming, 

2000). In so doing 1 continue the interplay between Feliaty and me that 1 have used 

throughout to explore and illuminate the substantive focus of the research. Given my 

position in relation to the work, and the broad purpose of an exploration of method- 

ological issues (how the researcher (I), made meaning of method), it stands to reason 

that at this stage, my voice should sound loud and dear. Cole and Knowles (forthcorn- 

hg, 2000) explain this point: 

Of course there is no one way to conceptualize life history research but there 

may be instances when a researdier chooses to harmonize a life history explo- 

ration with a (self) reflexive examination based on life history processes. In such 

a case the researcher's voice may have equal 'weight' with one or several partic- 

ipants. It rnay even be that the reseafcher's reflexive voice speaks the loudest! 

The weight given to each voice is a decision that rests in and reflects the purpos- 

es of the inquiry and the representation itself. 

(Cole & Knowles, forthcoming, 2000) 

While 1 want to draw attention to, and invite you to consider a variety of issues 

relating to process, 1 also want my voice to cany the integrity of the mative process of 

which it speaks. Cultivating connedion and sharing this space with an0the.r in d a -  

tionship, is a aeative process. The space that is created in relationship between self 

and other, the meaning making space as it were, has enormous mative potential. In 

the method010gical process pieces that follow, 1 begin to explore that potential. 

Transforming meanings into knowledge while continuhg to expand th& mative pos- 



sibilities is a challenge of fom. What meanings evolved through the intersubjective 

process of being in relatiomhip? How did these meanings challenge my assumptions 

and advance my understandings about methodology and form? In beginning to 

address these questions, (and it is only a beginning, reflections on process c m  only 

ever be partial accounts), I use a variety of voices and forms. The range presented here 

reflects my efforts to remah tnie to the creative space created by continuing the cre- 

ative procgss. 



Re-Reading Anne: Using Images Artfully 

In this section I invite you to engage in an experiential investigation of 

researcher subjebivity. Using my dinical skills as a therapist in working with counter- 

&ansference I operationalize a mental image Lhat i iormed during an interview with 

Feliaty. In order to develop the image -y, I postponed transcribing my field 

impressions and interview tapes into words. Instead, 1 begin by utilizing silence and 

other non-discursive expressive modalities as sense making tools in the research rela- 

tionship. 1 encourage you to partiapate in the image in order to explore how non-ver- 

bal subtexts can be used a r W y  as data. In the discussion, 1 e x p l o ~  and explain how 

the countertransference process works for me in therapy and in research in order to 

foreground issues of researcher neutraliy and researdi subjectivi ty. 

She reminds me so much of Anne. 

Once the image has formed itself-(in my mind, with my senses, in my body) the 
sense of Anne in the room is so fd and immediate, it is so, so complete, her spirit is so 
powerfd, that 1 almost laugh out loud in recognition. 

And when 1 tell you this-that the room is Ued with my sense of Anne-what are you 
imagining ? What images are coming forward? 

Are you able to get past me-past my face, my body, my voice, to conjure up Anne? 

Do you have an Anne that you are thinking of? Your mother, your sister, your teacher, 
your girlfriend hom high school? 1s your name Anne? 



But maybe you don? know an Anne. Maybe you grew up in a place, in a language 
withou t Anne. 

What if 1 tell you about the Anne Pm imagining? If 1 tell you about her then you will 
know more about me. If you recognize her 1 will know more about you. We can corn- 
pare notes about h e ,  and use your/my image of her as a starting place in tallcing 
about my researdi. 

"A child of about eleven, garbed in a very short, very tight, very ugly dress of ydow- 
ish gray wincey. She wore a faded brown s d o r  hat and beneath the hat, extending 
down her badc, were braids of very thidc, decidedly red hair. Her face was small, 
white and thin, also much freckled; her mouth was large and so were her eyes, that 
looked green in çome iights and moods and gray in others." 

But I stiU won't know if you would have imagined h e  when 1 did. Would you have 
said: "M! Anne!"? 

"% far the ordinary observer; the extraordinary observer might have seen that the chin 
was very pointed i d  pronounced; that the big eyes were f d l  of spirit and vivacity; 
that the mouth was sweet lipped and expressive; that the forehead was broad and full; 
in short our discerning extraordinary observer might have conduded that no common 
place soul inhabited the body of this stray woman-Md ..." 

My image is of an Anne who has an incredible intellect and an imagination to match. 

Who has a big heart. 

Who challenges authority. 

Who makes mistakes and has a temper. 

My image of Anne is distinctiy Canadian 

She is not a singer. 

She is a fictional character. 

She "should" have been a boy. 

My image is of an h n e  who defhïtely (defiantiy) spells her name with an "et'. 



My image is of Lucy Maude blontgomery'ç "Anne", spedically h m  her h t  book, 
h e  of Green Gables, that 1 read at age nine as a paper badc volume given to me and 
insaibed in the front cover by rny grandfather. The image of Anne that 1 formed then 
was later £leshed out by reading other books in the series, and by rereading the origi- 
nal, as 1 grew older. Then when 1 was in my menties 1 saur the movie and another 
image of Anne was cast in rny minds eye. 

But when 1 hai ly  meet Anne, when 1 feel her presence in the room so palpably 

I almost laugh out loud in recognition, I am a researcher engaged in an in depth life 

history interview. In connecting my image of Anne to the context in which it has 

formed (with my research participant in a long term geriahic care faality), I begin to 

tease out what the image of Anne has to do with me, with Feliaty, and with the 

inquiry as a whole. 

Reflecting on myself h t ,  1 understand more M y  what has occurred to me pre- 

viously ody as irony and coincidence. This is the facility where my grandfather died 

twenty-five years ago. It is the facility where I now bring my mother to see the dodor 

who is treating her for Alzheimer's. It is where my dear friend Ruth works, who 1 call 

when 1 need help figuring out the next steps in caring for my mother. It is The 

Institution", the end point of my capacity to creatively caregive, where my mother's 

name sits on the waiting k t .  It is through my image of Anne that 1 can begin to under- 

stand this interconnectedness; that is, how my inquiry (which originally had specifical- 

ly not targeted individuals working in geriahic chronic care facilities), has landed me 

nght here right now. So far, (and I know there is more to corne!), the image of Anne has 

served as a powerful elicitive device that has caused me to reconsider what to fore- 

ground in the self-study section of my inquiry. 

When I shift my attention back to my research participant I consider the same 

image and why it is so illuminated in her presence. In working with rny image of 

Anne, by followùig the associations it evokes and allowing it to take shape, 1 not only 

acknowledge my place as CO-researcher, 1 use my subjedive responses in the research 

reiationship as an ally to generate understanding of the research phenornenon. 



countertransference refers to the "feelings and thoughts that are stirred up in the psy- 

chotherapist by the patients verbal and non-verbal communications"(Ridiards, 1990, p. 

234). Originally counterh.ansference was conceptualized by Freud as a hindrance and 

an "obstacle to the psychoanalytic work" to be overcome because it muddies the 

waters of the psychotherapist's neutrality (Richards, 1990, p. 234). 

Countertransference reframed can be used as a valuable tool in psychotherapy. 

L'nderpinning a postmodem unders tanding of countertransierence is the assumption 

that my responses to the dient may be used as a vatid tool in the intersubjective sense 

making process in which we are engaged. As bilas (1987) suggests, "by cultivating a 

freel y -roused emo tional sensibili ty, the analys t w elcomes news from rvi thin hùnself 

[sic] that is reported through his own intuitions, feelings, passing images, fantasies and 

irnagined interpretive interventions" (Bollas, 1987, p. 201). Even if 1 don't grasp what 

my responses mean, 1 "have a sense of a meaning that is present and whidi requires 

support in order to find its way toward articulation"(Boilas, 1987, p. 209). 

In a countertransference reaction, 1 may be responding to aspects of the dient 

that are non-verbal or pre-verbal, to parts of him/ herself that were previously lost, but 

that may need to be externalized, shared and legitimized, and possibly integrated irtto 

the clients current state of being (Bollas, 1987). The therapist who works with counter- 

hansference believes in a non-essentialized self; that is, she does not regard herself or 

her dient as possessing of a formed and fixed identity. The fluidity of both the client's 

and the therapisfs subjectivity is preasely what c m  give rise to insight and positive 

change in each individual. 

When 1 pay attention to my countertransference 1 adaiowledge my subjective 

responses; when 1 operationalize these responses 1 find a way to make them available, 

and potentidy useful to both myself and to the dient (Bollas, 1987, p. 200-201). In 

sharing my countertransference, 1 must be "judiaous and dinically responsible", that 

is, 1 must be dear that what 1 am bringing fonvard is in the semice of the dient @olIas, 

1987, p. 210). Further, in order to remah faithful to the emergent nature of my o m  



intuitions, feelings and images, 1 need to remain aeative. As a result, I might not 

express my countertransference verbally to the client; instead 1 might sketch out an 

image, rearrange figurines in the sandbox, or play a fragment of music on the tape 

recorder. Together with the dient 1 can then test the usefulness of my responses: as 

"subjective objects" they can be brought forward and put on the coffee table between 

us as "interpretations ... meant to be played with-kicked around, mulled over, tom to 

pieces- rather than regarded as the o f i d d  version of the truthf'(Bollas, 1957, p. 206). 

In my role as researcher, 1 believe that I am equally prone to subjective reçpons- 

es. When 1 employ my clinical skills in working with countertransference as a therapist 

to better fulfill my research agenda, I adhere to similar processes, while keeping in 

mind the different purpose of my work. As Kvde (1999) is careful to point out in his 

cornparison between the therapeutic and research interview, "in therapy the main goal 

is the change of the patient, in research it is the obtaining of knowledge1*(Kvale, 1999, 

p.105). When 1 open myself and embrace my varied responses to my research partici- 

pant as a source of potentially useful material, I am engaging with the complexity of a 

Mer  range of knowledge producing processes. I ailow the image of h e  to material- 

ize . 

To faditate this process, 1 resisted the temptation to irnmediately translate my 

impressions into words. This resistance began in the very first h-depth interview, 

where 1 aîlowed and even encouraged silence. In keeping with the work of Pederson 

and Poland, 1 believe that to access new ontologicd and epistemological fiantiers in 

research, we need to reconceptuahe our relationship to silence (Pederson and Poland, 

1998). In looking for meaning in siience, in alloiring ourselves to conjure up images in 

periods of silence rather than filling than with words, we regard silence as a fnend 

rather than an enemy in research. Once the relational fieid of the research relationship 

has been broadened to indude nuanced silence as a signincant data collection site, 1 

aaively listen to the silence and my own feelings during these moments, as potential 

data about the phenornenon under investigation. If 1 see my subjectivity as a "doing 



rather than a being", then what might initially appear to be a passive state of contem- 

plation, is in fact a very active process of intemal "production and transformation" 

(Robinson, 1991, p. 11 in Bloom 1996, p. 2). 

Mter leaving our fint interview, I metaphoncally attempted to maintain the 

silence. Carefully tucking my interview tapes away, 1 did not msh to transaibe them. 

In order to move our projects dong, we often transaibe interviews and record field 

impressions as near to the interview or observation situation as possible. As a iiew 

qualitative researcher, keen on "doing it right" and thereby "getting it rightff, I knew 

these "right" steps and the order in which to take them. Straying from this traditional 

linear path felt necessary but rise: I needed to allow the images to wash over me, but 

would such alternative process lead to a good research product? 

In our rush to capture research experiences in words, motivated in part by the 

high currency of written text in academe, 1 believe we often premahirely transform 

data and compromise our capaQty to explore non-discursive modalities in interpreting 

and representirtg research material. That is not to Say that alternative forms of text 

based representation that use interview transcripts and field notes as a starting point 

la& creativity, to the contrary, the work of, Glesne (1997), Lawrence-Lightfoot (1994) 

and Richardson (1992), to name just a few, is evidence of the outstanding work that c m  

be done within text based structures. 

As Kvaie (1999) suggests, howeva; "current interview research is often subject 

to the tyrariny of verbatim transcripts and formalized methods of analysiç"(Kvale, 

1999, p.105). In the therapeutic interview, on the other hand, "body language", faaal 

expressions and other non-verbal indicators are expected to be factored in to the inter- 

pretive pmcess. To highlight the lessons that current soaal saence researchers might 

learn from the therapeutic i n t e ~ e w  Kvale speculates ... "that if the tape recorders had 

been available in Viema at Freud's t h e ,  there might not have existed any powerful 

psychoanalytic theory or practice today; a small sed of psychoanaiytic researchers 

might stiu be reading and categoripng their transcripts, and discussing their reliability 



rather than emphatically liçtening to the many layers of meaning revealed in the 

embodied therapeutic interrelations" (Kvale, 1999, p.105). 

As Poland and Pederson suggest: 

what transaiption and qualitative research based on transmpts cannot ade- 

quately capture are a broad range of methods of expression that are primarily 

nonverbal or that do not rely on Mtten text (academic or popular prose or 

poetry). (Pederson Q Poland, 1998, p. 7 )  

If we are to explore the multifaceted value of our research images, 1 believe that 

we need to do more with our images before we put them into words. When we regard 

" texts generated through the transcription of interview recordings, even secalled ver- 

b a h  transaipts [as] only partial accounts of the original interactions, then our job as 

researchers indudes attending to the hagistic subtext (Poland & Pederson, 1998, ph). 

Instead of transcribing and recording my field impressions in words, I tried to 

alternatively represent my impressions. In my experience the words won' t go away 

(after al l  they are on tape!); preasely for that reason the images became my priority. I 

looked to a vaneV of media and materials to draw out my images and capture my 

assoaations induding: colour, texture, landscape, trees and flowers, fiction and poetry. 

Ln keeping with the work of Poland and Pederson, 1 believe that: 

self expression through non-discursive modalities, such as music, dance, ph* 

tography, and visual art... require Werent approaches to caphiring meaning and 

communication that, al though often silent in a verbal sense, are nonetheless 

pregnant with meaning. (p. 7) 

The image, or images that emerge aie not 'The Tmth" about the research partic- 

ipant any more than they are "The Tmth" about me, instead they can be used as a 

touchstone in the ongoing meaning making process. P d e l i n g  the process of sharing 

a countertransference response with a dient, when negotiating the meaning of such 

images with my research partiapant, 1 was dear that the images are mine, as are the 

feelings and associations that triggered them. She may or may not resonate with the 



image or hou' I have assoaated it wlth her. 

1 "fed back" some of my images to Feiicity in a varieV of indirect and direct 

ways. I did not choose to tell her how much I admire Anne, or about how much she 

reminds me of her and why. 1 did tell her that when 1 think of her I see fall colours: 

yellows and oranges, rust and burgundy brown; 1 feel the wamth of the sunshine in 

which she is bathed; I feel my throat catch at the fierceness of her goodness and 1 hear 

her !angthg-uncontrolled, at her latest escapade. I positioned a copy ûf Arme of 

Green Gables on top of my pile of papers at our h a 1  interview, and then waited to see 

if it was noticed. Feliaty did not have an "Aha Anne!" reabion, that is, Anne did not 

serve as a point of connection; however, o u  mutual understanding was nevertheless 

inaeased through shKing the resonance of the image. When an "interview is literally 

an inter-oiew, an interchange of views between two persons conversing about a theme 

of mutual interest", then 1 have the freedom to share my image while not becoming 

overly hvested in a particular interpretation (Kvale, 1999, p. 101). When knowledge is 

"interrelational and structural", how the image "makes sense" in the relationship is its 

potential in the production of knowledge (Kvale, 1999, p. 105). 

My image of Anne gave me new dues about the focus of the inquiry. In explor- 

ing these dues alone (what does the image of Anne mean to me?), and with Feiicity 

(does she resonate with the image of Anne?), I found a new point of entry into the 

inquiry. 

1 have invited you to engage with my image of Anne in an atternpt to Iend an 

experiential quality to the way in which we form images in research relationships. 

WhiIe you are imagining me imagining Anne imagining my reseatch context, we are 

explorhg a variety of activities not usually associated with more conventional life his- 

tory research. We are acknowledging the role of emotion and imagination in researdL 

We are aclaiowledging that communication occurs in silence and ui images, that in 



these wordiess spaceç 1 have responses to you and you have responses to me. We 

rnight even have shared a laugh or a tear in the eye (which 1 hope you'U tell me about 

sometime). When these nuanced activities are made expliat and are incorporated into 

researdi as legitimate processes, when we chose to work together to End ways to oper- 

ationalize silence and integrate our image repertoires into o u  work, then we are mak- 

ing our inquiry artful. In approaching iife history research as artful inquiry we need to 

recoriçider bot5 ow reserudi processcs and products. :b ne:v represenbtional forms in 

research gain epistemological value, so too must alternative researdi processes. As 

researdiers we need to make ourselves available to these new possibilities. We need to 

be ~ i l l ing  to work rvith h e .  



Themes 

bfemam (1988) suggests that ongoing analysis of the data is one way of refining 

the focus and setting boundaries on the scope of the inqujr. In fact she cautions that 

"without ongoing analvsis one nins the risk of endhg up with data that are unfo- 

cused, repetitious, and ovenvhelming in the sheer volume of material that needs to be 

processed"(Merriam, 1988, p. 124). 1 employed many of the streamiining techniques 

that she recornmends, inciuding continually rehirning to my thesis question and ask- 

ing myself what type of study 1 wanted to conduct (Memam, 1988, p. 124). 1 thereby 

"force" myself to "make decisions that narrow the study", while it is still in the process 

of expanding" (Merriam, 1988, p. 124). 

1 also conducted a theme analysis of the empirical data. The process of "theme 

analysis" is desaibed well by Van h/Ianen as "the process of recovering the theme or 

themes that are embodied and dramatized in the evolving meanings and imagery of 

the work"(VanManen, 1990, p. 78). In the thematic analysis of lived experience, howev- 

er, it is important to avoid the redudionist approach of seeing themes as "concephial 

formulations or categorical statementç"(VanMmen, 1990. p. 79). Thinking of "phenom- 

enological themes ...as the structures of e ~ p ~ e n c e " ,  helps in this regard (VanManen, 

1990, p. 79). Thematic analysis meam that we are trying to understand "the experien- 

tial structures that make up that experience" (Van Manen, 1990, p. 79). 

Following the data analysis advice offered by Bogdan and Bilken (1982), in lis- 

tening to Feliaty's stories I fully allowed myself to "ask the question, 'What does this 

remind me of?' " (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982, p.153 in Merriam, 1998, p. 125) . In exploring 

my responses to Felicity metaphorically, 1 move the liieral (interview data, field notes) 

into the figurative (images and associations). As kgdan and Biklen (1982) suggest, this 

is "another way to expand analy tic horizons.. . to raise concrete relations and happen- 

ings observed in a partidar setting to a higher level of abstraction"(Bogdan & Biklen, 

1982, p.154 in Merriam, 125). At this level of knowing my responses and assoaations 

[W 



are free to roam. I hear patterns, feel themes, and see sources of illumination 

(Lawrence-Lightfoot & Hoffman-Davis, 1997). 

Patterns 

*d 

Shoot 

Roo t 

Blossom 

Hope 

Op timism 

Belie f 

Mishkes 

!ove 

vitality 

support 

splendor 

potential 

doing 

renewal 

manifesting 

Illumination 

inspiration 

inde pendence 

undea tanding 

risk taking 

passion 

accep tance 

courage 

sowing 

gro-g 

spreading 

blooming 

Irreverence orange California poppy 

Independence red zinnia 

Entitlement yellow s d w e r  



Filled with movement, the ongoing reciproaty that is embodied sense making 

finds fertile ground. Sowing the still mobile images of spontaneous perception, sensory 

patterns begin to emerge. "Sources of illumination" focus impressions into forms 

(Lawrence-Lightfoot & Hohan-Davist 1997). Maintainhg meaning as "mul ti-dirnen- 

sional and rnulti-layered", qualities and colours form the "structures of experience" 

(Van Manen, 1990, p. 78). Antiapating the one dimensional finality of a text based 

structure, the animate shifts shape. No longer free ranguig, scattered themes forrn 

rows. 



The Search for Goodness 

Feliaty is one of the surmiest human beings 1 have ever encountered. Like a 

sunflower in full bloom, she radiates light and rvarmth to everyone equally: food serv- 

ice personnel, deaners, dienis, volunteers, psychiatrists anci cats. Mïth a charader iiice 

a California poppy, her energy spreads and blooms like wikifîowerç. She is constantly 

brimming over and bubbling with enthusiasm. Her effervescence, however, is not 

Pollyanna or inauthentic; Feliaty is also capable of strong feehgs, deep passion and 

anger. Once, when desaibing a situation where a resident had been unfairly treated, 

Felicity's anger flared forth until her voice was raised and he. hands were dendied. 1 

have also witnessed her vukierability and seen her disappointment. On a moment to 

moment, day to day basis, however, Felicity, like a hardy zinnia, is a shaightfomard, 

happy person. She is not given to self-doubt or self-aiticism; she appears to be gen- 

uinely free of intemal contradictions and conflict. 

While spending tirne interacting with Feliaty, while reading my notes (there is 

scarcely a page that goes by where 1 don? marvel at this s m y  quality), whüe obsenr- 

hg her with others, at the back of my mind was always the question: Can this be r d ?  

1s this woman really sunshine through and through? Does golden light flow through 

her veins? 

In retrospect, more intereshg perhaps than these questions, was my unwilling- 

ness to let them go. Why did 1 keep thinking that 1 was missing something ("This 

woman, Maura, she's too good to be tme.") Why did 1 assume that FeLiciq has a shad- 

ow? Why did 1 keep expeding to £ind parts of her where the sun  dwsn't shine? 

1 believe that rny conditionhg as a cowelling praditioner partly explains my 

continued questionhg of Feli~ty's sunny disposition. The reality of therapists' lives is 



that we spend a remarkable amount of time Mith unhappy people. WMe we do some- 

times work with otherwise contented people who corne to us for assistance with very 

localized issues (making a dBcult decision, for example), in general, a therapist's 

dient group is not made up of sunny people. Broadly speaking therapists assist people 

to idenhfy and work with the life experiences that have blocked their place in the sun. 

We work with shadows and murkiness and darkness. Or, with another sort of dent, 1 

on the !ookout for the subtext lur.k~g behind an other.a+se sunny  S e  story, t f . dc -  

ing,"why else would this person be in my office?" 

Keedy attuned as 1 am to locating points of dis]uncture in the narratives of 

dients, 1 continued to exped to hem such notes in my encounters with Feliti .  Or, if 1 

did not locate them in person, 1 imagined that they would present themselves in my 

follow up processes of reflection and interpretation. When I finally came to accept the 

fact that 1 was not going to fhd  Feliaty's shadow (because there simply is not one 

there), 1 experienced a very usefd shift in my posture as a mearcher. AUowing myself 

to feel the full warmth of her sun, 1 used this experience to reconsider my approach to 

self-study. 1 started to see potential in "the search for goodness" as a methodological 

orientation (Lawrence-Lightfoot & IioEfman-Davis, 1997, p. 141). In desaibing the 

qualities of this stance, they explain: 

By goodness, then, we do not mean an idealized portrayal of human experience 

or organizational culturet nor do we suggest that the portraitist focus only on 

good things, look only on the bright side, or give a positive spin to every experi- 

ence. Rather we mean an approach to inquiry that resists the more typical social 

science preoccupation with documenting pathology and suggesting remedies. 

Rather than focusing on the identification of weakness, we begin by asking, 

W a t  k happening here, what is working, and why?" (p. 141) 

While 1 wasn't quite at the point 6 t h  Feliaty where 1 was seeking out pathology, 1 had 

become quite entrenched in a "search for badness". ln himing this approach toward "a 

search for goodness", Lawrence-Lightfoot and Hofhnan-Davis assure the porbaitist 



that "even in focusing on what works, on underscoring what is healthy and strong, we 

inevitably see the dark shadows of compromise, inhibition. and imperfection that d i s  

tort the success and weaken the achievements" (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Hohan-Davis, 

1997, p.142). 

interestingly, this was not my experience with Felicity, even when I was M y  

routed dong a "search for badness". FVhile 1 did see compromise, imperfection and 

vulnerability in her, in no way did thcy, as Lawrence-Ughtfoot and Hohan-Davis 

suggest, cast "dark shadows, distort [her] successes or weaken [her] achievements". 

h t e a d  they confirmed that she is human, and that "strength, health, and productivi- 

ty- will nlways be imbued with Baws, weaknesses, and inconsistenQes"(Lawrence- 

Lightfoot & Hoffman-Davis, 1997, p.142). In thinking about rny own histoq. I began to 

imagine what it would look like if 1 began with a "se& for goodness" that focused 

on health and strength. What if 1 resisted my usual tendency to look first at the pat- 

terns in shadows? What if 1 chose not to focus on the spots blodced by the s u ?  What 

would this difference in approach look like in self-study research practice? How wodd 

it change my self-portrait? 

The frame of reference "the search for goodness" offered also appealed to me in 

light of several personal history researdi accounts (Ellis, 1996; Ronai, 1996) that 1 had 

recently read, and that 1 found quite disturbing. These researchers, it seemed to me, 

had become overly focused on the most negative of their formative experiences. In'My 

Mother 1s Mentally Retarded '#, for example, Ronai's focus on the details of the personal 

trauma she suffered as a M d  are so expliat and so relentless that, after reading a cou- 

ple of pages, my stomach turned and 1 started feeling unwilling to finish the article. 

Confwed by her intention and sornewhat angered by her methods, 1 found myself 

thinking "Why has she told us that too? Haven't we heard enough? Must 1 continue to 

endure thiç assault to leam more about "the lived experience of children of mentally 

retarded parents""(Ronai, 1996, p.110)? Or more speafically, how does this yality and 

quantity of information (that in effect forces the reader to vicariously experience the 



author's trauma) contri bute to her / our understanding of Ronai's experience of her 

mo ther?" 

Perplexed by what appearç to be, in Ronai's case, a compulsion to expose the 

most gruesome details of her personal &tory, 1 wonder how such writing serves the 

author, and why researchers engaging in personal history accounts appear to be expos- 

hg more and more intimate, and often troubling details about their lives. In "My 

Uother is MenMy Retarded", Ronai explains that she l u s  been "asked 5y readers to 

dig even deepef', but then accuses those readers of being "fudcing vampires", for 

"draining the emotional Me out of [her]"(Ronai, 1996, p. 126). Seerningly bent on both 

shodllng and alienating her audience, I cannot tell if she is referring to readers of earli- 

er drafts of this article, or to readerç of her earlier work. Could she be &g me, the 

reader, a "hicking vampire" because she imagines that 1 want her to "dig deeper"? To 

the contrary 1 want her to explain why she is both digging at herself and digging at me. 

Ln the absence of any explmation, I take a step away and begin to disengage h m  her 

drama in order to proted myself. 

Midway through the article, however, after much disdosure and after drawing 

several needlessly shocking, (and, I might venture, flawed) analogies, for example: 

"Gying was not allowed at home. When it occurred, it was handled much like mashir- 

bation-you do it in private and hope you don't get caught," the author wams us, "I 

look at what 1 just wrote. AU of it is tnie, yet I haven't told you the wont of it"(Ronai, 

1996, pp. 116-117). 

At this point, as a reader 1 have a choice: 1 brace myself for more of the same, or 

worse, (and yes it does get worse), or I stop reading and take the diance that even more 

information is not gohg to M e r  my knowledge of either the author's situation or 

the area of inquiry. Forging ahead it is no surprise when on the second to last page 

Ronai tells us that: 

There is no answer, no h a 1  h t h  to this conundrum [the mixture of love and 

hate she feels toward her mother]-only ambivalence. 1 feel as if 1 lïve in the 



margh, waiting for this feeling to settle into something else, to transform, or to 

transcend. But there is no resolution, at least not yet. Try as 1 may, 1 cannot work 

it all out. 1 m o t  label everything neatly and explain it to you, the reader, 

wrapped up in a neat, bundled condusion. (p. 129) 

"Neat bundled conclusion?" 1 ask. C I h t  reader expects "neat bundlesf' to emerge out 

of the telLing of trauma? Does anyone r e d y  expect that the author will mer "work it all 

out"? But by now 1 can't dircern whether R m i  is seious or v:hether her tom is 

patronking and her words edged 14th sarcasm. 

As a reader 1 do expect some reward (in the form of new undestanding or 

knowledge) for wading through this type of material. Not "nea t bundles" surely, but 

some sense of why this information is important and why it needed to be told in the 

context of a personal history narrative as social science research. As Neil Postman, a 

contemporary cultural anthropologist points out. .."there is no more fundamental 

requirement of a knowledge medium than that it make dear why we are being given 

information. If we do not know that, we know nothing worth knowing"(Postman, 

1999, p. 94). 

While Ronai tells us about the personal toll the process of this telling haç taken, 

the purpose of going through such horror, and of s h a ~ g  the information itself 

remains unclear. in conclusion she writes: 

I am being forced to unravel an emotional knot in my gut to finish this. My 

heart is racing, my hand trernbling, my limbs limp. 1 can feel my center dissi- 

pate, bleeding outward, as if entropy will catch me up in its flow and I wili fail 

to be. 1 despise feeling like this-vulnerable, scared, a little out of 

control.. . (Ronai, 1996 p. 126) 

Reading this 1 am left with conflicting feelings. While 1 am annoyed that Ronai 

does not seem to care that 1, too, am left feeling exhausted and disturbed by her story, I 

also feel pity for this miserable person. Listening to Rond stoq, 1 am reminded of my 

training as a therapist Perhaps, 1 thuik, I should offer her my card. 



In fact, were I to listen to Ronai's story in a therapeutic context I would likely 

experience her telling as overdisclosure, that is, a t e k g  of too much too fast, without 

congruent emotion or contextual grounding. The overdisdosing client is often testing 

the therapist (can she hear my wont and stand it? Wi she be able to stay with me in 

my pain?) In my experience overdisclosure is not only non-productive, it c m  often 

make a person feel worse. 

4 s  a clinician I wodd tr). and E!OW the p c e s s  do~4.m, rcay d o w ~ ,  so that t\e sto- 

ryteiler codd feel her feelings and begin the slow process of digesting them. (1 would 

also be hoping to spare her the attendant feelings of shame overdisclosure often pre- 

apitates.) Hopefully over tirne, a lot of time, she might experience some shift, some 

self-acceptance, as a result of her adult perspective on diildhood trauma. In this way 

ciifficuit experiences can be transformed, information about the self can becorne per- 

sonal knowledge, and healing cm begin to occur. 

But in my current role as reader, in my position as a member of the research 

community, what am I left with after I tum the last page? bloreover, what is Rom' left 

with? \mat personal or professional purpose has this telling served for her? While self 

study or personal history research methods often have a cathartic or even therapeutic 

value for the author, in my understanding the primary purpose of writing and then 

publishing a personal history research account is not therapeutic. It has more to do 

with the pursuit of understanding the self in order to further knowledge in the particu- 

lar area in whidi the inquiry is situated. 

Ço when is it useful to ask a research audience to bear witness to trauma? Can 

the academic reader be expeded to know how to process this information? Or is it nec- 

essary or appropriate to ask he or she to develop these ski&? 

My resistance to this type of disdosure of personal experience does not corne 

£rom fear or pmdishness, or front a set of d e s  about propemess (for exarnple: four let- 

ter words should not find their way h t o  academic discourse). To the contrary I seek 

out personal history research accounts that explore diffidt issues and that push previ- 



ously established boundaries about acadernic discourse and representational forrns 

(Finley & Knowles, 1995; Richardson, 1996 ; Sadcs, 1999). Further, in my work as a 

therapist, 1 have considerable experience and expertise in witnessing and working with 

trauma. 1 also know trauma personally. It is more that th is  type of tvriting reminds me 

of my own commitment to remain self conscious about my life and work and how 

they might i n t e m e  as researdi. 

Per-kps it is &O a natter of personal taste, or svle in persond Mstorq- story- 

telhg. I like metaphor and mystery: 1 know that given the choice I would prefer to 

look at a loosely dothed body in candlelight than at a nude one under fluorescent 

lighting. Accordingly, 1 have chosen to keep my own stones dothed, not in order to 

hide from, or to protect the reader, but to offer you a choice. You c m  look for the shad- 

ow of the pidure not taken, the words left unsaid, or you can hun the page and move 

on. M e r  dl, it is in the light of the sun that contrast-produchg shadows, not imrnedi- 

a teIy apparent, become visible (Ka thy Min tas, Feb. IO, 2000, personal communication) . 

Lawrence-Lightfoot (1994) agrees tha t disdosure in research storytelling should 

be a delicate process not a jarring striptease. In her experience storytelling is motivat- 

ing to research participants when mernories are transformed through the telling. Other 

mernories are most enlivening and empowering simply by not being told: 

Part of what makes it possible for people to keep pushing foward is the selec- 

tion of what gets remembered and revealed, the smoothing over of rough edges, 

the denial of pain, the making of coherence out of chaos, the humor that masks 

the trauma. In reconstruaing life stories there are always things left unsaid, 

secrets untold or repressed, skeletons kept doseted. There is in good story- 

tehg ,  then, the aitical element of restraint and the discipline of disdosure. 

Even in the most textured stories, mys teries will always remain. 

(Lawrence-Lightfoot, 1994, p.6 12-613) 

When personal experience methods push previously held boundaries of disdosure and 

exposure, it is also partidarly important, in my opinion, to remain mindful of our 



own PO ten tid vulnerability as research partiapants. 

Whiie I want to cause my research audience to sit up straight and feel stimuiat- 

ed and challenged by my work, I need, at all times to remain respectful of my reader. 1 

believe that we researdiers need to be aware of how strong our words and images can 

be. If we chooçe to present highly charged or potent prose we need to be self conscious 

and responsible about our motivation and intention. In t e h g  my stories 1 need to be 

uiin&f of 'Lheir purpose in the research context. XII other words, can I answer the 

question: "why have 1 included this detail and what does i t illustrate?" 

In retuming to my own approach to self-study, my cornmitment to treat both 

myself and my reader with care and to remain aware of the purpose of my work is 

strengthened. 1 begin to see an inquiry where "the search for goodness" will encourage 

my reader to hini the next page and look harder, not for weaknesses or Baws, but for 

çhading and depth. 



Narrative and Snapshots 

Exated by the possibilities "the search for goodness" holds for my self-study, I 

began to map out a form that will incorporate and refled my new learning. Since my 

experience of Feiiaty had led me to the reahzation that I could use "the search for 

goodness" as an approach to the study of my own Me, 1 decided to use themes that 1 

had heard in her stories, and that I could see in Feliaty's portrait, as a starting place in 

storying my own life. Ln choosing to write my narrative snapshots in "response" to 

Feliaty, 1 made a significant interpretive choice. The points of connedion and differ- 

ence 1 heard led me to render a series of narrative snapshots framed around particular 

themes. 

Turning the focus toward myself, I find it quite an educative challenge to keep 

the focus on goodness steady. How much easier it is to see the goodness in another! 

Looking at myself through Felicity's eyes helps: using the "pattern, themes and 

sources of illumination" that 1 located in her life as a starting place literally sheds light 

on my own (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Hoffman-Davis, 1997). The work of sifting through 

my stories iç qualitatively different when done from Felicity's vantage point: frequent- 

ly the light catches my eye and bright spots appear. As new images of my life begin to 

develop frorn this perspective or point of view, another aspect of my self-study 

methodology takes shape and my next steps become dear. With Felicity's "patterns, 

themes and sources of illumination" in one hand, and Mitcheil and Weber's (1998) list 

"Memory Work with Photographs" in the other, 1 dust off and open my enormous box 

of photos. 

kVhile Mitchell and Weber assure the image based researcher that "a single ph* 

tograph c m  serve as a basic tool, the "raw material" of "self study", I deâded to look 

at myself in a whole variety of poses through this new lem (MitCheil & Weber, 1998, 



p. 179). Drawing on a list of exercises and questions suggested by Mitchell and Weber 

(1998), 1 began the work of infusing the images with new Me. As a starting point they 

sugges t:: 

Consider the human subject(s) in the pho tograph. Start with a simple descrip 

tion and then write an account in which you can take up the position of the subject. In 

this part of the exercise, it is helpful to use the third person ('she', rather than 'P, for 

instance). Tu bring out the feelings associatecl rrith the photograph, you may visualize 

yourçelf as the subject you were at the moment the pidure was taken: this can be done 

in turn with aU of the photograph's human subjects, if there is more than one, and 

even with the inanimate objects in the picture. (p. 179) 

ki order to bring the imagistic sense of myself M e r  to Me, I picked up and 

arranged man% many photographs. Examining them systematically in light of the 

identified "patterns, themes and sources of illumination", 1 made several piles of 

images to re-examine, and dumped many more photos back into the box. For example, 

in the re-examine pile 1 put an old black and white photo showing the front of the 

houe where I grew up. A less then average quality shot, I am nevertheless st ruck by 

the way in which the gray grave1 of our h n t  yard is proudly featured in the pidure. 

Gazing into the photo 1 remember the feel of the rnaple keys as I tugged them out h m  

between those stones, a Saturday-in-spring chore particular to my family. 1 am sudden- 

ly rerninded that those stones were embedded in a whole political perspective my par- 

ents had about gras, about lawnmowers, about noise, about poliution "Seed, shoot, 

roof', 1 see myself bothfmm and in the "patterns". 

1 also used Barbara Panphilon's (1999) "zoom model" as an interpretive frame- 

work while considering the photos I have selected to interpret Drawing on the 

metaphor of photography her model offers a systematic method for considering per- 

spective in Life history methodology. While her use of the zoom model pertains to the 

interpretation of narrative data and does not involve adual pictures, I found her 

framework useful as a 'way of seeing' in the analysis of photos. She describes that 



The macro-zoom focuses on the soaohistorical dimension, exploring collective 

meanings as they relate to individual experience . . .the meso-zoom reveals the 

personal level of values, interpre tations and positioning.. .the mi-zoom focus- 

es on the subtleties of the telling, examining emotions and voice, whereas the 

interactional-zoom recognizes life histones as a product of a relationship 

between narrator and reseascher. (Pamphilon, 1999, p. 393) 

Appkd to self-studs when "narrator and researcher" are one, the micro-zoom 

level askç "who took the picture and how did those captured in the image feel about 

the story being told?" The interactional-zoom, on the other hand, asks how temporal 

positionali ty effeds interpretation. Using the zoom model as an aid in meaning con- 

struction 1 begin to imagine fashioning a linguistic text that will connote perspective. 

Feeling the intensity of the photos, 1 am moved to capture their resonance in words. 

Seen from a variety of perspectives, photographs cm therefore be "texts which both 

ask and tell.. xather than having them construct us in a certain way, we can use them 

to ask questions and tell new stories"(MitcheiI & Weber, 1998, p. 180). Pamphilon 

describes that: 

The visual metaphor of the ... zoom model highlights the active agency of the 

researcher photographer. As Chaplin (1994) has noted, photographs are not 

taken, rather they are made. The photographer selects the subject taken, chooses 

the type of shot (e.g., angle and light), and constructs the image for a particuiar 

purpose. This overtly recognizes the mearcher/ photographer's active involve- 

ment in the generation and selection of data. The visual metaphor reminds us, 

as researchers, of the düference between lwking and seeing, in that " 'lookingf 

preserves the ontological separation of being into viewer and viewed [whilçt] 

'seeing' on the O ther hand beguis the pmject of traversing the gap . . .preparing 

for the possibility that the subject's action arises out of the ground of meaning 

(Deveraux, 1995, pp.70-71). We are thus invited to become cocreators of mean- 

hg. (Pamphilon, 1999, p. 395) 



1 also take artistic license with the photos in whatever way serves my purpose. 

As Mitchell and Weber assure us: "We . . .don? have to accept out photographs just as 

they are. By crimmuig excess baggage and non-essential elernents, we can get rid of 

images we don? want (Mitchell & Weber, 1998, p. 178). Further, we can create images 

where no actual pidures exist. Putting material from the mind's eye to paper, a series 

of narrative snapshots begins to emerge. 

1 refer to my self-study sections (see pp. 65-79) as "narrative snapshots" for a 

variety of reasons. First, in combining the word "snapshot" with narrative, I hope to 

set up a different sort of "reading" experience. The metaphor of the snapshot, also of 

course drawn h m  the field of photography, is intended to serve this purpose. 

Snapshots are candid moments; fragments framed by a lem turned swiftly on a partic- 

ular moment in tirne. 'Rte hunied quality of the pi- (snapshots are rarely carefully 

composed), meam that the focus might not be dear. It might be necessary to squint 

your eye, or tum the picture to a diflerent angle, or look at it in a different light in 

order to begin to see whafs there. Details might show up in the finished hame that 

you didn't exped to be there (the badc of someone's head; part of an unknown dog's 

tail), or conversely, the images that emerge in the background might overshadow the 

intentional focus of the picture. Further, through "snapshots" or pichues, it is perhaps 

easier to recognize to "see" who was left out of the frame or sliced with a scissors out 

of the pimire after it was developed. ("That must have been her father that she cut out 

of that group.. . 1 doubt if he took the pidue.. . because, look there in the corner is part 

of a grown man's shoe.. .I bet that was him, and that shoe-it got left behind"). The 

frequmcy and choice of images captwd in the foreground, ("Her mother keeps 

appearing in so many shots, at different ages, in so many different outfits, with differ- 

ent shoes, sometimes wtth makeup, sometimes without; with so many different people 

and su many different expressions.. .), resonates with significance. 

When we like a snapshot we usuaIly a f f u c  it to the h n t  of our hidge with a 

Clal 



magnet or ta& it to a bulletin board. Months later, the edges wom, the corners tumed 

and the colour faded, we remove it frorn ifs temporary spot and put it irtto a shoe box 

labeled "photo album". Ifs likely though that when the album actually gets put 

together the wom snapshot will r e m  to the shoebox, discarded in favor of framed 

and finished, more "complete" pictures that contribute to the narrative thread of the 

photo album. My self s tudy is intended to read like the snapshots in the shoebox: 

*&,i.d fogether they f o m  a composite of rvho I ;in. Ushg series of images, a m- 

rative containing themes of experience beginç to emerge. 

Perhaps though with ail this taik of images, of snapshots, you have become con- 

fused and want to flip back to the sections 1 am discussing, looking for actual pidures. 

1 assure you that they are (still) not here. Let me danfy. My discussion refen to both 

the literal and figurative use of images, to actunl snapshots and to words read 

metaphorically as snapshots. In other words, speaking epistemologically, 1 have used 

images as phenornenon. Leafing through my actual shoebox, I asked myself real ques- 

tions (listed above) about real snapshots. I have also used images as method. 

Interpreting the images by making choices about irtdusion and exclusion or fore- 

ground and- background, I remake them in the construction of new knowledge. Findy, 

1 use images metaphorically a s  a mode of storytelling; that is 1 ask you to "read" my 

words, as "narrative snapshots". 



Information, Knowledge and Wisdom 

There is a paradox in this work The more we hear Me's resonances, the 
more we recognize the silences. The more we reveal the iife portraits, the 
more we appreaate the ernpty spaces on the canvas* 
(Lawrence- Lightfoot, 1994, p. 612-13) 

I am well aware that my namative snapshots are short of facts, of information or 

content in the traditional seme. To the reader, who finds frustration in the type of sense 

making I am inviting, 1 apologize, (1 hope you will be interesteci enough to try a "re- 

reading"). To the reader, who is overwhelmingly curious about details about my Me 1 

fail to indude, 1 apologize, (1 hope you wiil use your imagination to fiu in the blanks 

yourself). To the reader who wants those facts, in order, 1 apologize-(1 hope you r d  

develop your own chronology). 

In making dioices about which snapshots to frame on the page, I remained 

muicifd of the question that I began to consider in my examination of Ronai's work: 

"What is information and how much of it do people need?" (Postman, 1999, p. 91). 

Neil Postman, argues that we as a society are inundated by massive quantities of 

meaningless information. Postman believes that information needs to be put "in its 

place, to give i t a usefd epistemological hame"(Pos tman, 1999, p.90). 'Worma tion," 

he suggests: 

consists of statements about the facts of the world. There are, of course, an 

uncountable number of facts in the world. Facts are transformed into informa- 

tion only when we take note of them and speak of them.. .or write about them. 

By this definition, fa& m o t  be wrong. They are what they are. Statements 

about facts-that is information, can be wrong, and often are. (p. 91) 

Tuming this reasoning toward the facts of my Me, (particulatly the "uncount- 

able number of facts" about my life that 1 have chosen to leave out), you can begin to 

see the risks uiherent in transforming facts into information by making statements 

[W 



about them. (1 learned to swim before 1 could walk; 1 am the younger of two adopted 

children; I am the diild of a "mixed" marriage). What meam do you have at your dis- 

posa1 to assess these as statements about the facts of my life? Compared to the presen- 

tationd style of the majoriy of my narrative snapshots, these statements certainly 

"read" more like information, but does that make them easier to decipher as tme or 

false, uçeful or emneous? How mu& do we accept information for information's sake 

simply because we are cunditioned to expect it, lots of it, delivered in predidable 

forms? Does information alone really contribute to our understanding, or knowledge 

about things? 

Postman (1999) suggests that information that refers only to itself, or, put anoth- 

er way, information that is shared ody for the sake of the telling, fails to faolitate 

understanding or contribu te to the production of knowledge. He defines knowledge 

as: 

ûrganized information-information that is embedded in some context; infor- 

mation that has a purpose, that leads one to seek &er information in order to 

understand something about the world. Wi thout organized information, we 

may know something of the world, but very little about it. When one has knowl- 

edge, one knows how to relate information to one's life, and espeaally, knows 

when information is irrrelevant. (p.93) 

Knowledge, Postman argues, concem the   bec au se"^ of things. We used to be 

able to rely on social institutions: churches, schools and families for example, to help 

us get at the knowledge produchg '%ecause"s thtough background, opinion and his- 

torical context All too frequently, he laments, in our information-addicted world, we 

stop at "and": this happened, and then that happened, and then that happened, and 

never get to "because". 

In avoiding this information laden approach to the shidy of my own lifeI in 

looking for experiences that might suggest the   bec au se"^, 1 am required to think 

deeply and differently about my experience. In order to avoid the meaningless flow of: 



this happened and then that happened, and then he, and then she, I intermpt the infor- 

mation chronology and begin to look at the "facts" h m  a different perçpective. 

Leaving the local and specialized knowledge of my own experience, 1 see myself far 

more dearly from another point of view. Looking through the rose coloured glasses of 

Felicity's experience, my horizons are expanded. From this vantage point, my self- 

knowledge can be transformed. As Lawrence-Lightfoot (1994), in discussing the goals 

of Me histor; research explains? "our sern\ is not for a rendering of objective hith or 

replicable evidence, but for the reconstruction and reinterpretation of experience, 

which cm indude perspective taking, projedion, dis tortion and fantasy" (Lawrence- 

Lightfoot, p. 612). 

Perspective, Postman suggests, is where wisdom begins. He defines wisdom as 

"the capacity to know what body of knowledge is relevant to the solution of sigxuficant 

problerns"(Postman, 1999, p. 95). Wisdom is not knowing the answers, it is "knorving 

what questions to ask about knowledge"(Postman, 1999, p. 95). To be useful, for wis- 

dom to be serviceable and practical, those questions must "corne from a world other 

than the world h m  which the knowledge comes"(Postmm, 1999, p. 96). As an exam- 

ple Postman cites the discussion in the media about the gulf war. What is the purpose, 

he askç, in asking people involved in war (militas, personnel like geneds), to talk 

about war? Why is it that "no artists were inte~ewed-no historians, no novelists, no 

theologians, no schoolteachers, no doctors?"(Postman, 1999, p. 97) He aptly points out 

that: "One cm have a great deal of knowledge about the world but entireIy lack wis- 

dom"(Postman, 1999, p. 97). For wisdom to develop, other points of view, other per- 

spectives are required: 

Knowledge. ..is only organized information. It is self-containedf confined to a 

single çystem of information about the world.. ..k(nowledge cannot judge itselt 

Knowledge must be judged by other knowledge, and therein lies the essence of 

wisdom. (Postman, 1999, p. 95). 



In Postman's opinion: 

we Iive now in a world of too rnuch information, confusing spetialized knowl- 

edge, and too Little wisdom.. ..The problem to be solved in the twenty-firçt cen- 

tury is not how to mme information, not the engineering of information. ÇVe 

solved that problem long ago. The problem is how to transform information 

into knowledge, and how to trançform knowledge into wisdom 

(Postman, 1999, p. 98). 

Drawing on Postman's (1 999) distinction between information, knowledge and 

wisdom to explain the paucity of information containeci in my narrative snapshots, 1 

hope you can begin to see my attempts to "transform information uito 

knowledge.. .[and to] transform knowledge into wisdom"(Postman, 1999, p. 98). 

In the following section, which is also about methodology, 1 take a step badc 

toward the beguining of my research process and revisit the methodological frame- 

work that I outlined in my research proposal. In taking a aitical perspective on my 

methodology I use my own research experience to demonstrate how information 

becomes knowledge through practice. I outline the understandings that 1 have corne to 

about arts infomed life history methodology and discuss my own identity develop 

ment as a researdier. As evidenced in changes in my language and tone, with experi- 

ence and perspective methodological wisdom can begin to emerge. 



Methodology 



To write vulnerably is to open a 
Pandora's box. Who can say 
what will corne flying out? 
(Behar, 1996, p. 19) 

Plate i 



Remember "Pleasmtville"? One of the significant eventç that precipitates the 

unraveling of the neat and tidy black and white world of PleasantviUe, occurs when 

Bud brings Bill (the soda jerk who is discovering himself as an artist), a book on art. 

Flipping through the large hard bound book med with colour illustrations of paint- 

ings by Renoir, Monet, and Picasso, Bill açks Bud "Where am 1 going to see colours like 

that? They murt be awful lut.! to see colo~rs like List I Set eLey don? h r v  how 

lu* they are". 

What Bill discovers is that the ability to see teduiicolour is stirred by a passion 

that cornes h m  withlli. When he and Bud stay up all night painting a mural of a tech- 

nicolour Pleasantville on the w d s  of the police station, the images they depict, such as 

lover's lane and winged books, reflect the diversity of the passions beginning to cap 

ture the hearts of the people of PleasanMe. When they are arrested and diarged with 

"the intentional use of prohibited paint colours, in violation of the Pleasanbille code of 

condud and the laws of common decency", they are asked to admit to "willfdy and 

consciously using the forbidden paint colours". "Red, pink, vermilion, puce, char- 

treuse, umber, blue, aqua, oxblood, greenf peach, aimson, yellow, olive, and magenta", 

as the town mayor lists off the offending colourç, we, the films audience, join with the 

people of PleasanWe in marveling at the absurd lengths people in positions of p o w r  

will go to in order to preserve the status quo. 

Toward the end of the film, the town mayor, in consultation with some of 'the 

old boys' ( induhg Bud's father), presents the people of Pleasanbde with a code of 

conduct. Looking beyond the benign "first prinapIes" of behaving in a "courteous and 

Pleasanf' manner, the code of conduct is a recipe of niles intended to cuttail passion, 

self expression, relationship and change of any kind. 

In the following section 1 present the methodological hamework that I outlined 

in my thesis proposal, as written, pretisely in order to critique i t  While 1 feel forninate 

to have been subjected to other innuences (I was shown that hard b o n d  book on art, 



as it were), that helped me to move beyond it, looking at what 1 wrote (even though 

parts make me wince), is a useful starting place in coming to understand the method- 

ological constraints 1 moved beyond. 1 quote and counterpoint my own methodologi- 

cal 'recipe' with the Pleasantville code of conduct in order to highlight the absurdity of 

proceeding with a "study of human lives" as if I were baking a cake in black and white 

(Cole & Knowles, forthconùng, 2000). 



Data Collection Methods 

The Interviews 

The particuiar toois that 1 wiU be using to collect data will be partiapant 

observation, document analysis and in-depth inte~ewing.  These methods are 

typically assoaated with life history research (Cole,1991; Measor & Sikes, 1992). 

In this section 1 will detail the mediania of accessing and apprehending knowl- 

edge about the phenornenon using each of these methods. Further, 1 w i l l  explore 

some of the issues assoaated with th& use in my pmject. 

". . .The a l y  permissible pain t colours shnll be black, white or gray despite the recm t rnailabili - 

ty of certain altemutmes.. . II  

Central to most life history research is the Me history interview. The Me 

history interview is a collaborative process characterized by an in-depth conver- 

sation between the research participant and the researcher (Cole, 1991,1994). 

Usually each participant will engage in several such interviews spaced over the 

course of a few weeks. As Cole (1991) explains, this spacing is aucial in order to 

accommodate the interpretive process that is the comerstone of life history 

research. Mer  the k t  interview, the taped material m u t  be hanscribed and 

delivered to the participant for review. The second i n t e ~ e w  pi& up the 

threads of the b t ,  but also occurs in the interpretive light of that fùst interview. 

As Cole describes, "life-history i n t e ~ e w s  are cumulative, each one filling in a 

larger section of the puzzle" (Cole, 1991, p.203). 

". . .A21 e h t a n j  and high school cum*mlutn shall teach the non changes oiew of his - 
tory, emphasking con finuity mer alteration.. . " 



In the life history interview pre-formulated questions are not of central 

importance. Instead, a series of open-ended questions is used as a guide, but 

they are intended only as a spring board into the area of inquiry. (see the appen- 

dix for my i n t e ~ e w  guide). Life history questions are questions without defini- 

tive answers that usudy lead to more questions. They are "intended to elicit 

information that wfl assist in developing a contextualized understanding of 

human phenomcna md experience, that is, urdersbanduig of phenornena i f l u -  

enced by a cornplex array of historical, political, societal, institutional, and per- 

sonal Qrcumstances (Cole, 1994, p.3). 

h'hile Life history i n t e ~ e w i n g  may appear similar to life story work, the 

quality of the life history interview differs from iife story in significant ways. In 

life story, the researcher acts more as a collecter of information that pre-existç 

the interview, and needs only to be recorded (Cole, 1991). Ln Me history work 

the "story" does not exist a prion to the i n t e ~ e w  situation, but is generated 

through the interactive process of listening and telling. For these reasons, in iife 

history the reseatcher's pemn plays a partidarly important role in the inter- 

view process, and continued awareness of his/ her subjectivity is essential. 

In the qualitative research methodology literature there is agreement that 

the most important factor in the interview is the quality of the relationship 

between researcher and research participant (Cole,1991,1994; Edwards, 1993; 

Measor, 1985; Yow, 1994). When meaning is believed to be made intersubjective- 

ly, the quality of the intersubjective experience directly impacts the meanings 

produced. Simply put, a good relationçhip is likely to get good results-as 

measured by the quantity and quality of material generated in the in te~ew.  A 

researdi partiapant who is uncornfortable or undear about the research pmject, 

or the researcher's intentions, is unlikeiy to have much to Say that is meaning- 

". . .Al1 citizots of Pleusanbille are to treat each 0 t h  in a courteous and Pleasant man - 



It is my intention to strive for relationships with my research participants 

that are based on mutual respect and b s t .  In my opinion, developing these 

qualities in the research relationship is a process more similar to other relation- 

ships than the literature on the subject suggests (Cole, 1991; Edwards, 1993; 

Measor, 1985; Yow, 1994). While it is a very particular type of soaal construction, 

researdi is still, after all, Me. As in all human exchange, it is necessary in the 

researdi relationship to be self aware, honest, considerate, carhg and straight- 

forward. If the researcher's "real Me" relationships art not characterized by 

these qualities, it is Iikely to be more diffidt for him or her to develop them 

with research partiapants. 

". . . The o n 4  pennissible recorded music shall be the follutuing: Iohnny Mathis, Pemj 

Como, [ack iones, the marches of John Philip Souza, or the Star Spangled Banner. ln no ment 

shall any music be tolerated thnt zs not of a temperate or plensant mture ... " 

The research relationship fin& its pnimary diaerence h m  other relation- 

ship f o m  in the degree of responsibility the researcher takes for the relation- 

ship. Since the researcher's person effeds the course of the inquiry to such a 

great degree, the researcher's self responsibility for the hdion ing  of them- 

selves as a kind of "research instrument" is critical. Paradoxically, the researcher 

must remember that while he/she is striving for mutuafi&, the research d e  

makes the researcher in some way more responsible for insuring relationship 

weU being. After all, it is through our research that we are invithg partiapants 

to be in relationship with us. 

Another distinguishing feature of the research relationship has to do with 

time and expectations. The researdi relationship is not casual; it is a relationship 

with a purpose, which is of course different h m  many other S.pes of interper- 

sonal connection. When successful, the researdi relationship is likely to follow a 

kind of fast-tracked evolutionary p a k  it will go deeper faster, and finish more 

quiddy than most relatiomhips that have attained that level of intimaq. If the 
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researcher and participant are up front and mindful of their expectations, and 

are cornfortable with this notion of purposehl relationship, then it is l e s  likely 

that feelings will be hurt. 

"...No bedframe or mattress may be sold measrlring more than thirty-eight inches wide.. . " 

Whüe much has been written on the nsks assoaated with developing too dose 

a relationship with research participants, 1 believe that the risks assoaated with 

not developing a dose enough relationship are far pater .  Further, my experi- 

ence as a counsellor tells me that it is quite possible to go in deep with a person, 

and s ü l i  remain mindfd of boundaries. 

Finally, 1 will also give consideration to the location of the interviews. For 

a horticultural therapist in partidar, the choice of indoors or outside, out in the 

greenhouse, or in the office, is likely to make a very real &£ference to the inter- 

view. If my experience is at al l  shared by other participants, 1 suspect that, for 

people who are involved with plants, the tirne of year will also affect the quality 

(and perhaps the content) of responses. An i n t e ~ e w  conducted indoors on a 

snowy January day, will, I imagine, be very different from one that is c d e d  out 

in the participant's garden on the day in May when her irises are blooming. 

". . . There shall be no public sale of umbrelk or preparation fer inckment weather of 

nny kind . . . " 

1 intend to remain mindfd of these factors when 1 schedule the inter- 

views. 1 hope that scheduling requirements wiU d o w  for some variation in both 

locale and season. 



Partici~ant Observation 

Partiapant observation w u  give me the experiential opporhmity to get 

in touch with the phenomenon of my inquiry. By adually "getting out there" 

into the real world of my partiapant's experience, 1 will gain a sense of both the 

context of his/her professional practice, and the interaction patterns within that 

system. Further/ participant observation will allow access to the non-verbal text 

of my participanfs experience. To actually be with a participant in his or her 

workplace garden will provide me with ontological knowledge of who they are. 

Data collection in this instance will involve a sensud and emotional knowing of 

the phenomenon For these rasons it seems to me that participant observation, 

if  handled carefully, haç the potentiai to add another layer of breadth to my 

unders tanding of the phenomenon. 

In my opinion, "proceeding carefully" means being clear with rnyself and 

with my participants about my reasons for wanting to engage in participant 

observation 1 need to assure participants that I will not be coming to their 

workplace in order to judge them or their work; but rather to bring their work to 

life in my own mind. It is essential that I remain  min^ of this intention and 

actually follow through with it both when 1 am in the situation, and aftenvards. 

This indudes my handling of the data in the interpretive phase of the project, 

and in its £irtd presentational fom. By doing my best to remove the evaluative 

overtones that participant observation sometimes contains, 1 hope to put my 

participants at ease with th process. 

"...The area commonly knaon us hm's lane as wefl as the Pieasanbille Public Library shall 

be closed until firther notice.. . " 

For these reasons, 1 intend to carefully negotiate issues associated with 



participant obsemation with the amial partiapants. 1 need to ask them if they 

are cornfortable with me coming to their workplace, and if so, when do they 

want me there, and when do they not want me there? For instance, a participant 

might be able to imagine me observing a group that they lead, but see my 

obsenration of an individual session as out of the question In asking partici- 

pants to consider this issue 1 intend to aduiowledge that 1 will impact on situa- 

tions, and in many ways hc a partiapant th~ougl: my ;r-i p ~ ~ s ~ s i c e .  I i~-ill t&e the 

lead horn participants in my study about how active or passive to be in these 

situations. If they want me to help out and it seems appropriate to do so, I will 

be obliging. It would seem ridiculous (and dishonest) for me to hide the fact 

that I love gardening and that I love being active. Further, working alongside a 

partiapant will literaliy bring the phenornenon that is the focus of this inquj, 

to Me. 

with a 

It could also be fun-particularly 

partiapant and his / her dients. 

In this enterprise, as in all others 

if it involved working in the garden 

assoaated with the projed, 1 will 

remain aware of who 1 am, what impressions 1 might give, what 1 am doing in 

the situation, and what my boundaries are. I will try to "be myseif", while man- 

aging the impressions that 1 give (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992, p. 58). To me the 

waming that Glesne and Peshkin offer about the researcherfs degree of partia- 

pation makes common sense. They recommend that the researcher "partiapate, 

but in a way that does not get you inextricably incorporateci in a setting's ongo- 

h g  affairs" (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992, p. 57). 

" . . . Al1 c i t i z m  of PIeman t z l e  are to treat ench other in a courteous and Pleasan t man - 

When 1 enter a situation as a participant observer, 1 will introduce myself 

and briefly expiain why 1 am there. 1 will then ask i f  anyone minds if 1 take 

notes. Ideally, in documenüng my experiertce as a participant observer, I will 

follow Woods (1986) technique of recordhg "field notes", and "reflections and 
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extra information" on either side of a large notebook (p. 45). 1 hope to provide 

sufficient detail so that when 1 go badc over my notes I ttill be able to paint a 

full pidure of what I saw, and how 1 felt, when 1 was actually at the research 

site. 

Documents 

It is particularly important to remain mindful of the epistemological underpin- 

nings of the research project when using documents. Consistent with my epiçte- 

mology is the belief that documents should be used as a knowledge enhancing 

agent, to assist the researcher in developing his/ her understanding of the pile- 

nomena h m  a different perspective. \Vhile the term "document" has an unfor- 

tunate association with the word evidence, in my opinion documents shodd not 

be used to prove or disprove, but to add another layer of understanding to the 

inquiry. Further, it is always important to explain why you are interesteci in, or 

using a document. As Peter Wmds (1996) suggests, in qualitative research docu- 

ments have no inhinsic value: "while they might in themselves convey useful 

information, they always have to be contextualized within the circumstances of 

their constniction"(p. 90). Since the research for this project will be conducted 

under the assumption that knowledge is multipenpectival, it follows that 1 will 

be adively seeking different sources of information about the phenomena. 

Woods categorizes documents into the three main areas of "ofiaal docu- 

ments, personal documents and questiomaires". While 1 exped not to be using 

questionnaires (in that they tend to be a more dosed information gathering 

method), I do hope to use both official and personal documents. Drawing £rom 

a list made by Woods (1986), these might indude : "tirnetables, minutes of meet- 

ings, planning papers, newspapers or joumals, nles and çtatistics, notice boards, 

exhibitions, official letters, and photographs" (Woods, 1986, p. 90). If I am suc- 



cessfd in ggaining access to them, 1 w d l  alço consider documents (such as 

leaflets, program descriptions or evaluations), that were produced by others 

associated with the program. 

" . . . The only pennissible recorded music shall be the fol lawing: Iohnny hhthis, Peny  Como, 

Iack [ones, the marches of lohn Philip Souzn, or the Star Spangled Banner. In no ment shall 

any music be tolerated that is not of a temperate or pleasant mture.. . " 

Further, with the help of my research participants it is my intention to 

establish a working definition of the term "documents" that constitutes its 

meanhg more broadly. 1 hope that this process will result in the inclusion of 

documents that are more particular to the work of horticultural therapistç. For 

instance: seed catalogues, garden journals, plantirtg schedules, garden plans, 

watering rosters, gardening magazines, drawings and sketches, and doud 

charts could all be constituted as documents for the purposes of this inquiry. To 

take it a step further, the research partiapants may want to use particular plants 

as documents. 1 see it as quite plausible that in this forum plants could provide 

"useful ways in to more detailed qualitative work"(Woods, 1986, p. 92). 

Understanding from the perspective of a horticultural therapist where a plant 

came hm, and how it was constructed (sdally rather than organically), codd 

provide valuable insight. In my opinion, collections of plants, Like "coUections of 

documents can hold the key to analysis of whole areas of social 

interaction"(Woods, 1986, p. 94). For this reason a partiapanfs garden in of 

itself might become a document 

Documents can also be used for th& evocative quality. As Woods sug- 

gests, "in the construction of life histories, officia1 documents relating to certain 

episodes can be a useful spur to memory"(Woods, 1986, p. 94). Used in this way, 

documents c m  facilitate a more sensuous knotvuig of a phenornem. For the 

horticultural therapist, a parüdar smeli, a particular texture, a dried flower 

pressed in a book, or a dead plant might all have resonance meaningful to the 
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inquiry. 1 will invite my participants to £ k t  choose, and then guide me through 

documents that they select as significant. Together we will explore their mean- 

ing as it pertains to the area of investigation. 

As 1 ientioned earlier, it is my intention to take part in the research in 

the capaaty of a participant. In m g  the dual role of researcher and partia- 

pant there are a number of issues to consider. I will explore some of these issues 

and explain why 1 have chosen to situate myself as a participant, and w d I  out- 

line my approach to the rnechanics of self study. 

".. .The only pmissb le  paint colours shall be blnck, white or gray despite the recently mail - 
ability of certain ~Itemtives. . . " 

1 have already discussed the importance of situating the self in qualita- 

tive researdi, and the researchers need to remain vigilante about his/ her subjec- 

tivity at every stage as the inquj. progresses. Situating myself as a participant 

in the study takes this commitrnent a step M e r ;  it WU enable me to be reflex- 

ive in both roles-researcher and participant. I am not, however, interested in 

using my own experience as the only referent in the inquiry. htead, 1 am inter- 

ested in where my own experience beginning a horticultural therapy program 

in an agency setting fits with those who are doing similar work. Whiie my 

research will have a heuristic quality, methodologically it is not a heuristic 

inquiry (Moustakas, 1990). For the purposes of this inquiry, Me history is a more 

appropriate me thodological fit. 

1 hope that my professional practice experience viewed h m  a Me history 

perspective wül be useful to me and to others engaged in professional develop 

ment For myself, participation in the study wili extend the persona1 / profes- 



sional development work 1 already do. Like Cole and Knowles, 1 "see this kind 

of work-the interpretation of practice within the context of one's life-as an 

ongoing autobiographical project" (Cole & Knowles, 1994, p. 141). 

The placement of my self study with reference to the other participant 

interviews wiU have a number of ramifications, the most important of which 1 

believe has to do with my experience as a participant. While 1 have not resolved 

the issue of where to fit myself in to the interview schedde, it is my inclination 

at this point to do my seü study first. This will allow me to draw on my experi- 

ence as a partiapant when 1 approach the other interviews. 1 can't help but 

think that the experience will make me a more sensitive interviewer; further, it 

will likely aiert me to issues concerning rnechanics, procedure and content. As 

Hunt (1987) suggests, becoming a participant in your own researdi project is a 

very valuable source of feedback for tunuig in to whatever methods are used (p. 

118). Cole's (1994) experience confirms that doing Iife history is dif€erent in the- 

o r -  than in practice. 

1 am looking forward to the experience of being the research "other" for a 

number of reasons (Cole' 1994). First and foremost 1 believe that it will lend an 

authenticity to my work throughout the project, particularly with the partici- 

pants, that I don't believe can be adiieved any other way (Cole, 1994). Second, 1 

expect that engaguig in the researdi at an experiential level will be humbling: 

through the pmess of self study 1 will be on the ground with the other partici- 

pants. And finally' having read so much about research in theory, 1 too want to 

put myselfinto practice and actually see what it feels like to l'be the 

researched"(Cole, 1994, p.5). 

I am not naive to the complex ethical and political issues associated with 

self study. Cole and Knowles (1995) ask a very useful series of questions that 

pertain to these issues that 1 intend to remain mindful of throughout the 

process. In partidar, 1 must ask myself "how will participation in this kind of 
[W 



inquiry be viewed by others in the university community?"(Cole & Knowles, 

1995, p. 146). Mter all, 1 will be submitting my self study as part of my doctoral 

dissertation to an institution that 1 hope will at some point, be granting me a 

degree. Further, what about myseIf do 1 feel comfortable about sharing, and 

with whom? This list must indude my supervisor and cornmittee, and the aca- 

demic community in general. (McIntyre, 1996, pp. 1827) 

". . . the only pmiss ib le  paint colo~irs shall be black, white or gray despite the recent aoailability 

of certain alternatives.. . " 

1 can hear the foreword and backward movement characteristic of most identity 

development processes in this text. For example, in one moment 1 am referrhg to the 

"medianics of accessing and apprehending knowledge", and in the next 1 am talking 

about "the sensuous knowing of phenornenon". I seem at once to be doing one thing, 

while reachhg for another. 

Whüe aspeds of my original methodological hamework are still useful and 

good, and reflect the work that 1 adually did, the underiying metaphor guiding the 

methodology altered fundamentally during the research process. Angela Packwood 

and Pat Sikes (1996) point out that "the ideologies that shape and frame the researdi 

are reflected in the metaphors we use to conceptualize the pru~ess'~(Packwood br Sikes, 

1996, p. 336). That these "underlying metaphors are not always evident in the £inal 

product", or that we fail to abandon them when they are no longer serving our 

research process, Packwood and Sikes attribute to the vulnerability of the reseitrrher 

Padcwood & Sikes, 1996, p. 336). 

Approaching my methodological hamework as a postmodem text allows me to 

deconstruct it. My identity development as a researdier is apparent in my ability to 

satirize myself. Simply put, it shows that I have le& something. I have gained 

experience and perspective. Fmm my new vantage point I can look back and laugh. 
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While I see this capacity and the growth it reflects as a fundamentally good h g ,  

there are risks assoaated nlth laying it bare. Taught to put our best foot foreword: 

It takes a lot of courage to deade that we do want to change the accepted 

metaphor of Research as Recipe to one that is personally as well as professionally 

meaningfd. This is because there is considerable pressure to engage in positive 

presentation of self to the potential audience as a proper, scientific mearcher. 

The desite to change does depend, of course, on there Seing an alternative (or 

alternatives) to the dominant positivistic researdi ideology. But adopting an 

alternative w leave us in a veq  wlnerable position-both personally and pro- 

fessionally. The underlying question we have to answer through our texts is: 

what do we most trust as the arbiter of what is right and what is self-reflective 

knowledge, practical reasoning, or traditional authority? (Padcwood & Sikes, 

1996, p. 336) 

Alternatives to the traditional Me history methodological frmework I had 

mapped out made themselves available to me in a variety of ways. The most signifi- 

cant of these, as 1 describe in chapter one, were relational. Through colourful connec- 

tions with particular people, 1 starteci to explore aeative alternatives. The process of 

hd ing  Feliaty led me to the first fork in the road. 



Participant Selection: 
Finding Felicity 

Onginallv my researdi was focused on the development of innovative practice, 

in particular horticul tural therapy, within institutional or agency settings. Intendmg to 

focus on program development from the vantage point of the hovative practitioner, 1 

looked for participants whose horticultural therapy work was carried out within one 

such setting. For purposes of this study 1 did not tum my attention to c o r n e l h g  prac- 

titioners who use horticultual therapy as part of their pnvate pradice. Further, since 

part of my interest centred on the praditioner's experience of developing innovative 

practice within the setting, 1 did not pursue potential participants who were hired to 

work in already estabüshed, recognized programs. 1 found leads about practitioners 

who rnight fit these aiteria through connections 1 had already established in each of 

the counsehg and cornmunity gardening networks. 

Initially 1 intended to have either two or three praditioners participate in the 

study, myself induded. 1 expected that my partiapants would have been trained or 

educated in counsehg, and would have worked in a variety of recognized treatment 

modalities including horticultural therapy. 1 imagined that my partiapants would 

think of thernselves, or c d  themselves experienced counsehg practitioners. In other 

words, they might Say: T m  a therapist 1 cnurently work in the area of horticultural 

therapy"; or, " I desmie my pradice as horticultural therapy". 1 did not intend to pur- 

sue potential participants pradicing horticdtual therapy who were originally trained 

as hortidturalists. 

At the conceptual stage of the inquiry, 1 saw this distuidion in practitioner ori- 

entation as a key issue. 1 was aware of several practitioners ~ 4 t h  backgrounds in horti- 



culture, but because they didn't have any fomal training or education in counselling 

psychology, 1 didn't think that they were suitable for my study. I had made one such 

contact that 1 was eager to engage as a participant, but 1 saw her background in horti- 

culture as a stumbling block. As a counsehg student doing my dissertation, it seemed 

aitical to locate partitipants who came to the practice of horticultural therapy with a 

background similar to my o m .  Other experienced counselling practitioners, 1 thought, 

codd best broaden n y  0v.m understanding about the deïeloprnent of h~ot~at ive  prac- 

tice . 

But 1 couldn't seem to let go of that one potential partiapant and move on. 1 

started to question myself more carefully. 1 was dying to work with her, so what was 

stopping me from inviting her to partiapate in the inqujr? Why exady was 1 not con- 

sidering participants with different educational backgrounds? IVas it simply because at 

the t h e  of proposal writing 1 thought that that was the right thing to do? 

In the unspoken spaces of time spent with this potential partiapant 1 eventually 

came to see that 1 was limiting myself with my own perspective, and unnecessarily 

constraining the scope of the inquiry. In retrospect 1 see the set of assumptions that was 

guiding my thinking as rather arrogant. 1 seemed bhded by academic blinkers, unable 

to honor the legitimacy of a different educational path. 1 so admired this person's work 

as a horticultural therapist, and 1 found her to be a faschating and engaging human 

being, but 1 had become all caught up in a concern that her "professionf' wasn't coun- 

s e h g .  In my emphasis on considering "the professional in context" 1 had become 

unnecessarily narmw, and even biased, in my way of t h i n h g  about what it means to 

be a professional. Paradoxically my irtquj. was getüng stuck because this practitioner 

had done exactly what 1 was studying: by innovathg a new practice she had reinvent- 

ed her professional identity. Initially 1 had trouble seeing this individual's curent prac- 

tice as a manifestation of personal and professional development When 1 did, the 

scope of the inquiry both opened up and focused. Ernerging h m  my participant selec- 

tion process, I started to feel exated by the compare and contrast potential of wmking 
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with a partiapant h m  a different background. 

Looking at FeliQty, beginning to adualiy çee who çhe is, and wanüng to see 

more, piqued my Niosity as a researcher in new ways. Inspired by the creativity 

Feliaty seemed able to f i s e  in the most everyday of actions, 1 began imagining possi- 

bilities. Seeing her creativity in context, and actuaily expenenàng her institutional 

non-conformity in action, encouraged me to deviate h m  the straight methodologid 

path 1 had mapped out. Engaging with Felicity and simply being rnyself; mtead of 

being my idea of who a researcher is, helped me to relax. Musing the process with 

authenticity and enlivening my research with the everyday aesthetic 1 bring to my 

relationships, seemed like a good place to SM. 



Portraiture and Process 

Development of an artful representation is dependent on the soundness 
and complexity, perhaps even the 'messiness', of ail the preceding phases 
of the inquiry and relies as much upon the imagination of the researcher 
as it does on the fonnal and obvious connections between contexts and 
lives. ktfd representations often emerge h m  intuitive responses to 
cornplex and messy interpretations. In actions leading up to such repre- 
sentations we make analytical decisions which most strongly resonate 
with the data-and, therefore, the life or lives-give the intersection of 
the Me or lives with our own. Being the 'instrument of understanding' 
our interpretations and eventual representations of lives will reveal some 
of the 'essential tniths' of a participanPs Me and some of the imperme 
able elements of our own Me. Life history researching is, at i ts most fun- 
damental, a complex interaction between the lives of the researched and 
the mearcher. (Cole & Knowles, forthcoming, 2000) 

Doing research with Feliaty was a pleasure. I found myself looking fornard to 

spending time together: to seeing what project she was up to next, to hearing about her 

Iatest run in with the Bayawt admulisbation, to admiring her latest pair of earrhgs. 

The majority of our meetings took place in the bright, moisi environment of the green- 

house at Bayaest Centre, sunoundeci by lush plants and flowers, with the audible 

accompaniment of the greenhouse birds in the background. (At t h e s  the sound of the 

birds actually ovenvhelmed the sound of our voices on the tape). One of Felitity's cats 

would lie sprawled aaoss the table between us, amidst my tape recorder and papea. 

Feüaty dways hosted me during those meetings: she offered me coffee or tea, 

she set out water, she saved me some fruit from her lundi, or some cookies leftover 

h m  the moming programr or mid sentence, she wouid leap up £mm her chair to pull 

out a chocolate bar that a client had brought in. Whenever I arrived (and we met more 

than ten times over two years in a l l  of the four seasons), Felicity had çomething she 

couldn't wait to show me and tell me about. I could easily imagine being a client in the 

Baycrest community planning my day amund a visit to Felicity. 1 would not write, 



"flower pressing program-2:00 pm. Baycrest greenhouse", on my calendar, 1 would 

write, "Feli~ty-2:00 p-m.". Felicity is a highly trained, experienced professional. 

Ultimately, however, 1 believe that it is the person in context that makes the program. 

Felicity chose to read the "portrait" I rendered with me sitting there beside her. 

Amving for that meeting 1 was nervous. The sense of rightness 1 felt about the various 

representational f o m  I had chosen had evaporated. Suddenly 1 felt womed: about the 

points of r m p h i s  I had selected, about the poetic text, about Lie aspects of FeliaS2s 

story 1 had iictionalized. 1 expected to engage in a process of reinterpretation with her 

that would lead to modifications of the text that 1 was presenting, but what if she did 

not like the form or feeling of what 1 had produced? Simply put, what if she did not 

like my art? 

h my research proposal 1 had made a methodological commitment to an inter- 

pretive process that involved intersubjective meaning making at every stage of the 

research process. At the same t h e ,  I was dear from the outset that 1 had ultimate 

responsibility for the projed. It was up to me to transform the materials Feliaty and I 

had produced together into a form that would fit into the final report. In other words, 

while we set the scene collaboratively, the act of rendering, or painting the portrait was 

a process that 1 engaged in alone. Further, while Feliaty had already seen sketches, the 

life sized, full colour portrait that 1 puiled out of my bag that day was a far ay h m  

the black and white line drawings she had seen dong the way. 

1 also thought the portrait might corne as a surprise to Feliciy because of the 

changes that 1 had gone thiough as a mearcher over the course of the project. Whiie 

we had discuçsed my growing interest in arts hformed research, my research propos- 

al, whidi 1 had provided to Feliaty as a guide to our work together, only hinted at the 

possibili ty of al temative ~presentational forms. 

Regardes, Feliaty did not seem at all phased or even surprisecl, by the alterna- 

tive representational forms 1 had elected to explore. Perhaps she was able to read me 

better than 1 could read myself, or maybe her own expedations from the outset were of 



a different type of researdi "producî". 

In retrospect, I am surprised that 1 did not in some way anticipate the size of 

Feliciys response. (As I have described she has a broad emotional range and is a high- 

ly expressive peson). I realize now that 1 was too wrapped up in rny own anxiety 

about the forms that 1 had created to fully take into account who she is and how she 

might respond. 

FeliBty laughed and crkd ail the rr2y through t h t  xading. Redy Iaughed: 

holding her stomadi and leaning back in her chair and roaring: "This is hilarious! I am 

Marious!" FoLIowed by Ml-fledged tears requinng Kleenex: "1 had sort of forgotten. 

You picked up all the neat stuff. This is my life? Somehow this [the "portrait"] brings 

out the emotional parts". Feliaty continued to express how rnoved she felt by the text. 

Çhe experienced both the "Aha!"of self-recognition, and the curiosiv of seeing herself 

through my eyes. Further, in seeing her life experiences storied in poetry and prose, 

there seemed to Feliaty to be more to her Me than she imagined. Not only did she 

experience the resonance of the text ringhg bue; she felt that it provided "thought pro- 

voking" openings for henelf and for others; about her own iife history, about the way 

she is in the world today, "about people and power and plants and why things are the 

way they are". I felt moved and flattered by her response. She did not want to change 

one word. Instead she said: /'I c m  k q  this? Pm going to send it to my mother. She'U 

just love it. I'm going to send it to my mother nght nowl'. 

Felicity received her portrait like she would a surprise gifk she was touched and 

excited and flattered. Her positive response meant a lot to me for a couple of reasons: 

first and foremost, 1 saw my relationship with Feliaty as a very important meaning 

making site, so that her ability to "read the portrait 1 had rendered and experience 

resonance with it made me feel like my creative experiment had "worked". 1 had not 

gone off on a tangent and left her behind. For Feliaty, the representational formç that 1 

had chosen brought life to the materid she and I had negotiated. Instead of obscuring 

Feliaty's self reflection, 1 had provided her with a special sort of mirror in which she 

could see a deeper vision of herself. I felt reassured about the integrîty of my crafts- 

manship. 



Secondly, at that stage of the research process 1 was experiencing some episte- 

mological uncertainty. 1 did feel a little ungrounded, or out on a limbf (feelings that of 

course often accompany risk taking). h order to r e m  my belief in the process, 1 

needed some c o ~ a t i o n  that I was at least on the right track with the portrait 1 had 

drafted. Feliaty, being of course the best possible toudistone, was where 1 went for a 

reality check h t .  Later I would look for extemal kedbadc; at that point 1 felt reas- 

s m d  fhat the intersxbjetie meanhg nakirig process in :vhich ive M so s u c c e s s ~ y  

been engaged, had not been derailed by my representational efforts. 

My experience of prescnting Felicity with my research product emphasized 

once again that doing arts informed research is a risky business. 1 like to think that 

what 1 produced resonated for Felicity because it is grounded in data that were gath- 

ered through tirne spent in a meaningfd relationship. 1 was able to "capture" Felicity 

and her resonance because I was not taking a series of candid snapshots out of context. 

1 was suffitiently grounded in her context and her way of beuig in the world that 1 

could presume to engage in the "art of portraiture", and "get it right"(Lawrence- 

Lightfoot & Hoffman-Davis, 1997). 

Felitity treated what 1 had produced as art tampering with a word here, or a 

phrase there, waç as out of the question as it would have been to adjust the shading in 

an oil portrait. We had already negotiated plenty through dialogue during the "data 

collection" processes of our time spent together. When 1 "fed back" trmcribed materi- 

al after an i n t e ~ e w ,  Felicity correded me, filled in blanks that were missing, or 

dianged the emphasis in a particular story. 

Measor and Sikes regard this process, which they c d  "respondent validationff, 

as "the best ethical safeguard"(Measor & Sikes, 1992, p. 219). Cole (1994) also under- 

lines the importance of the participant engaging with the printed account of the inter- 

view so that helshe can "check accuracy of the data" (Measor & Sikesf 1992, p. 219). 

Moreover, Cole advises that the researther take pains to ensure that the researdi d a -  

tionship is developed in such a way that the participant feels that there is a place to 



take issue with a printed account (Cole, 1994). Cole's (1994) experience in this area is 

useful. As "the researdied", "she f o n d  it important ... to be reminded of [her] authori- 

ty over the textM(Cole, 1994. p. 15). While Felicity e x e d e d  her authority in the 

research process, she stepped badc h m  the research product. in order to M y  

acknowledge my work. This was not a case of the researcher is always right, but rather 

of respect in relationship. 

But is it possible in arts L n f o d  research to get a portmit re*~ rvïong? ll'hat 

if Feliaty had read through the material and said: " No, this is not it. This is not me at 

al." Or further, "1 don? like the way that you have portrayed me and my iife". The 

painter doesn't usudy ask the mode1 what she might like to change on the canvas; as 

an arts informed life history researcher, on the other hand, 1 had to ask that question 

both to remain tnie to the collaborative nature of the research process and to validate 

my craftsmanship. 



Tnistworthness, Usefdness and Communicability 

Ln his (1995) pape entitled "The soaal const.dion of validity", Steiner Kvale 

deconstmcts the positivist conceptkm of v&&@ and sets in its place 2 posbodern 

approach to this issue where craftsmanship, cornmunicability and pragmatic value are 

used to evaluate validity in research (Kvale, 1995, p. 19). 1 have found Kvale's to be a 

vety well thought out and usefd u l y s i s  and wili therefore draw on his ideas. While 1 

believe that the research process and its product are inextricably linked and overlap 

ping, like Lincoln and Guba (1990), I have attempted, for purposes of presentation. to 

distinguish between aiteria that can be used in judging research process (which I see 

as trustworthiness), and aiteria that can be used to assess its product (which 1 see as 

usefukiess, communicability and tmstworthiness) . 

As Kvale suggests, "the issue of what is valid knowledge of the soad  world 

involves the philosophical question of what is tnith"(Kvale, 1995, p. 23). Where we 

believe truth to be located is also a relevant part of this question In the rnodernist or 

positivist framework, claims about knowledge are based on the assumption that there 

is an objectively identifiable world where truth exists and can be located. The concept 

of validity extends trom this assumption as the correspondence of knowledge with 

truth. "In postmodem philosophy", on the other hand, "the concept of an objetive 

reality to validate knowledge against has been discarded"(Kvale, 1995, p. 19). "In a 

postmodem conception, the understanding of knowledge as a map of an objective real- 

ity, and validity as the correspondence of the map with the reality mapped, is replaced 

by the social and linguistic construction of a perspedival reality where knowledge is 

validated through practice"(Kvale, 1995, p. 19). When knowledge is socially constmct- 

ed, so too is validity (Kvale, 1995). There is no one identifiable, locatable truth, but ever 



many more points of view about any phenomenon. 

What emerges through this comparison between modemist and post modemist 

epistemology is "the pervasive dichotomy of objedivisrn and relativism in Western 

thought" (Kvale, 1995, p 23). My own views accord with Kvale's "moderate postmod- 

emism", where "the possibility of spedic  local, personal, and community foms of 

hiith, with a focus on daüy Me and local narrative", are emphasized (Kvale, 1995, p. 

21). Ir? th epiçternology seeking absolute condusions or UfUverçai hiths is redundant. 

Further, when knowledge is validated through practice, the practitioner must be 

accorded a new status as a container of knowledge. The "experienced knowledge" of 

practitioners should then become the relevant tmth that soaal saence researchers seek. 

As a resea.er/practitioner my way of accessing this knowledge flows from my epis- 

temology: I believe that new knowledge about the phenomenon that is the focus of my 

inquiry is generated through my encounter with other experienced practitioners. I 

ascribe to a "didoeue conce~tion of tnith" where meanine is made intersubjectivly by u A U 

those who have experience with the phenomenon (Kvale, 1995, p. 23). 

The aiteria that 1 use to evaluate the trustworthiness of my researdi are based 

on epistemological foundations. How we comtitute something as trustworthy must 

flow h m  our conceptions about tmth. When meaning is made intersubjedively, and 

lntth is tied to context through individuals and communities, tmstworthiness in 

research must first and foremost be evaluated with the help of the individuals and 

conununities that it is about. 

With respect to the final produd, I use what Lincoln and Guba c d  "resonance 

Cnteria" to examine my work (Lincoln & Guba, 1990). This requires an assessrnent of 

the "de- of fit, overlap, or reinforcement between the case study report as written, 

and the basic belief system undergirding that alternative paradigm which the inquirer 



haç chosen to follow"(lincoln & Guba, 1990; p, 54). Since much of the research data 

was generated or produced with Feliaty, she played a particularly important role in 

the ongoing evaluation of the tnistworthiness of the data collected. Lincoln and Guba 

(1985) desaibe this process as "member checking", and "indicaie that it contributes to 

the tnistworthiness and aedibility of the report"(Seidman, 1991, p. 75). 

Glesne and Peshkin (1992) suggest a number of other factors that contribute to 

rescarch hshvorthixless. First, the level of conimihnent of the rese&er as measured 

by time spent on the job should be considered. I agree that: 

Tme is a major factor in the acquisition of tmstworthy data. Tme at your 

research site, tirne spent interviewing, time to build sound relationships with 

reçpondents-ail contribute to trustworthy data. When a large amount of t h e  is 

spent with your others, they less readüy feign or feel the need to do so, they are 

more likely to be frank and comprehensive about what they tell. 

(Glesne and Peshkin, 1992, p. 146) 

Measor (1985) also considers time spent as an indicator of research ûustworthiness. 

She justifies her intuition that data are valid by explaining that "1 felt that after spend- 

h g  eighteen months with a group of pupils, 1 did have a sense of what was accu- 

rateff(Measor, 1985, p. 74). 

Acknowledging the fact that the researther has intuitions about tnrstworthiness, 

and that these feelings have legitimacy, is also an important point that is related to 

valuing the researcher's subjectivity. Continued mindfulness and reflexivity of my own 

subjectivity also contributes to the tntstworthiness of my research. 1 remained self- 

reflexive throughout the research process in uçing my own reactions, and the reactions 

of those associated with my work, as oppomuiities for meaning making. As Measor 

suggests, "it may be that we have to corne to t a m s  with the intuitive, subjective ele- 

ments in our work, because the work is with people"(Measor, 1985, p. 74). 

Another aspect of truçtworthiness that Glesne and Peshkin raise concems the 

issue of research limitations. Outlining and acknowledging h m  the outset the area 



that the research intends to considel, and what it will leave out is consistent with post- 

modem epistemology. As Glesne and Peshkin (1992) suggest, "limitations are consis- 

tent with the always partial çtate of your knowing in social research, and eluadating 

them helps readers to know how they should read and interpret your work"(G1esne 

and Peshkh, 1992, p. 147). The researcher, therefore, must continuaiiy check in with 

his/ her purpose in order to remain responsible and accountable for the diredion the 

me& taks.  U vigdmçe to p~rposc md theoretical orientation is maintainêd 

throughout, the work should be intemaîly consistent. It will then be trustworthy in 

both its breadth, and in its limitations. As Kvale (1995) suggests, "validation cornes to 

depend on the quality of craftsmanship in an investigation, which indudes continually 

checking, questioning, and theoretically interpreting the findings"(Kvale, 1995, p. 27). 

In past modem epistemology attention to the details of craftsmanship in research 

"becornes pivotai with a dismissal of an objective reality against which knowledge is to 

be measwd"(Kvale, 1995, p. 27). 

It is my hope that practitioners working in institutional contexts, particularly 

health care practitioners and students of cowseiling rnight read my research project 

and make co~ect ions with their own lives and work. 1 am not suggesting that the 

research findings should be "generalizable" or "hançferable" in the traditional sense, 

ins tead 1 believe that "researdi can only function as a heuristic; it can suggest possibili- 

ties but never didate acüonf'@onmoyer, 1990, p. 182). As Eisner (1991) suggests, "what 

rnay be said to occur in conducting research is the mation of resources that others can 

use to think about the situations in which they are interested"(p. 210). More particular- 

ly, 1 hope that the stories of practitioners who have done new and Werent things will 

Say something to those working in the field about the possibilities that exist in the area 

of applied practice. Like Gergen (1992), I see "the construction of new worlds as one 



potential of a postmodem psychology"(Kvale, 1995, p. 35). By providing a view into 

the world of those whom have themselves aeated new worldç, 1 hope to make accessi- 

ble the concept of change within practice. Even grander is the possibility that institu- 

tional change will be glimpsed by the reader (and imagineci in your own working 

environment). 

Further, to me those involved in innovative practice are partidarly suited (and 

entilled) to pmduce "generative" theos  (Kvale, 1995, p. 35). As Kvale 2xpl&ï, "a 

"generative" theory is designed to unseat conventional thought and thereby to open 

new alternatives for thought and action. Rather than only to map what is, or to predid 

future cultural trends, r e s e a .  becomes a means of hansforming culture" (Kvale, 1995, 

p. 35). To extend Kvale's metaphor, my research report could ideaily serve as a guide, 

not only of what is, but also of what may be. 

For the general reader resonance could be experienced in any of these mas. In 

an artide about generalizability in social saence research, Robert Donrnoyer raises the 

issue of "the context of research utilization"@onmoye~ 1990, p. 186). H e  suggests that 

the general reader can benefit from social science researdi that on the surface has noth- 

ing to do with the reader's experience, because "stories can o£ten serve as a half-way 

house between ta& personal knowledge and formal propositional 

thoughY'@onmoyer, 1990, p. 186). Research that is inspiring and motivating, are in my 

estimation, useful to all those involved: reader, participants, and 

participant / researcher. 

Communicabili tv: Re~resentation and Resenta tioq 

Issues surrounding representation have interested and concemed me in my 

work as a counsellor since 1 began working in the field. It was the conviction that peo- 

ple m o t ,  and should not always be asked to represent thW. experience with words 

that initially motivated me to lead my clients outdoors and into the garden. 1 ais0 feel 



strongly that it is unnatusal (and even at times unhealthy) to ask cowellors to contain 

the words, and the emotions of clients within the confines of verbal exdiange in an 

ofice. As Elliot Eisner articulated in his 1993 AERA h u a 1  Meeting Presidential 

Address, 1 asaibe to "the notion that humans have the capaaty to formulate different 

kinds of understanding and that these understandings are intimately related to the 

forms of representation they encounter or employ and the way in whidi these forms 

aïe keated"(Eisner, 1993, p 9). I fed ihaliuigd by the question: "what wouId an 

entirely new array of presentational forms for research look like?" (Eisner, 1993, p. 10). 

The garden encourages clients to use something concrete and real (dirt, plants, 

and stones) to represent their experience. My work cornbining hortidture with thera- 

py suggests that when both the fom and the forum of representation is changed, a dif- 

ferent range of possibilities of what might be communicated emerges. Clients begin to 

see and use the garden as text; Like language the garden c m  be representational yet it is 

ako rml. As a result, not only is the quality of communication dianged, but the very 

nahm of the exchange between counçellor and dient is fundamentdy altered. Like 

Eisner, for me "questions about how such forms of understanding are secured and the 

kùids of meanings they make possible is a core theoretical as well as practid prob- 

lem" (Eisner, 1993, p. 9). 

Since the very limitations of the representational power of words motivated me 

to explore different foms of representation in counselling, it is complementary to the 

purpose of the reseafih projed to explore non-traditional methods of representing the 

data collected. In remaining true to the epistemological underpinnings of my coun- 

s e h g  practice, it is consistent that the final form of my report would Iwk different. In 

other words, the presentational form of rny research refleds the p ~ a p l e s  that moti- 

vated the practice that led to the research. 

While spending time together collecting data 1 encouraged FeIiaty to represent 

her experience in non-traditional ways. Since she regularly invites her clients to use 

non-traditional modes of expression (plants and earth), I hoped that my invitations to 



follow suit with different f o m  of representation in the research process would be wel- 

corne. This worked well with respect to metaphor, plants and the common ground of 

our love for the natural world. During the data collection phase of the research Felicity 

and 1 spent a lot of produdive tactile time together. This promoted dialogue that was 

textured and multidimensiond. 

It did not work well with respect to other f o m  of communication and repre- 

sentation, ms*y because I didn't have the sküls or 2xperience to provide FeLicity wilh 

direction. For example, if 1 were a painter I would have been cornfortable engaging in 

that fom of art making together, thereby providing an opening for FeliOQ to represent 

some aspect of her experience through a painting. But I'm not a painter, and 1 felt shy. 

As Eisner suggests: "representation requires the sküls needed to treat a material so that 

it functiom as a medium, something that mediates content."(Eisner, 1993, p. 9). Lincoln 

and Guba (1990) on the other hand, cite courage as an aspect of good aaftsmanship. 

They suggest that "the construction [of the research project] should be extended 

beyond d e  limits. It should display a certain element of nsk taking ... of invitation to 

criticism~~(lincoln & Guba, 1990, p. 56). 

While 1 believe that it is important that the rnultidimensional nature of human 

experience be refleded in my work, and that my work demonstrate courage, 1 also 

want it to be accessible and comprehensible (Kvale, 1995). Paradoxical as it may sound; 

representational risk taking needs to ococcur within reasonable limits. Because I would- 

n't know how or where to begin to mediate content through painting, the attempt to 

represent my research using this medium would extend risk taking into the realm of 

foolishness. While I am glad, as Eisner says, that "the dimate for exploring new f o m  

of research is more generous today", it is still not appropriate to be cornplacent about 

how and what people might understand (Eisner, 1993, p. 9). As Eisner desaibes, "if 

students do not possess the skills they need ... the content they wish to represent is sim- 

ply not likely to emerge. (Eisner? 1993, p. 9). I hope that my ski& with the altemative 

mediuns that 1 have chosen are sufGaentIy developed such that meaning cm emerge. 



Researcher Identity and Arts Informed Research 

1 w o q  very much about defining qualitative research as art because 1 don? 
want access [to the research] to become more elitist, dassist. If aesthetic literacy 
or advanced aesthetic sensibility were prerequisite to practice within the 
paradigm, entrée could become even more elite [than it is now]. Exdusivity 
mates boundaries that 1 am opposed to establishing or aossing ... It seems to 
me that research should have something in cornmon with fumiture making- 
[that which is produced] should be highly useful. Shouldn't its value corne more 
from its usefulness rather than h m  its "artfulness"? Can its artfulness increase 
its usefulness? (Finley & K ~ o w ~ ~ s ,  1995, p.139) 

Discussions Likening qualitative research practices to art making have encour- 

aged explorations into alternative methods of research and representation (Eisner, 

1991; Finley & K ~ o w ~ ~ s ,  1995; Richardson, 1992). Researdiers e x p l o ~ g  alternative 

methodologies and forms of representation are also beginning to locate themselves 

with respect to genre, and further, with respect to discipline. The requKement that we 

engage in "self-consaous method" has led to discussions where researchers attempt to 

name or identify themselves with respect to their work (Kilboum, 1999). These types of 

locatedness are rooted in the past accomplishments and associations of the mearcher. 

Finley and Knowles, for example, in their (1995) article 'Tesearcher as 

Arüs t / Artiç t as Researcher" discuss their identities as artis ts. Self-defining as artis ts 

they each look for ways to b ~ g  those ways of knowing and of being to their work as 

researchers. That they are artists k t ,  and have always thought of themselves as such 

is dear. When they do research that has an arthl quality making the shift to callmg 

themsdves artist-researchers feels cornfortable. In fad it feels mme natural than doing 

more conventional reseaxh because it dows them to express more completely who 

they me. Research that has an artful quality allows artists to utilize and re-integrate 

parts of themselves usually set aside whüe doing more traditional forms of research 

Variations in medium or mode of expression will ciiffer h m  pmject to project, who 



they are as artists stays the same: 

In discourse about art, both the sculptor and the painter are given the titie 

"artist", and no one has any real diffidty allowing that sometimes a sculptor 

pauits rather than sculpts, choosing to work in a different medium. One does 

not antiapate hearing the sculptor Say that their painterly self, rather than their 

sculptor self, mated that piece of artwork. The description of artist as 

mearcher is a function of medium; ACundonally, rvhat artist-reseaïdiers do is 

analogous to what artists do. (Finley ffiowles, 1995, p. 135) 

The issue of researcher identity is different for those of us who, before engagùig 

in arts informed inquky, did not identlfy ourselves as artists. Perhaps we did artful 

things: we grew gardens, we made pastries, or we wrote stories-but we didn't 011 

ourselves artists. hpired to put form to feeling, artful actions, for example the discus- 

sion Feliaty facilitated about the feeling of a pussydow, spring from the colour that 

cornes from within. Actions or processes such as these that ring hue with self expres- 

sion (and encourage self expression in others), resonate with an artful quality. They do 

not, however, usually cause us to label who we are and what we do as artkt and art. 

While artful ways of king in the world that have to do with the commonplace, with 

everyday relationships and pussywllows, is who we are, it is not necessarily how we 

self define. 

What happens then, when we bring these ways of being in the world to bear on 

our ways of being as researchers? If our attention to methodologid process is carried 

out in an artful fashion, how should we self defme? Do we ouselves become artists by 

virtue of our engagement with the methods of arts infomed research? Or do we need 

to produce researdi representations that are 'arüstic' to call ourselves artists? Is it a 

matter of quality, do these alternative representations need to display talent to be con- 

sidered "good"? Or, will we tum to other measures such as hustworthiness and craftç- 

manship in a consideration of their rigor? Moreover, why is this discussion about who 

we are, and what we are doing, important? 



For me a consideration of these questions is important and usefd because they 

are tied to issues of accessibility. Artists and art c m  be intimidating to those of us who 

do not self define as artists. Most of us, when we about artists and art think 

about great aftists and great pieces of art. Inspiring and daunting, they are larger than 

Me. Like Bill in Pleasantville, we see Renoir, Monet and Picasso, and think "Where am 

1 going to see colours like that?" 

But if we, like Bill, d o i v  ourselves to think about art as something that is iti 

hue, rather than something that is out there, if we allow ourselves to c o ~ e c t  with our 

passion, that colour, it wili express itself in artfd ways. The choice of medium, for 

example a discussion about the feeling of a pussywdlowf may be non-traditional. It 

might not be cowidered, like painting or sculpting, to be one of 'the arts'. 1 would 

arguef however, that the eye that sees the potential in that pussywillow is artful. 

Now you might be feeling concemed about where 1 am going with this. A dis- 

cussion about the feel of a pussywrllow-and art? What next? 1s she going to make the 

daim that we are a l l  artists? In her postmodern fascination with deconstruction and 

identity, is she getting los t in "what c m  be described as a cyde of etemal relativi ty", 

where, "it just goes on and on until it means anythuig and everything"(Padcwood & 

Sikes, 1996, p. 335) (Hoban, 1976, p. 68 in Packwood & Sikes, 1996, p. 336)? 

Let me put you at ease. I'm not asking you to start calling yourself an artist. I am 

suggeshg, though, that as researchers we are dl, each and every one of us, regardles 

of o u  relationship to the arts, capable of infushg our work with arthl qualities. 

UtiliPng parts of ourselves that were perhaps previously unexplored or unnamed, 

connecting with our passion, and imagining possibilities-we c m  all do it. This belief, 

that we dl have the potential to be artist-researchers, is tied to my belief that art exists 

in the everyday in ways of being, and processes and relationships between people. 

Lüce Gary Knowles suggests in the quotation ated above, 1 do not believe that an "aes- 

thetic literacy or advanced aesthetic sensibility . . . [is] prerequisite to practice within the 

paradigm" (Finley & Knowles, 1995, p. 139). 



In my way of thinking it is not useful to distinguish between the secular and the 

saaed with respect to the everyday and art, because the purpose of bringing the two 

together is hdamentally good. It is done in the service of usefulness. In my opinion, 

the world is a better place when artful ways of being, Like faditating a discussion 

about the feel of pussywillow, are acknowledged as valuable in the context of care. So 

too in research, seeing the artful potential in the everyday, such as a seed padcet that 

arrives ~ i t h  a .b&aisir.g letter in the mail, or a popular culture f ih i  like 

"Pleasantville", extends o u  ways of being mearchers and of doing research. Making 

ourseloes available to the artful qualities of the ordinary is an important first step in 

making OUI researdi accessible. 

But messing amund with boundaries is an ideological undertaking. W d e  I 

believe that extending our individual boundaries, and the boundaries of our undertak- 

ings brings p a t e r  perspective to our iives and work, and is therefore a useful endeav- 

or, there wiU be those who will disagree with this way of thinking. They will work to 

maintain the boundaries between art and life (or the dichotomy between art and sa- 

ence, or objectivity and subjectivity). 

In my opinion, keeping the art out of research, or the aftfLtlness out of the 

researcher, is politically rnotivated. In a world where research is done by sàentists and 

art is done by artists, we keep the research clean and the researcher neat and tidy. 

While I believe aoss disciplinary work has enonnous potentid in its ability to bring 

the perspective of other points of view to bear on issues of mutual concern, such as 

health and education, there will be those who will Say research is meant to inform, and 

art is meant to entertain. 

That artists incorporate various forms of research into their art is not news. The 

investigation of place that infonned E. Amie Proulx's writing of The S h m m  Ne . . 
WS, 

the perspective that research of archival matenal at the Royal Geographical Society in 

London brought to Miehael Ondaatje's wrîting of The English Patient, or Shyam 

Selvadurai's researdi into early femhîsm in Sri Lanka, portrayed through the character 



of Annalukshmi in his novel Cinnamon Gardens, these are a l i  examples of research 

informing art. Fiction based on fact helps it to ring true. It speaks of the power of art as 

a medium in the production of knowledge. 

Examples of research in education using arts informed methodologies, on the 

other hand, are only more recently making themselves known (see p. 20 for citations 

and a discussion of the varied purposes of this work). That arts informed processes 

have always been an implicit part of rome researcher'r practice is arpabk, however, 

tallcing about, and naming research as a creative endeavor is relatively new (Banks & 

Banks, 1998). Bored by "researcher neutrality", and fed up with the distance required 

to construct "author-evacuated texts, researchers are making explicit the need to 

infuse both their research processes and products with feeling and creativity ( Behar, 

1996, p. 7). Tuniing to the fine arts-to music, dance, literature and painting, and to 

more artful ways of constnicting and carrying out research relationships and process- 

es, researchers are increasingly putting f o m  to feeling. 

Seen from another point of view, some researchers in the soaal sciences who 

have begun to incorporate artistry into their work have concems about science appro- 

priating art. For example Ross Gray, a health saence researcher who sees "drama as a 

pathway to representing researdi that makes a ciifference", &O cautions mearchers 

against making an "imperialist expansion" into the arts (Gray, May 1,2000). He sug- 

gests that researchers in the soaal sciences interested in arts informed representations 

consult with "experts" in the expressive arts (Gray, May 1,2000). 

In my opinion, researchers should look to the artfttlness in theh own lives and 

work before tuming to "the experts" in any given field, the arts included. I agree that 

consultation is a good idea when it is intended to add depth and breadth to the repre- 

sentation, and honor the efforts of those with more experience working with the medi- 

um or form. 1 do not, however, believe that it is necessary or productive to keep the 

knowledge (or turf) between social science and the arts separate. But we must be 

respecthl when we wallc on grass that has been carefully fertilized and maintained by 



a different community. As Padcwood and Sikes point out "soaal stience research is an 

ideological undertaking. That is, it  reflects a partidar world-view, opinions, and atti- 

tudes"(Packwood & Sikes, 1996, p. 336). 

For myself, not having previously thought of rnyself as an artist free me up, not 

only to explore new fomc of resemh and representation, but jlso to make mistakes. 

For example, while I have tried very hard to write portraits that are fluid and full of 

feelingf and whiie I have tried very hard to make my process pieces engaging and 

interesting-artful even, 1 have not approached these taskç as a poet or short story 

writer. I am a researcher. 1 never expected rny portraits to stand alone as art. Portraits 

yes, but they don't stand alone as art, any mote than 1 stand before you as artist. They 

are written as representations of research and they are embedded in a larger document 

in which 1 make the method of their creation self-consdous (Kilboum, 1999). 

I believe self-consaous method to be one of the hallmarks of ngor in qualitative 

research. Choosing to render my researdi arthilly does not free me from the responsi- 

bility of fdfilhg that task To the contrary, 1 believe that 1 am obligated to explain why 

1 am coaunitted to incorporating artistry into my work as a scholar. Further,, since it is 

the intentional quality of the portraits that distinguishes them as different from poetry 

or iiterature, 1 am also required to explicate the ways in which they were crafted as 

representations of research. 

Now if someone says: "Oh what powerful images, what a moving story", it will 

be pleasant. But 1 donf t hang my hat on a personal/professiona1 identity as a story- 

writer. In fact if I identifieci myself as an artist 1 might be more willing to allow my sto- 

ries, images or poetry, to stand-alone. But as things stand today, 1 identify myself as a 

mearcher, and self-conscious method is part of my cornmitment to my craft. 

Within the arts informed research community there are those who believe that 

seIf-consaous method hinders artistic expression Sara Lawrence Lightfoot disasses 



this way of thinking while considering why Mo artists, a sculptor and a printmaker, 

chose not to participate in her study: 

so I do not take the two artists' reluctance as an expression as a la& of facility 

with "the word". But 1 suspect that in some way they fear the uicisiveness and 

specifiaty of language. The visual images they mate aiiow for much more dif- 

fusion and interpretation. 1 also suspect that these artists may be afraid that too 

mudi &&, too mudi uiquixy may steal away the magic and mystery of th& 

work. In the creative a d  there is a passion that is irrational and inchoate. It 

emerges organidy,  mysteriously. In describing it in words, in trachg the con- 

nections between the work and the artist, an artist may risk distorting the cre- 

ative process. In refushg to expose their life stories, these artists may have been 

trying to pmted not only their privacy but their creativity. 

(Lawrence-Ligh tf oo t, 1994, p. 609) 

Others, as Lawrence-Lightfoot describes, "...the protagonists in this book [her research 

participants], have just the opposite reaction; they see storytehg as a apative medi- 

um. It helps them trace the connections between past and pment and allows then to 

shape a new future of their own design (Lawrence-Lightfoot, 1994, p. 609). 

Like the protagonists Lawrence-Lightfoot desaibes, 1 experience self-conscious 

method as a creative process akin to storytelling. Honuig the aaft of research, my 

work is that of a craftçwornan or artisan. An artisan is "one who practices or cultivates 

an &(Onions, 1956,p. 103). As a research craftswornan 1 am pmuing a "calling 

requiring speaal ski4 and knowing; strength, power, force.. . intellectual power [and] 

ability in planning or construding; ingenuity [and] dexterity"(Onions, 1956, p. 415). 

My work is not aftless, it is not "devoid of art or skrll, unpracticed, ignorant; devoid of 

the fine or hiberal arts [or] undtuM(ûnions ,  1956, p. 103). In cultivating a craft with 

conscious artistry, my work can be: skilled, practical, infonned, influenced by [the] lib- 

erd arts, dhued [and] graceful (Oniom, 1956, p.103). 

Further, it has the potentid to be aesthetic, that is, to be "received by the sens- 



es"(Onions, 1956, p. 30). By promoting the conditions of sençuous perception in 

research 1 attempt to bring beuuty, that is "that quality or combination of qualities 

whkh affords keen pleasure to the senses.. .or whidi charrns the intelledual or moral 

faculties" to my work (Onions, 1956,p. 160). As an artisan or maftswoman, when 1 ail - 
tivate an art (in this instance research), '2 bestow labour and attention".. .in order to 

promote growth; that is, "1 devote [my] attention to practice" (Onions, 1956, p. 436)." 

Cole ard Knor:.les dgsaibe the process of arts informed researcl: 

To maft a life is to engage in artmaking. The powers of imagination and 

metaphor are &al ingredients for the process of sensitively crafting elements 

of a lif+and the auaa l  meanings of it-for others to discover. How we do this 

is at once a beautiful mystery and a relational, rational act. To conceptualize rep 

resentational possibilities is to be thoroughly alert to the various alternatives 

which resonate deep within our mative and epistemological frameworks. It is 

to be vidant and responsive to the metaphorical cues that lives offer onlookers. 

It is to be informeci by that life or lives and to be open to the moç t 'sensible' and 

resonant alternative (of many) with which to communicate about it. To embrace 

the potentiai of art to inform scholarship is to be open to the ways in which the 

literary, visual, or perfonning arts-and the inherent methods and processes of 

these various artists-can infonn processes of sdiolarly inquiry. 

(Cole & Knowles, forthcoming, 2000) 

In the task at hand, self-comcious method involves an exploration of how my 

two particular crafts, researdi and counselling practice, intertwine. Grounded in the art 

of the everyday, my work explores this common ground. Cultivakg mativity, culti- 

vating connection, while practichg my crafts, as an artwn or craftswoman, 1 am culti- 

vating an art. This process definition is rneant to illuminate what we (me the researcher 

and counselling artisan), and you, the researdi audience or research companions, are 

engaging in. 1 hope that it is useful. 



Ethcs and Politics 

Ethical and political issues permeate qualitative research studies from the for- 

mulating of the area of inquiq to the processes of interpretation and presentation. In 

conducting this researdi project, 1 have moral obligations to my participants my 

school, my profession, and myself. In this final section of this chapter, I outline what I 

perceive these obligations to be, and will begin to explore some of the ethical and polit- 

i d  issues with which 1 am concemed. 

My decision to consider issues relating to ethics and poiitics together is based 

on Sieber's (1993) discussion of the ethics and politics of sensitive research. 1 agiee 

with Sieber that "being ethical and being political go hand in hand" (Sieber, 1993, p. 

15). Ethics and politics are both about "the manifold of interests and feelings-one's 

own and those of others-that must be recognized, understood, and taken into consid- 

eration to achieve optimally good results"(Sieber, 1993, p. 14). In constructivist 

approaches to research the formative quality of the process makes certainty of destina- 

tion, and its attendant security, an impossibility. 

As a resdt while 1 have been thomugh about the formal procedures pertaining 

to ethics such as infonned consent, 1 believe that an overall sense of moral responsibili- 

ty for the researdi is ultimately more important. With open-ended research, uiformed 

consent can only be of limiteci value, because, as 1 have already mentioned, it is impos- 

sible to predict all situations that might occur during the course of the project. As 

Merriam suggests, "the emergent design of a case study rnakes it difficult to assess, for 

example, potential hKm to participantç"(Memam, 1988, p. 179). 

Nevertheless, it is still important to try to anticipate possible risks to partici- 

pants. A frank discussion in which the tesearcher shares hisl her fears, and elicits the 

concems of participants, is in my opinion, the kt way of addressing ethical issues. I 



organized this type of meeting, and from it, suggested that Felicity and I produce a 

contrad about issues of muhial concem. I made dear the fact that I couldn't anticipate 

everything, and would need her help in drawing attention to issues as they emerged. I 

expected to revisit the contract as the research process unfolded. 1 imagined that this 

proceçs would d o w  for, and even perhaps encourage, the negotiation of issues during 

the research process. This approach, where solutions are generated through dialogue, 

is consistent with the epirtemologikxd lmderphîngs of the prcjed. 

The best laid theoretical plans; however, even plans that contain built in flexibil- 

ity, are subject to change when they encounter the human beings involved in order to 

be put into practice. As 1 have desaibed, Felicity is an informal, cornfortable, casual 

person. She dismissed the ethical issues I raised with the wave of a hand. Laughingly, 

she told me that 1 would be the first to know if she had issue with any aspect of the 

research process. She found the idea of formal conhacting, of writing down an agree- 

ment, even a flexible agement that would be adapted in process, absurd. 1 admit that 

I felt a little absurd, given the level of rapport and fluidity in our relationship, even 

suggesting it. Pm glad I did though: with potentially sensitive ethical issues 1 would 

rather err on the side of earneshiess than be accused of king too casual. 

Confidentiality is another issue that 1 intended to carefully discuss with Feliaty 

that she summed up in a quick moment. 1 raised the issue before the researrh began. 

"Confidentiality must be considered throughout the project", 1 said, "hm the data col- 

lection process, right through to representation and presentation of the data. WU you 

feel cornfortable having others, such as colleagues and clients in your workplace know 

that you are engaging in reçearch? Are there research pmtocols within the institution 

that 1 will need to observe? Or, does the administration really need to know that 1 am 

there? If they do, what effect WU my presence have on how you, and how your pro- 

gwn is perceivecl?" 

In response to these questions Feli~ty told me that she would "take care of the 

administration", whïch she felt involved having an informal conversation with her 



director about the research projeb. (Later she told me that this conversation had taken 

place, and that as she had expected, her director was totaUy supportive). Felicity felt 

that we should "spread the news" about the researdi as much as possible; she felt that 

Baycrest dients would "get a kick" out of it, and that her colleagues should know that 

someone was taking notice of her work. 

During my tirne at Baycrest, Felicity was always careful to introduce me to 

clients and to &tain consent about my obser~ation and pax..ticiparion in progrm. She 

carried these tasks out in such a way that dients felt thrilled to have me participate. 

Without being at all patronizing, she himed the dient consent process into a kind of 

therapeutic intervention. As 1 have illustrated, FeliQty always makes her clients feel 

important; what she conveyed with me there was that by being invited to engage in 

research, they were doubly speeal. For elderly people grapphg with issues about 

meaning and purpose, these types of moments are not insignificant. 

Research partiapants vary in their wishes about anonymity or visibility in final 

research reports. As Shulman (1990) found, some partiapants may request visibility for 

personal and political reasons. Others may request anonymiv 1 agree with Shulman 

that it is impossible to apply "general principles" to these situations because "these cir- 

cumstances represent a serious tangle of cornpethg ethical obligations complicated by 

political realities"(Shuiman, 1990, pp. 1415). 

In taking my lead from Shulman, 1 intended to negotiate this issue carefully, 

remaining mindhil of the need to maintain consistency with each stage of the process. 

For instance, if Feliaty wanted me to use a pseudonym in the final report, then we 

wodd have to give careful consideration to other features of the data that might be 

idenûfymg. This would include material h m  the interviews and descriptions of the 

context where she works. Finally, 1 intended to be up h n t  and realistic with her about 

rny ability to "hide" her; in the small, relatively new field of hortidtural therapy, 1 am 

not sure how invisible FeliSv could be. 

Again, Felicity immediately knew her wishes, conveyed them to me M y ,  



and wrapped up the conversation in a few minutes. She felt that visibility is important 

in that it could draw attention to the work she has done in the field, speafically at 

Baycrest. As she put it, "1 have nothing to hide" and "visibility.. . it could lead to big- 

ger and better things!" 

hother  important ethicd issue has to do with the personal/ professional poli- 

tics of disdosure. Since this research projed is in part concerned with the experience of 

the creation of new fonns of practice within exiithncg rtru&ms, it seemed possible + h t  

Feliaty's story might contain controversid or sensitive material. Based on my own 

experience, 1 assumed that the changes that FeIiciQ initiated at the institution where 

she works were met with varyhg degrees of resistance: both within the institution, and 

in her professional community. As a result, 1 expected that the projed would involve 

an exploration of experiences concerning resistance to change, and how the acceptance 

of new practice developed wivithin the working environment. The area of inqujr itself 

therefore seemed to have the potential to be highly sensitive, since Feliaty is still 

employed in the same workplace. Further, her struggle for acceptance and recognition 

of the methods of pradice and for program funding is ongoing. 

While 1 assumed at the outset that Feliaty is a ri& taker to some degree 

(because of the type of work she is engaged in), 1 certainly didn't want her participa- 

tion in this research projed to threaten her job security. It was my h o p  that by being 

completely up front in sharing these concerns with her that we would be able to 

address these issues to our mutual satisfaction. 1 thought that it would be partidarly 

important for me to encourage her to set her own boundarks about what she chose, 

and chose not to Say. 1 saw rnyself reiterating this point throughout the various stages 

of the researdi process. 

Another ethicai issue has to do with the purposes and ownership of the 

me&. From the outset, 1 hied to be realistic and honest with Felicity about what I 

thought she might get out of the pwect. While 1 was clear that ultimate o~vnership of, 

and responsibility for the pq*ect rested with me, 1 saw a number of oppomuiities for 



me to "give back" (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). In his (1995) discussion of the politics of 

research in education, Ivor Goodson suggests that with life history research "a . . . 
viable trading point [between the researcher and the researched] can be 

established"(Goodson, 1995, p. 97). This trading point he describes as the "collabora- 

tion" that is engendered through the joint investigation of a life in context (Goodson, 

1995). Goodson explains that when "collaboration takes place between parties that are 

differentially located in social stiuctu,t.e", "new understandingç" can be barn 

(Goodson, 1995, p. 97). The researcher's "extemal" status helps the practitioner to bet- 

ter understand both hisfher context and profession 

h o  ther rela ted ben& t is wha t has been called researdi "reaproaty " (Edwards, 

1993; Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). In c o n s i d e ~ g  this issue, Glesne and Peshkin wisely 

suggest that as researchers we not use "equivalency. ..in judging the adequacy of ... reci- 

procity"(G1esne & Peshkin, 1992). What we have to give our partiapants, and what 

they have to give to us, are inevitably different. Glesne and Peshkin suggest that "good 

listening with its attendant reinforcement, catharsis, and self-enlightenment are the 

major returns researchers can readily give to interviewees"(G1esne & Peshkin, 1992, p. 

123). 



Method 
and 

Meaning 





The psychology of practices body of knowledge consists of the aggregate 
of the professional cornmunity's experiences of what has been benefiaal 
to clients. The criterion for acceptability of a knowledge daim is the 
fiuitfulness of its implementation. The critical temiinology of the 
epistemotogy of pradice has shifted h m  metaphors of correctness to 
those of utility (Polkinghome, 1992, p. 162). 

In moments of dinical doubt I mach to my bookcase for my paperback volume 

of Oliver Sacks' (1987) The Man Who Mstook His Wtfe For A Hat and Other Uinical 

Tales. Smiling again at the title 1 tum the book over to look at the two inch by two-inch 

photo of the world famous dinical neurologist. As jolly as Santa Claus, his eyes are 

almost lost in the huge smile and unkempt graybeard that overwhelm his face. Glasses 

slightly askew and pushed up onto his forehead, he looks cornfortable and fiendly. 

Settling myself down into the well-wom overstuffed easy diau. in his office I am think- 

ing about where to begin. I flip through my files, giving my notes a cursory glance. 

Usually I start with the cases 1 find most difficult, the dients that 1 cannot seem to con- 

nect with, the situations that do not seem to make any sense. As if reading my mhd, 

he settles down hirther into his chair, smiles again, and, M y  attentive says, TeIl me a 

story " . 

Disarmed by the gentleness of his tone, and by the chüdlike simplicity of the 

invitation, 1 suddeniy feel grounded in a deeper sense of who I am. Reminded of the 

humanity of the individuals about whom 1 was about to speak, 1 recall his words: 

Shidies, yes; why stories, or cases? Hippocrates introduced the historical 

conception of disease, the idea that diseases have a course, h m  their 

fint intimations to their climax or crisis, and thence to their happy or 

fatal resolution. Hippocrates thus inhoduced the case history, a desa ip  

tion, or depiction, of the nahiral history of disease-precisely expresseci 
(2181 



by the old word "pathology" . Such histories are a form of nahual histo- 

ry-but they tell us nothhg about the individual and his hiçtory; they 

convey nothing of the person, and the experience of the person, as he 

faces, and struggles to survive, hiç disease. There is no "subject" in a nar- 

row case history; modern case histories d u d e  to the subject in a cursory 

phrase ('a hisomic albino female of 21'), which could as weU apply to a 

rat a 2 human king.  To resîore 5 e  h m a n  subject at the centre-the suf- 

f e ~ g ,  aMicted, fighting human subject-we must deepen a case history 

to a narrative or tale; only then do we have a 'who' as well as a 'what', a 

reai person, a patient, in relation to disease-in relation to the physical. 

(Sadcs, 1987, p. viii) 

Reconçidering my approach my imagination soars with possibilities: instead of suffer- 

ing, 1 see potential in the breadth offered by the idea of story. 

1 look forward to this h o u  and a half of c h i c a l  supervision like no other time 

in my workweek, so 1 want to make every moment count. I know that 1 will leave his 

office brimming with more questions than when I arrived. Hearing myself r e h e  

each dient 's  "presenting problem" and "functioning" as aspects of a narrative embed- 

ded in a Me story, I begin again to look forward to the next chapter of each "trav- 

ellerts"story (Sada, 1987, p. ix). Imagining my dients to be travelers on a joumey; a 

mysterious joumey where 1 might help with directions or with revisions to the map, 

reframes dinical pradice as adventure. Of his neurological patients Sa& describes: 

We may say they are travelers to unimaginable lan&1ands of which othenvise 

we should have no idea or conception. This is why their Lves and joumeys 

seem to me to have the quality of the fabuIous. ..and why I feel cornpelleci to 

speak of tales and fables as well as cases. The saentific and the mmantic in such 

r e h s  cry out to corne 

and fable. (Sadcs, 1987, 

together ... they come together at the interçection of fact 

p* 



In Paths of Life (1998) iVice Miller, the Swiçs psychoanalyst, chooses to convey 

what she refers to as her later life learnings in the form of fictionalized dinical tales. In 

explahhg her choice of f o m  she describes: 

Why have 1 chosen the form of stories? It wasn't planned; it simply tumed out 

that way, presumably because of my old yeaming for a genuine form of com- 

munication. At h t  1 wanted to desaibe simple encounters, encounters between 

people rvho are sMing h m  similar experiences and haïe a desiire to c o r n u s -  

cate with one another directly, openly, without taboos or ideological bmier. 

Over tirne, my inner world became populated with imaginary people who were 

likewise convinced of the signihcance of chiîdhood experience and through 

whom I could develop my thoughts without having to prove something already 

self evident to me. This also meant that 1 didn't have to overexert myself. It 

gradually became more and more fun to write this way. I could let people 

speak, respect their feelings. And give them a space in which they felt protected. 

(Miller, 1998, p. vü) 

How we think about being in relationship, with family and Mends, and with 

clients and colleagues, affects and directs the course that those relationships take. How 

we story our relationships gives them focus and shape, imbuing them with si&- 

cance and meaning over time. Fact or fiction, feeling or fancyf what happais to us in 

relationship, and how we make meaning of that experience, is who we are. 

The philosopher Martin Buber desaibes the centrality of co~ec t ion  to self- 

unders tanding through the '7-thou'' relationship: 

Relation is mutual. My Thou affects me, as 1 affect it We are molded by our 

pupils and built by our works. ..I become Uirough my relation to the Thou; as I 

become 1, Say Thou. AU real living is meeting. muber, 1958, pp. 11-15) 

The "yeaming for a genuine form of co~ll~llunication", describeci by Aüce 



Miller, and for a relational space in which to feel protected, leads us back to the 

garden. As a metaphoncal £rame the garden sows the seeds for a way of being 

in relationship. Remlliding us of the intercomection of ail things: 

As we garden we experience time past and time present. Toudring the earth- 

digging, planting, harvesting__connects us literally and spiritudy to a l l  those 

who have dug, planted, and harvested before us. Working in the garden pemits 

us to begin tu undersband the ivoven pattern of relationships in fiahire, and 

teaches us that nothing in nature is either independent or isolated. 

(Streep, 1999, p. 15) 

Prima1 health cm be cultivated. The way each person regards his [sic] 
own health and the way society regards public health may be compared 
to the way a gardener tends his plants. To be a true gardener one has to 
be aware of a plant's fundamental requirements and be able to meet 
them. (Odent, 1986, p. 83) 

Admiring a profusion of tiny yeliow flowers on a gently arching stem, my 

neighbor asks me the name of the plant While 1 know the type of soil it prefers, how 

much water it likes, and that it cringes when its cool, 1 can't actually name this plant 

that 1 am so intimately involved with. Raising her eyebrows, she asks, " 1 thought you 

were writing a thesis.. .isnrt your dissertation about gardening?" Looking badc at the 

tiny yellow flowers, 1 reply, 'Tes, I am writing about the garden. My 

dissertation.. .about gardening? Weil.. . it is but it isn't". 

The truth is, I don't know the names of a surprishg number of plants p ~ i n g  

in my own baclqard. 1 can tell my neighbor pretisely when that little yellow beauty 

began f lowdg,  (because I monitored the swelling buds several times daily), and that 

last year it redy didn't show much, because, if you recall, it was a dry season. 1 can 

agree that, yes, holding moisture in sandy soil is a problem, and suggest wood chips as 

a good mulch. I can confidently recommend a cup of vinegar to up the aad in the soil. 

No, it will not hurt the mots. An experienced practitioner, while 1 cannot name the 



plant, 1 am knowledgeable about the process. 

Felicity, on the other hand, could name that flower-in English, and most iikely 

in Latin-in the blink of an eye. She might feel a little l e s  sure, however, of the clinical 

term usually applied to the feelings the therapist has in response to the dient. She 

knows she has these feelings, and she can t a k  about them, but she is less likely to 

name them using the correct clinical term. I have more experience analyzing such 

respmes, sihiating them in context, and using them to advance interactions. In 0th 

words, while FeliQty has put people central in her work with plants, and while 1 have 

brought my work with people into the garden, with respect to fomal knowledge, we 

each remaîn grounded in our original discipline. 

Furthemore, it is unlikely that Felici ty will be spending much tirne in the near 

future studying countertransference. It is also not likely that I will spend my summer 

memorizing the Latin n m e s  of plants. While Felicity is SU involveci in getting her 

experience properly recognized, çuch that she cari be registered as a horticultural ther- 

apist, the success of her practice already demonstrates that she knows what she needs 

to, about working with people and plants. %me of this knowledge she acquired 

through course work, some through ewperience. Felicity also has more than her fair 

share of common sense-and she is not scared to use it. 

1, on the other hand, am a complete fake. Not that 1 cal1 myself a hortidtural 

therapist-1 do not-but 1 also have no formal training in horticulture. I am not a self- 

taught gardener, that is, 1 am not out there buying magazines or studying gardening 

books. My knowledge about plants cornes only from trial and m r ,  intuition and con- 

versation Emphasizing practice over theory, pmcess over product, 1 too h o w  what 1 

need to, about working with people and plants. Common sense and leaving well 

enough alone play an important part in my work as a gardener. 

For Feliav and me, extendhg ourseIves beyond our expertise, beyond o u  

knowledge of countertransference and Calochomis monophyllus, required steppirtg 

out onto unfamilia. &round. Bluning the boundaries between knowing and being, 



extending ourselves beyond the familiar turf of discipline, meant extending our beings 

as humans. Motivated to bring a Mlness to our work by adding diversity, texture and 

colour, we each expanded the context of our practice. Amving at a similar place h m  

different directions, the common sense, common ground between people and plants 

filt so right that it seemed fanulias. 

While extending ourselves as human beings doesn't sound like that big of a 

deal, the press~res tu conform to the institütions of our professions, wib& the htitu- 

tions of our prabice, are enormous. As professionals, we al1 want, and need, to sound 

like we know a thing or two, so the therapist tends to get studc at countertransference, 

and the hortidturalist, at Calochortus monophyllus. This has implications across dis- 

aplines, between horticulture and therapy, researdi and art. As Krizek points out: 

As we duplicate the accepted procedures of our disciplines, those into which we 

have been socialized, we correspondingly limit our potential for advancing the 

m a  tive, or, ultima tely, a tnil y innovative perspective. (Krizek, 1999, p. 98) 

Conforxning to institutional structures over time dulls our senses. As the gap widens 

between the person and her work, the knowledge our senses provide becomes less 

readily available. Flexibility and fluidity aaoss d e s  gives way to convention. 

Constraining our most essential creativity, the loss of congruence between doing and 

being challenges feelings of professional satisfaction and personal authenticity. 

And so what am 1 suggesting? That personal weîl being and professional pro- 

ducüvity flourish when we extend ourselves in our work, beyond what we know into 

who we are? What implications does this have in health care pradice, and for the 

health of the practitioner? What are the implications for ch ica l  s u p e ~ s i o n  and for the 

education of new counsellon? How can we maximize our potential for advanhg the 

aeative across disciplines? 

Donald Pokghome in hïs (1992) discussion about postmodemism and the 

epistemology of prabice, suggests that postmodern practitioners tend to draw on a 

variety of conceptual frameworks in their work, since "exdusive commitments to a 



particular theory serves to limit a diniaan's understanding of the human aspects 

encompassed by the theo." (Pobghome, 1992, p. 160). \ W e  the novice practitioner 

tends to follow the "des and procedures they were taught in training", with time and 

exmence "seme-making templates" ernerge that the more experienced practitioner 

can draw h m  (Polkinghome, 1992, p. 160). 

The garden is usehl as a "template in practice" because it brings us closer to 

"pure impressions 2nd sersations" mith our clients (PoIkiighome, 1992, p. 160). It pro- 

vides us with common ground as a starting place. Engaging at the sensorid Ievel, we 

infuse our human c o ~ e d i o n s  with a deeper level of authenticity. Providing a common 

context in which to story our experience, the Me giving force of the garden, 14th its 

texture and colour, is useful in practice, both as method and as metaphor. 

As a metaphor for growth and renewal the garden can be used by the beginning 

counsellor and by the experienced practitioner alike. "Beginning with ourselves first", 

are we engaged with our senses, and can we feel our emotions (Hunt, 1987)? Do we 

know what our sources of illumination are? What colours move us? What shadows 

might be blocking our place in the sun? Do we know what we are doing, and why we 

are doing it? Are we tending to our own health and cultivahg our own creativity- 

alongside our clients? 

Whiie I am by no means suggesting that augrnenting therapy with horticulture 

is always appropriate in practice, 1 do believe that the garden as metaphor has a time- 

less utüity. When imagination is understood as an "attribute of the senses hem- 

selves.. .as the way the senses have of throwing themselves beyond what is immediate- 

ly given", then the garden-the touchable, sensate garden-provides an opening into 

new worlds (Abram, 1997, p. 58). The artfulness of the everyday makes itself evident 

when we keep our senses alive and alert. Stiniulating our senses into imagining the 

most we can be, the garden invites "the pmmiscuous creativity of the senses"(Abram, 

1997, p. 58). Juxtaposing the ordinary with the exotic, the garden contains our most 

basic human needs-food, shelter and safety-and the sacred mysteries of our creative 

potential. 



So the recuperation of the incarnate, sensorial dimension of experience brings 

~4th it a recuperation of the living landçcape in which we are corporeally 

embedded. As we retuni to o u .  senses, we gradually discover our sensory 

perceptions to be simply our part of a v a t ,  interpenetrating webwork of 

perceptions and sensations borne by countless other bodieçsupported, that is, 

not just by ourselves, but by icy streams tumbling down granite lopes, by owl 

rvings and lidiens, and by the unçeen, ioipertürbable ~ i n d .  

(Abram, 1997, p. 65) 



Innovation and Artfulness 

In their (1993) researdi into the mots of ueativiv in the lives of women, Ciaudia 

Bepko and Joanne Krestan idenbfy five categories in order to idenûfy patterns in 

women's lives. These categories: loves, artists, leaders, innovators and visionaries, 

serve to identify the central "story" in the lives of their research partiapants. 

Beginning their research they describe that: 

sensing that love and wative energy are the core elements that 
determine the course of a woman's Me, we wanted to understand the 
possibilities women have found for shaping their lives and how they 
create forms that become the extemal "medium" for their feelings ... How 
do we h d  the courage to diange when a form doesn't fit? 
(Bepko & Krestan, 1993, pp. 8-9) 

Of the over three hundred women they interviewed,"Innovators" made up the 

smallest group, representing only ten percent of the sample (Bepko & Krestan, 1993, p. 

141). Bepko and Krestan desaibe "Innovaton" as women who reveal a "creative-inte- 

grative pattemt'(Bepko & Krestan, 1993, p. 140). They define creativity as a type of 

authentiaty and energy; while that which is artistic they define in association with spe- 

cific modes of expression (Bepko & Krestan, 1993, p. 8). As a result, aeativity and artis- 

tic expression do not necessarily always combine. In their conception of an Innovator, 

however, "the energy itself is creative-the need to express, the need to comect, the 

need to create forrns, products, symbols that convey meaning, caring, passion, 

powef'(Bepko & Krestan, 1993, p. 143). 

They desaibe that for "the Innovator, aeative self-expression is as much a 

necessity, as intense an energy, as the need for oriatedness.. .The Innovator is the 

woman with a passion for ideas, for music, for abstract forms, for any artistic medium, 

for a speciaüzed c m ,  for a chance to bring her ideas to bar. 



But, whüe passion in our lives may throw caution to the wind, when we 
portray passion in writing, or when we write passionately, there is 
judgement. The art of thesis wrïting involves knowing when and where 
fiction might be appropriate. (Ubourn, 1999, p. 31) 

For both Felicity and me, innovating a new practice involves reinventing our 

professional identity. Our shiftç occur in opposite directions: 1 find a way to integrate 

the garden into my work with people, while F e k i t y  h d s  a way to comed her work 

with plants to people. For both of us, the momentum that led to this shift came sud- 

denly as a kind of "aha!" or aitical incident. We each felt that we knew what needed 

to be done, and we did it. While we encountered obstacles dong the way in the devel- 

opment and manifestation of our ideas, neither of us ever doubted the ûueness of our 

vision. Driven by the belief that "these people c m  do things. ..they should be working 

with plants", Feliaty wrote a proposal for horticultural therapy programmirtg in a 

nursing home that desaibed the needs of the elderly in imperative terms. She tumed 

the reaiization of those needs into a right that had to be immediately awarded through 

the irnplementation of her program. ÇimüarlyI driven by the belief that the clients at 

the Youth Clinic needed a garden to grow, while pitdllng the need to develop this gar- 

den (to clinic board membes, to potential donors, to public officiais), I spoke in urgent 

tenns. 

As individuals, neither of us ever doubted our agency. Propelled by an interna1 

momentum, we did not stop long enough to wonder about our ability to make our 

dreams a reality. With the uitensity of a vision guiding our way, the question 'cari I do 

it?' never seemed relevant It needed to be done, and we were clearly the one's doing 

it. Nor did Feliaty or 1 ever sit back and marvel at our success. Without self-comcious- 

ness, we pruceeded more like instruments affeding action. Fomuiately, we were both 

successful; consciousness came with the satisfaction of seeing our dreams materialize. 

While the achial shift that led to new action seemed precipitous-the gradua1 

processes that led to the innovation can be read in each of our portraits. What do the 

WI 



portraits tell us about the m a  of inquiry? 1s it possible to see the life history roots of 

the qualities that dowed each of us to reinvent our professional identity? 1s that quali- 

ty flexibility? Cm a sense of entitlement be glimpsed? Or is it a certain way of looking 

at personal professional identity that is somewhat more fluid than formed? 

Further, why is this important? What can we l e m  h m  this research? As Brent 

Kilboum (1999) suggests in his discussion of the qualities of theses, the writer of the 

alternative thesis mlst sti l l  be able to nnswer the question: "'IZ%at is tfic nature of the 

daim in this study?'"(Kilboum, 1999, p. 28). A thesis, he remindç us, "must make a 

substantive contribution to scholarship" (Kilboum, 1999, p. 28). Further, while the epis- 

temological and methodologicai conditions of the construction of my thesis have 

"freed me from n m w  interpretations of terms like claim, argument, and midence", 1 am 

nevertheles obliged to explain why I have done what I did, and kuther, what it means 

(Kilboum, 1999, p. 28). 

Rocess and content intertwine in what Kilboum terms "self-conscious 

method"(Kilboum, 1999). He asks that: 

A doctoral thesis should demonstrate self-conscious method. It should betray 

the author's sensitivity to concem about the connedion between method and 

meaning. An author should be aware of the bearing of method on what the 

study has to offer in ways that move beyond glib nods to the horrors of posi- 

tivism or the abuses of narrative. The author should ewpliatly demonstrate an 

awareness of his or her role as a writer with a biography. The author should, in 

some way, make clear her or his sensitivity to the conceptual and methodologi- 

cal moves made duMg the conduct of the study and in the presentation of the 

study as a readable document. The author should show an awareness of the 

bearing of those moves on the overd integrity of the work, should be able to 

give god rusons for making them.(p. 28) 

While 1 believe that 1 have already attended to the majority of these issues, what 

remains ouîstanding is another type of discussion "about the connedion between 



method and meaning." My purpose in engaging in this discussion is to "seek optimum 

resolution of process"(Co1e & Knowles, forthcoming, 2000). B ~ g i n g  dosure to the 

researching process with a discussion about method and meaning is a Little like 

mulching perennials for the winter; in the process of ending 1 am also preparing for a 

new beginning (Cole & Knowles, forthcoming, 2000). 

In choosing the content area for this discussion, 1 am aware that 1 have a variety 

of alternatives. In the course of the project, I have of course alrrady made countless 

interpretive decisions. For example, in the first section of Feliaty's portrait, "cultivat- 

hg childhood", 1 adapt Laurel Richardson's device "poetic transaiption"(Ridiardson, 

1992). My wish to capture Feliaty's essence in a way that prose cannot led me to select 

poetic form (Richardson, 1992). Further, my fondness for, and apprecîation of Feliaty's 

use of language led me to the decision that I would use only her words in that section. 

Decisions about what got induded, and what got left out, mix meaning and method. 

Points of connection and of difference in our personal and professional experi- 

ence emerged through the processes of research. Some of these are refiected in the por- 

k i t s ,  in that 1 have chosen them as points of emphasis, others, seemingly less impor- 

tant, I have left off the page. For example, blending fa& and fiction, in ''Thafs a lovely 

idea, deaf', I story the moment when Feliaty first decided to design a horticulturd 

therapy program in considerable detail. My own pardel inadent, which appears in 

"The Skilled Praditionef', also blends fact and fiction, although it is written in a differ- 

ent style, and therefore "reads" very differently. Here style itself is intended to evoke 

meaning: that siippery, s h y  slug invites you into the cornmon ground of the garden. 

My other 'critical incident', is written as part of chapter one in the "cultivating contexr 

sedion in more conventional academic prose. Differences in emphasis indude more 

detail in FeIiaty's portrait about later life education and the development of hortid- 

tual therapy programming in institutional settings, and more detail in my portrait 

about family context and formative relationships. These ciifferences reflect the si@- 

cance of decisions and influences dong each of our personal/professional paths. 



Felicity and 1 share Me-shaping experiences: up dose glimpses of death, travel 

at an early age, the gift of sound bodies and good health. We are also enormously dif- 

ferent: as women in our personalities, in our early ewperiences, and in the c m n t  

expression of work. In making a choice about whidi areas to focus on, 1 am consaous- 

ly Limiting the scope of what I can accompliçh here, and leaving a variety of interpre- 

tive spaces unexplored. 

In liste.uI..g to FeliSt;.'s stories I became awce  of the quimtiy of mateïial in r ~ y  

own history where my mother figures as an important non-traditional influence. My 

mother was, in fact my mother is a powerful woman. As my Mend Cecelia says, (with 

an ironic smile, while shaking her head), "even now." Even now that she is in a wheel 

chair, has no idea what day it is, what year it is, where she is, or even who she is, men 

now, she is a very powerful presence. The imagistic, intersubjective meaning making 

process that brought me to the fullness of that realization 1 have already rendered in 

Chapter Eight, in the section titled "Rereading h e :  Using Images Artfully" . 
Following that realization came self-study data collection processes 1 describe in the 

sections titîed 'The Search for Goodneçs" and "Narrative and Snapshots". 

Frorn the quantity of material that ernerged, came the necessity to make some 

decisions about r e e g  my focus. Shouid 1 attempt to explore my mother's beliefs 

about female appearance and her experiences as a nudist? Could 1 story the influence 

her way of being in this regard had on me, her daughter? And if I could, would my 

reader be able to make links between the stories as told and the area of inquiry? In 

other words, could these stories sufficiently illuminate the area of inquiry and vice 

versa? 

Through a process of rehterrogating my thesis question 1 established the areas 

that seemed most useful to foreground. Appearance, though intereskg, did not seem 

like the most relevant strand of influence to follow. Since 1 was looking at agency or 

institutional settings as context for the expression of new practice, 1 began to think 

more deeply about how I regard those places. niinking about what 1 have come to 



believe led me to who got me thinking that way which brought me fdl a t d e  back to 

my mother. The process itself opened up a whole new variety of possibilities; speafi- 

cally it led to the narrative snapshot where 1 desaibe rny mother demanding that hos- 

pital staff relocate her father. The resonance of this influence, though less direct, can 

also be identifieci in the incident where it seems reasonable to child Maura to not do 

what the teacher is asking if she can offer a good reason; and to the narrative snapshot 

where child Maura organizes a sit-in at school to protert what she pemeives to be 

unfair treatment by a teacher, or leaves school entirely when she feels threatened. 

Further, the circle has indeed corne full d e :  in several of the stories, 1 could now eas- 

ily be mistaken for my mother, and my daughter for me. The Me history mots are as 

visible, as are the intergenerational boundaries blurred. 

Retuming to Kilbourn's request about self-conscious method, it is up to me to 

explain why I have chosen to represent this theme in this particular way. The point, 

that powerfd women who chailenge authority, who make no apology for it, and who 

never self descnie as less-than, influence their daughters in manifold ways, is, as 

Kilbourn points out, "easy to rnake in academic prose, but it is hard to express in a 

way that shows its depth"(Kiiboum, 1999, p. 29). In order to access its depth, for my 

research audience and for myself, 1 attempt to get at its emotional sipficance. 

Selecting narrative snapshots as a medium, 1 maximize the "communicative potential" 

in the material thmugh my presentational fom. Cole and Knowles explain: 

A life history account is.. .written or revealed with the express purpose of con- 

nebing, in an holistic way with the hearts, souls and minds of readers. It is 

intended to have an evocative quality and a high level of resonance for audi- 

ences of all kinds (Cole & Knowles, forthcoming, 2000) 

To accomplish this, 1 need to look at myself ontologically, to ground myself in a 

deeper sense of who 1 am. Putting my academic voice aside, 1 ask you to ask me to 

'Tell you a story". As Kïlboum describes "the alternative writing form [is meant to] 

give the reader a more tangible experience of a phenomenon"(Kübouni, 1999, p. 29). In 



other words, I take you there; to the place where I can taste drywall dust, feel the hand 

of my grandfather, and hear the sound of my mother's voice. I don't believe that I 

could adequately evoke the resonance of this place in academic prose. Kilbourn 

describes the problem: 

One problem for writing, and one reason depth is difficult to indicate, concerns 

intensity. Straight prose is limited for expressing depth because the time it take 

to artidate emotion in common !angage pardoxicallp can bleed the emotion 

of its intensity. The problem is also one of pace. Part of the solution is to slow 

the reader down to increase the chance of thinking about meaning. 

(Kilbourn, 1999, p. 29) 

Issues concerning pace, and providing the space in our texts for readers to 

think, also relate to the spaces of suggestion alternative writing contains. As I dis- 

cussed in Chapter Eight, in the section titled "Information, Knowledge and Wkdom", I 

intentionally chose to leave my "self-study short of facts, of information or content in 

the traditional senseM(p. 140). I discuss my ideas about information, knowledge and 

wisdom in order to support this decision. I encourage you to use the spaces that I have 

left as your own meaning making sites. I hope that these sites aren't empty spaces: my 

intention is that they should be full of suggestion. 

My alternative style of writing is also intended to evoke an emotional response. 

In discussing the purpose of inserting poetry in academic prose Kilboum desaibes: 

'Toetry is one way of expressing depth of feeling, of slowing the reader down, of pro- 

viding the chance for a degree of contemplation and of empathetic response. ..[it has] 

relevance for contributing to the power of what is said"(Kilboum, 1999, p. 29). 

Forums and mechanisms for self-expression are as diverse and changeable as 

the individuals who embrace them. That they should be resonant and meaningful at 

one time, and less siguficant at another, speaks of our capacity for growth. Our pas- 



siow change. The capacity to recognize and ab, when that change is upon us, is as 

important as the ability to recognize passion in ourselves in the k t  place. Authentic 

self expression is not a matter of-when the going's not good, ifs time to get going- 

but rather, "Am 1 extending who 1 am into my He and work in a rneaningfd way on a 

regular basis?" As Felicity points out in the foilowuig section, when that fit between 

the personal and the professional gets lost, the fit between meaning and purpose in the 

practice cf our d d y  Lves becornes temem. \*&en congruence is !est, it is time to 

move on. 

Feliaty: 
This is a ~ o o d  idea 

I still fief, I feel goai about my job. I like coming in. I fhink that's aery important. I 
don? ever want tu be in a position where lfeel I haae to stay at a job, t h t  1 have to do it. 

Pm studying motion picture production at Ryerson now. 1 approached the 

American Horticultural Association and said, "PU make the educational film". And 

they said, "Excellent". I got a grant through the Baycrest Foundation to make a video 

about horticultural therapy. So I started a film Company called "Wdd Oats 

Productions". Apparently oats rneans friendship, in Japanese, maybe. 1 can't r e d .  I 

wanted to do the Baycrest video under "Wiid Oats", so that when 1 went for funding 

for the film 1 could say, "Weli, this is an example of my work". 

I'm here because I want to 6e and when thejîlming cornes, mnybe 171 do thnt. For me thut's 

peace of mind. I thhk that if1 everfelt trapped in sumething or 1 had to be there, then I wodd 

hm I was finished. 

1 know there are some people that think: 'Tm going to start a job and PU do it 

forever." 1 can't see that. Ifs more for me: "This is a good idea." Okay, so Pll do thiç 

now. Going to school for nIm. Forming goals, having them work out. FoUowing 

dreams. 



In art the act of being determines the situation in which the form 
becomes the work. Through the meeting that which confronts me is 
fulfilled, and enters the world of things, there to be endlessly active, 
endlessly to becomes It, but also endlessly to become Thou again, 
inspiring and blessing. It is "embodied"; its body emerges Érom the flow 
of the spaceless, timeless present on the shore of existence. 
(Buber, 1958, pp.11-15) 

1 love the Royal Ontario Museum Like few other buildings in Toronto. The stone 

stairç wom in the centre from the &ad of so many, the regal wooden totem pole 

ascending above, the atmosphere cool and cairn, solemn and expectant. Descending 

the stairç toward one of the recently opened (since 1 was a M d  coming here, that is) 

galleries, 1 pass by the cut off to ancient Egypt, and the door to the dinosaus. The bat 

cave tempts me, but 1 carry on.. ..Mer al1 I am here on business relating to my thesis. 

Entering the Heritage Gallery of Canada's People, 1 check my invitation: 

The Multicuitural History Society of Ontario and the Royal 00ntnn0 Museum 

presen t "Gmwing Cultures". 

Photographer: Vincenzo Pietropaulo 

Researcher: Gerda R. Wekerle 

Curatoc Elizabeth McLuhan 

The room is Ml to overflowing. Making my way through the mwd, I 

encounter various artifactç: a well used wooden winepress, a woven reed basket Hled 

with fresh figs. 1 Locate a program and begin to scan the photographs luiuig the wds. 

Inunediately 1 feel my heart catch in my throat and my eyes w d  up with tears. 

There is "Kwan Ymg Chee's jar of seedsff , "Clifton Taylor's callaloo gar- 

den", "Salme Soovere with rhubarb", and "Claude Elhai with tornato". This sec- 

tion of the exhibit is titled "taking mot Transplanted Culhues". The accompa- 

nying text explains the resonance of the garden as method and metaphor in the 

lives of the people in the portraits: 



For many immigrants, gardening is a way to hansmit cultural traditions to their 

children, through growing plants used in family reapes or herbal mediches, 

and through passing on traditional garden lore. A garden is not just a plot of 

land. It is compnsed of mernories of the past and hopes for the future. Gardens 

nurture the body but they also address emotional and spintual needs. 

(Wekerle, 2000, p.2) 

Epneath the portraits are eqhoms.  Puttingr them on I am k e d i a t e l y  kans- 

planted into a garden filled with callaloo. It is the day that the first baby leaves 

&led. Listening to the passion in the voice of the gardener while standing before 

his image, I can taste the soup he will make using his grandmother's recipe. 

Another section of the exhibit titled "cultivating neighborhoods Community 

Gardens" t e k  me that there are now over eighty comunity gardens in the Greater 

Toronto area. The text points out that: 

sometimes the sheer effort involved in creating a community garda, and in 

keeping it going, c m  result in a network of connecting and caring that extends 

beyond the growing season. This network of community involvement often 

bridges cultural and generational differences. (Wekerle, 2000, p. 2) 

Community gardens in Toronto are supported by the Toronto Community Garden 

Network through Foodshare, a non-profit a g e q  that works with "communities to 

improve access to affordable, nutritious food". Foodshare nins a community kitchen 

program, does education about organic gardening and composting, and offers infor- 

mation and resources about starting community gardens. Foodshare also runs the 

"Seeds of Our City" program, which supports the luik between bio-diversity and cul- 

tural diversity through seed exchanges. Comecting people to their agridtural history 

and culture, this program aiso "contributes to a healthy and sustainable Iocd food sys- 

temf'(seeds of our aty, 2000, p.1). 

Other sections of the exhiit catch my attention: "feast for the eyes. Labour of 

Love" explores the role of the garden as phenornenon in everyday urban Me. Focusing 



on the people-plant comection these images depict the garden as an oppominity for 

respite. A retreat £rom urban living, these often tiny "self-contained worlds" offer sanc- 

tuary to the gardener"(Wekede, 2000, p. 3). 

"fieields of play. Alternative Gardens" show the imaginative possibilities of gar- 

deners and gardening. Found objects miw with plants in sculptural arrangements. 

There is "Lisa~dro Pacheco's portable garden", and the "toy garden of George 

kIanousiadid". Here practicsilit). giïes ivay tto delight. 

Finally, while reading the text of "home harvest. From Garden to Table", 1 start 

to feel hungry: 

Immigrant gardeners often try to recreate natural aspects of their homeland. 

Many bring farming experience and knowledge about plants and gardening that 

is not reflected in Canadian gardenîng guides. They experiment in the Ontario 

climate with plants indigenous to other places. Methods of cultivation, often 

organic and high-yielding, provide models of sustainable gardening. Family 

gardens supply almost everything required for traditional meals, from fruits, 

vegetables, herbs, and spices, to preserves, jarns, and wine wekerle, 2000, p. 4). 

Eating a deliaous spring roll at the reception (catered by Foodshare), 1 rnarvel at 

the integrity apparent in al l  aspects of the work represented here, and of the opening 

event i tself. This is research tha t "stands for something" . It is making a ciifference to 

real people Iiving real lives right naw (Cole & Knowles, forthcoming, 2000). Gazing 

around the room at the people who are Toronto's inmdible cultural diversity, it seems 

to me that accessibility in research is a moral issue. Looking at my invitation again, I 

check the fine print: Tesearch for the exhibit was funded by the Social Sciences and 

Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) and the FaculSr of Environmental Studies, York 

University". 

1 am inspired and encouraged. This exhibit is so grounded in the real world. 

There is no obscuring of common sense strategies in scientific language hm. We are 

now miles away £rom that researcher in Chapter One, that weii intentioned man who 



couldn't b ~ g  himçelf to use the word "food, while presenting about eating and the 

elderly. This research representation moved me. It connected, in a holistic way, with 

my heart, sou1 and rnind (Cole & Knowles, forthcoming, 2000). 

Almost axiomatically, interpre tive social scientîs ts assert that our work 
has conçequences for others and ourselves. Sometimes we write about 
the consequences to others, but less often do we mi te  about the 
consequences to ourselves. Even more rarely do we consider those 
consequences in t m s  of subjedively felt experiences. 
(Richarson, 1992, p.125) 

Four years ago, when I wrote my proposal, 1 was working as a counsellor at 

Youth Clinical Services in North York. 1 was: doing individual chical work, I was 

facilitating groups, 1 was a union steward, 1 was negotiating a new collective agree- 

ment, 1 was coordinating the hortidtural therapy program, 1 ivas soliciting donations 

and funding to keep the program alive, 1 was supervising a student. And then I took a 

leave of absence in order to finish my degree and to continue to care for my mother. 

Six months after 1 left, the d in ic  was given notice to move. It is now located in an office 

space in a nearby strip mall. There are no windows. The green space is gone. 

What 1 have just described in a few quick sentences, without emotion, was of 

course a long drawn out process fiUed with anger, sadness and anguish. The gardai 

had been enjoyed as phenomenon, method and metaphor by so many; now it could 

only serve as a metaphor, and it was not a positive one. With the tangible inspiration 

for my thesis gone, my work no Longer felt immediately relevant or useful. 

Demoraüzed, 1 began to think about a shift in focus, or emphasis. 

Freed h m  my responsibilities at the WC, my diniaan hat laid to the side, 1 

was able to pay more attention to the development of my identity as a researcher. 

Ekxesses that at times felt compelling and exciting (described in the pmcess vs. prod- 

uct section of chapter one), also presented practical difEiculties. In my thesis work, this 

became a problem of never being able to catch up to myself: my identity developrnent 

[wl 



processes as a researcher were so much in flux that much of what 1 did (and wrote) 

seemed to me to only have very temporary relevance. Meanwhile, in my persona1 life 

my mother's ever-increasing needs for care meant that I was spending less and less 

time with rny research. It is only in the last few mon& that 1 have been able to directly 

unite the professional and the personal by reading sections of my thesis aloud to 

groups of residents at the nursing home where my Morn now lives. 

Lome 'leiken suggest- t h t  we constnict ourselws, our wer-changing multifac- 

eted identities in the everyday practice of the personal and the professional. As 

researchers integration and congruence can occur: 

By brirtging together the academy and the kitchen table, by moving whatever 

conceptual fumiture is necessary to make room, to shift and shift again the cen- 

tre of our inquiry into multiple-and perhaps confiicting-contexts, we will 

begin to truly iive our notions of shifting identities, of the valüe of embodied 

knowing, of the connection between the personal and the political. 

(Neilsen, 1998, p. 142) 

With a full-bodied attentiveness to mearcher values, cornes a broader researdi agenda, 

and an acceptance of a more modest set of expectations about each individual research 

projea. 

Now 1 find myself about to board another airplane, this one bound for the 

Advances in Qualitative Methods in Hedth Conference, in B d ,  Alberta. Tucked 

away in my bag for review on the plane is a presentation my research partner and 1 

have worked very hard o n  Etled ''Living and Dying with Dignity: The Alzheimer's 

Project", it is an arts informeci co~lununity based life history research projed. A large- 

scale pmject with resonant personal implications, I cm sense that my professional 

identity is on the move once again. 



Most people would look at the garden that provided the inspiration for this the- 

sis and pronounce it dead. Indeed the individual garden plots, once so carefuüy main- 

tained by clients, are so overgrown that it is hard to h d  the s tones that delineate one 

from the next Garbage that has blown across the area hasn't been picked up: a white 

plastic shopping bag covered with orange neon writing dings to a partly f a h g  d o m  

grapevine lattice, bits of paper and plastic cups are stuck in the lower brandies of a 

miniature lilac. The t h e  of year is dso 

snow ding to the still frozen ground. 

But what 1 know is that gardens never die. Plants die from negled, from too 

much sun, from too little water. But gardens never die. People leave 

them up for dead. They move on, they forget, they start again. 

gardens; they give 



For everything there is a season, 
and a tirne for every rnatter under 
heaven; 
a time to be born, and a time to die; 
a time to plant, and a time to plu& 

up what is planted ... 
(Ecdesiastes, 3) 
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Appendix 

Interview Guide 

Part 1 /Ouestions about workinn with veovle and vlants 

@Ca.. you tell me about a typical day at work, what you do and how you spend your 

time? 

W h a t  do you like most about your job?-diçlike ? 

*How much time do you spend (each day and each week) working with dents with 

plants? 

aHow much time do you spend alone at work (each day and each week)-and how 

and where do you spend this time? 

*Tell me about your dients-who they are, how they were referred to you, how long 

you have been seeing hem, the qualiv of your relationships (keeping 

confidentiality in mind). 

*Cari you remernber the k t  dient that you ever worked with as a horticultural 

therapist? Can you tell me about that experience (keeping confidentiality in mind)? 

What does the garden at your workplace mean to you? 

*Do you belong to any professional associations or organizations, and if so, what does 

this membership mean to you? 



.Tell me about any professional developrnent activities that you are engaged in 

conferences, courses, writing, reading. What of these do you do during work tirne? 

.Tell me about how the changing seasons effect your work / personal sense of weLl 

being. 

.How much of yourself do you feel that you put into your work? How, where, and 

does it feel like the right amount? 

~ C a n  you tell me the stov in lots and lots of detail, about how your horticultural ther- 

apy program was bom? Who was important / helpfd in its development? What 

got in the way? 

.How long has the program been operating and how is it different than it was then? 

(de tails about the evolutionary process) 

0Can you tell me a story that dates badc to the tirne when the program was just getting 

poing? 

Part 2/0uestions about the work environment - aeencv or institutional context 

0Ca.n you tell me more about the hortidtural therapy program (parts you might not 

be directly involved with)? 

.Tell me about working here : who do you report to? who wrote your job description, 

who do you speak to when there is a problem? 



* C m  you tell me about the organizational structure of your workplace. 1s there a 

Board? Tell me about communication within the system. 

*Tell me about your papenvork requirements (dinical notes and dient files; quarterly 

reports; reports to supervisors) How mu& time do you spend doing this? 

*Tell me about the people who you fee! support yori b. ycm ~scrk-and hms h y  

show that support. 

*Tell me about where the horticultural 

grams that your workplace offers. 

therapy program fits into other s e ~ c e s  or pro- 

*Is the community involved / welcome in your garda? Do they use it? 

*Tell me how confidentiality issues are handled here. How was the process estab- 

lished? Have there ever been any problems around this? 

eHow is your program funded? Do you feel like the funding is secure? Who does 

fundraising? H o w  did this arrangement develop? 

* C m  you tell me about how problems are handled in your workplace? 

*Do you feel like you "fit in" at work? Do you feel different? 

@What are your colleagues me? What do people here usually do for lunch? 

eHow do you feel that the hortidtural therapy program is regarded by your col- 
leagues? How is it talked about? 1s the garden "used by those not directly 

involved with the pmgramf and if sot how? 



Cari you tell me about the pmcess of institutional change as you have experienced it? 

aWhat do you see as the hoticultural therapy program's potential? 

Part 3 / ûues tions about  erso on al life and backmund 

*What kind of jobs did you do before this one? What do you fantasize about in ternis 

of future work? 

*Teil me about your k t  personal garden, and other gardens that you've cared for or 

about. 

*How and when did you detide to become a horticultural therapist? How did you 

l e m  about horticultural therapy as a profession? 

*Tell me about your educational background / experience. 

*What does your farnily Uiink about the work you do? Have they always felt that 

way ? 

*Cm you tell me about the physical surroundings of your upbringing? Did you corne 

from a "green" family? 

*Cari you tell me about some of the kinds of things you do to take care of yourself? 

How frequently do you h d  oppominities for personal/professional renewal? 

.Teil me about your most treasured plant-where it came hm, how long you've had 

it, who cares for it when you are away? 



.Tell me about your oldest plant (same leads as above). 

@Do you have a "g-reen" mentor? Can you teil me about that person and what they 

mean to you? 

mWhere do you see yourçelf going with your work? 

C m  you tell me a story about 

@a personal gardening experience 

awho you were as a child 

@a relationship that you had/ or are having that involves plants in some way 

man experience where you did somethuig new or different 




